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This dissertation is a case study of Pittsburgh’s first Community Benefits Agreement 

(CBA), surrounding the construction of a new hockey arena in the Hill District neighborhood, 

which borders the city’s central business district.  CBAs are legally-binding agreements through 

which communities ensure developer reinvestment in return for public support of a project.  

Using the Hill District case to explore the phenomenon of CBAs, I address a three-fold research 

inquiry: 1) Why are communities choosing to negotiate with developers and pursue benefits 

through CBAs?; 2) How are communities engaging in and securing CBAs?; and 3) What 

implications do the Hill District CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, hold for pro-growth 

dynamics?   

Data was generated through interviews with 32 stakeholders, as well as a year-long 

ethnography.  Informed by a grounded theory analysis, my research contributes to the small, but 

growing body of work on CBAs by presenting a descriptive account of the Hill District 

campaign and the CBA Coalition’s organizational process, structure, and strategies.  I consider 

the perspectives of multiple community- and non-community-based actors, and offer insight into 

what makes a CBA campaign successful.  Additionally, I argue that the Hill District 
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community’s history of failed urban renewal greatly influenced their decision to pursue benefits.  

To a lesser extent, local impacts and a large public subsidy for the Penguins hockey franchise 

also served as driving forces.  While these motivations are specific to the Hill District case, they 

also speak to larger phenomena facing many urban communities within the current era of value-

free growth. 

Connecting the literature on CBAs to that of urban political economy, my study further 

investigates the ways in which these Agreements have impacted pro-growth dynamics.  To the 

larger body of urban political-economic scholarship, then, I offer a practical and theoretical 

assessment of CBAs.  My research extends prior work suggesting that residents’ positions on 

growth are complex and demonstrates that while CBAs achieve value-conscious growth, they do 

not fundamentally alter dominant standards of growth or growth machine processes.  I conclude 

by proposing a larger deconstruction of growth that utilizes new standards for city success and 

raises expectations for private and public sectors.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

And unfortunately in these communities, high minority, or highly impoverished 
communities, they don’t have trust in anyone. They don’t trust citizens in those 
communities, they don’t trust politicians that reflect that community, and they doggone 
don’t trust developers.    

           —Hill District Resident and Political Representative  

In recent years, scholars have pointed to an interesting and troubling convergence of trends 

in urban areas throughout the United States (US).  Government at various levels has largely 

withdrawn from the social and economic problems of cities1; simultaneously, state and local 

governments have attempted to address some of cities’ fiscal troubles by investing in the private 

market in order to revitalize downtown areas (Wilson 2007).  This alliance between the public 

and private sectors has strengthened local growth coalitions, whose members are intent on 

achieving value-free growth, or growth at any cost.  Their redevelopment decisions are geared 

toward accommodating middle and upper class residents, while giving little consideration to 

those low-income and often racial/ethnic minority populations who already call urban 

neighborhoods home.  Responding to the ways in which globalization and deindustrialization 

have negatively affected cities, these trends are part of a neoliberal program intent on scaling 

back government regulations on private capital and demanding little from developers in the way 

of redistribution (Hackworth 2007; Parks and Warren 2009).   

Such an agenda gained ground in the 1980s, manifest in political-economic rhetoric and 

policies that promoted individual capabilities and limited government involvement.  In the 

1990s, this approach was compounded by the global trope, defined by Wilson (2007) as the 

rhetoric surrounding globalization which suggests that cities—specifically those in the rust 

 
1 The effects of the recently-elected Obama administration have yet to be seen, although there are indications—such 
as the establishment of the White House Office of Urban Affairs—of a renewed focus on urban social and economic 
problems. 



 

belt—need strengthening and privatization because they are decaying and in competition with 

each other to fulfill their potential.  The global trope has thus served to aid in the value-free 

agenda of growth coalitions through support for “‘trickle-down’ redevelopment, retrenchment of 

social service provisions,” and renewed ideas about the “unproductive poor” (p. ix).  For cities to 

survive, the “fragmentation” of space by class and race—in particular the management and 

isolation of poor black neighborhoods and other populations that will impede growth goals—

becomes normalized and necessary (2007:5).  In addition to this fragmentation, cooperation 

between private and public sectors—a foundation of neoliberalism at the local level (Hackworth 

2007)—and negative perceptions of anything that stands in the way of their growth agenda has 

resulted in continued exclusion of the community sector2 in land use decisions.   

A boom in the construction of new sports facilities since the 1990s is reflective of the 

current growth atmosphere.  Although such venues are viewed as potential saviors of cities in 

decline, political-economic analyses suggest otherwise.  A growing body of research by 

economists, sociologists, and political scientists shows that sports facilities are not urban saviors; 

they stimulate little economic growth and fail to address local social problems (Delaney and 

Eckstein 2003; 2007).  In addition, not only is the amount of public subsidy devoted to sports 

facility construction unprecedented, but the financial rewards are increasingly concentrated in the 

hands of a few large business operators (2003; Collins and Grineski 2007).  Knowing that 

opposition to such redevelopment decisions stands little chance in the face of strong local growth 

coalitions, some communities are turning to strategies of negotiation, such as the Community 

Benefits Agreement (CBA). 

                                                 
2 The community sector is defined by Ho (2007–8) as residents and community groups. 
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CBAs are a relatively new tool for community involvement and empowerment in major 

land use decisions and processes (Marcello 2007; Baxamusa 2008a).  These legally binding 

agreements are usually negotiated between private developers and community-based coalitions, 

with some role played by the local government.  In return for public support of the 

(re)development in their neighborhoods, communities often call for targeted hiring (sometimes 

with a living wage), environmental requirements and improvements, job training programs, 

affordable housing, and funds or facilities for community services and programs (Gross, Leroy, 

and Janis-Aparicio 2005).   

Despite increased use since their introduction in the late 1990s, CBAs have not been the 

focus of much scholarly research (Marcello 2007; Cummings 2007–8).  The body of work that 

does exist tends to be community-focused and applied; it appears most often in policy briefs, 

legal journals, and nonprofit organization/philanthropic publications.  Much of the information 

available on CBAs presents a “bird’s eye” view of several Agreements, based on anecdotal data.  

It is especially uncommon to see a sustained focus on one or a few campaigns based on primary 

data collection.  Baxamusa’s work (2008a; 2008b) is a notable exception, wherein he charts the 

process of two CBA campaigns and offers a number of common features of CBA deliberations. 

Although extant resources on CBAs are useful, they also necessitate complementary 

academic research that presents a more in-depth view of why and how communities are choosing 

to take this strategy.  Responding to this need and inspired by political-economic analyses of 

urban trends, this dissertation is a case study of Pittsburgh’s first CBA.  This Agreement 

surrounds the construction of a new hockey arena in the Hill District neighborhood, which 

borders the city’s central business district (Figure 1-1).  Broadly, my research uses the Hill 

District case to explore the phenomenon of CBAs within the current era of value-free growth.  
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The Hill District Community Benefits Agreement: A Case Study 

In March of 2007, Pittsburgh city officials announced that a new hockey arena would be 

built directly across the street from the existing one, in time for the 2010–11 hockey season.  It 

will replace the aging Mellon Arena, a structure with what might be called a “burdened history.”  

The Mellon Arena (then the Civic Arena) was built in the late 1950s for the Civic Light Opera, a 

product of urban renewal policies that amputated an area called the Lower Hill District and 

displaced 8,000 residents, most of whom were African American renters.  Despite its crowded 

nature and poor housing stock—sufficient to be considered blighted by the powers that were—

the Lower Hill District was part of a culturally and economically vibrant neighborhood.  The 

Arena created a buffer between downtown and the Lower Hill District and began a gradual 

period of decline and disinvestment that was only exacerbated by the race riots of 1968.   

Today, geographic definitions of the neighborhood vary.  Using the more comprehensive 

definition subscribed to by the CBA Coalition, the Hill District is made up of about 14,500 

people (Perkey and Sheridan 2008).  Four out of the six subsets claimed by this definition are 

now characterized by high levels of poverty, renter-occupied housing, and a decreasing 

population, which has left many properties vacant and deteriorating (Pittsburgh Department of 

City Planning 2000).  The neighborhood is still predominantly African American and exists 

within a racially segregated city in which African Americans make up 27% of the population 

(2000).  

The Hill District neighborhood is widely perceived in Pittsburgh as having problems with 

drugs and other crime, an underclass, racialized “ghetto” to be avoided; the reality is that some 

parts of the neighborhood deal more heavily with these problems than others.  Many of those 

who live in and are familiar with the neighborhood today consider it to be on the verge of 

transition, either racially and economically diversifying or moving toward a more “livable” place 
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for current residents.  Indeed, beginning in the 1990s, new mixed income housing began 

replacing abandoned buildings and aging public housing projects.  More recently, the 

neighborhood has seen an increasing balance among different types of redevelopment projects 

(Perkey and Sheridan 2008).   

Within the last few years, the Hill District faced its most substantial redevelopment 

challenges since the 1950s.  In 2006, it became one of three sites for a proposed Pittsburgh 

casino and the operator’s application was attached to a new hockey arena.  Due in part to a small 

but vocal anti-casino movement, the application based in the Hill District was not chosen.  

Responding to threats of the Penguins hockey franchise to leave the city, however, the City, 

County, and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania altered funding and plans for a new arena stayed 

intact.  

Because the site for the new arena is not residential, displacement is not an issue to the 

extent that it was during urban renewal.  Nevertheless, residents and members of businesses and 

organizations in the Hill District were determined not to let history repeat itself.  Following more 

than a year of negotiations, in August 2008 the Hill District CBA was signed by the One Hill 

Coalition, Pittsburgh City and Allegheny County officials, as well as the Penguins hockey 

franchise.  Currently in its implementation stage, the Agreement legally binds these latter entities 

to provide various benefits, including a job referral center and funding toward a grocery store, as 

well as the inclusion of community input in a neighborhood master planning process.   

A Community Benefits Movement 

CBAs have been characterized as a way to lift all boats, to achieve growth with justice 

(Meyerson 2006), and as the grassroots “David’s” versus the developer “Goliath’s” (Leavitt 

2006:258).  Julian Gross (2007–8), director of the Community Benefits Law Center, offers the 

following definition for a CBA: “a legally binding contract (or set of related contracts), setting 
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forth a range of community benefits regarding a development project, and resulting from 

substantial community involvement” (par. 11).  Vital to his definition is an inclusive organizing 

effort and the enforceability of the contract.   

CBA campaigns are increasingly visible in cities across the country (Mulligan-Hansel and 

LeRoy 2008).  According to Gross, Leroy and Janis-Aparicio (2005), CBAs are part of a larger 

community benefits movement: 

In the regions where the movement has taken root, the community benefits movement is 
reframing the public discourse on economic development.  No longer limited to narrow 
discussions of tax revenue, the dialogue on development policy is now commonly 
characterized by spirited debates over living wage jobs, park space, affordable housing and 
proximity to transit corridors.  For the first time in a generation, this movement has caused 
a broad range of public officials, planners, and community-based organizations to 
recognize the need to play a leadership role in land use planning, and to use public dollars 
and land use authority in strategic ways to improve job opportunities and the quality of life 
for low-income communities (P. 6).    

Nevertheless, CBAs are still “relatively novel and rare” (Gerber 2007:5).  Estimates of the 

number of CBAs in effect in the United States range from about 25 to near 50, depending on the 

source (Meyerson 2006; Lavine 2009).3   

Although CBAs have been signed in roughly 20 cities, the state of California boasts the 

most CBAs to date.  According to Salkin and Lavine (2007–8), the abundance of California 

CBAs likely results from a combination of authorized development agreements—which are 

negotiated between local governments and developers—and an environment conducive to 

political activism.  In most states—even those in which other CBAs have been negotiated—

development agreements are not authorized.  New York State has the second highest volume, 

although its CBAs have been fraught with criticism (2007–8).   

                                                 
3 This range might be accounted for by the fact that it is difficult to stay abreast of local information about new 
CBAs and also because, as Cummings (2007–8) asserts, what is considered a CBA in practice is still being debated. 
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CBAs have been signed in a wide variety of circumstances (LeRoy and Purinton 2005).  

There are, however, some common projects that prompt CBAs, such as: development by 

institutions of higher education; sports facilities; housing initiatives; brown field remediation; 

and those surrounding access to wireless internet (Salkin and Lavine 2007–8).  In general, CBA 

coalitions are comprised of numerous community groups; in fact, criticism of New York City’s 

CBAs is rooted in the fact that they did not meet this criterion (Bechtel 2007–8).  Further, CBAs 

are characterized by their focus on a single project and their ability to address a range of 

community interests, not just immediate development impacts (Gross 2007–8).   

Ho (2007–8) notes that CBAs are being used most often in “mature urban markets,” where 

there is high real estate demand and where community-based groups have organizing experience.  

There is also evidence that some CBAs are becoming more regional in orientation (Mulligan-

Hansel and LeRoy 2008).  This was the case, for example, in Milwaukee, when the Good Jobs 

and Livable Neighborhoods Coalition was able to secure a CBA at the county level.  According 

to Gross (2007–8), CBAs tend take one of two forms: a private CBA, negotiated between 

community-based organizations and a developer; or a public CBA, which involves an inclusive 

CBA campaign, but is part of a development agreement.  The major distinction between the two 

is enforceability, with the private CBA being more ideal in this sense.  Public CBAs, however, 

do provide a framework that encourages participation of local government in CBA negotiations, 

which can be beneficial for communities (Salkin 2007).  

Origins 

The first CBA was signed in 1998: the Hollywood and Highland Center CBA in Los 

Angeles, California (Salkin and Lavine 2007–8).  The 2001 LA Staples Center CBA is often 

mistaken for the first because it was the first of its kind, i.e. the first “full-fledged” CBA.  Indeed, 

the latter is often thought of as a model, given its organizing process and the “unprecedented” 
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benefits garnered from the developer (Marcello 2007).  The community benefits movement has 

been inspired by a number of related movements and development approaches.  It is a derivative 

of various labor-related campaigns, including the living wage movement, which surfaced in the 

late 1980s (LeRoy and Purinton 2005).  This is evident in the labor-community collaborations 

within some CBA coalitions and speaks to a larger trend of alignment between these two 

interests (Rhomberg and Simmons 2005).   

As Rhomberg and Simmons (2005) assert, labor unions are aligning with other citizenship 

movements and looking for new allies in local communities.  In recent years, unions have good 

reason to desire community alliances.  Union density has decreased, fewer employers look 

favorably upon collective bargaining, and legal institutions have failed to protect labor rights 

(2005).  Community-labor coalitions were established in the 1980s, but this “second generation” 

of alliances has learned from past mistakes and is more prepared to deal with “the kinds of 

workplace and community issues that low income and working class people face daily” (p. 26).  

In addition, CBAs have been described as “the project-specific version of smart growth” 

(LeRoy and Purinton 2005:4).  The smart growth approach, which emerged in the 1970s and was 

more formally named in the 1990s, maintains that development should entail such provisions as 

mixed use, transit-accessible jobs, affordable housing, and contaminated land reuse.  CBA 

campaigns often desire the same, but they raise specific community priorities, such as local 

hiring and needed amenities (2005).  Moreover, many CBA campaigns draw from the 

environmental justice movement and sustainable development approaches.  In some cases, this 

results from coalition members’ former and/or continuing involvement in such movements 

(Parks and Warren 2009).  At the same time, these movements are themselves utilizing CBAs; 

Agyeman (2005) refers to CBAs as one of the “deliberative tool[s]” being used by the 
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environmental justice movement.  Similarly, CBAs allow for community empowerment and 

input, both of which fulfill requirements of a sustainable development approach (Baxamusa 

2008a). 

A Unique Tool 

CBAs and the community benefits movement differ from other development-related 

agreements and movements for a number of reasons.  Unlike other private land-use agreements:  

1) CBAs entail a coalition with plural interests, which must deliberate amongst itself first; 2) 

CBA demands and the agreement itself are broad-based and not just related to the physical 

impacts of the coming project; 3) CBAs usually involve direct negotiation with the developer 

instead of through city/politicians; and 4) CBAs can be amended without legislative action 

(Baxamusa 2008a).  Although public CBAs can be part of larger development agreements 

(sometimes called public-private partnerships), the two should not be confused (Marcello 2007).   

Coalitions in California, for example, have benefited from incorporating their CBAs into 

development agreements, but such agreements are not in and of themselves typically beneficial.  

As mentioned above, development agreements are negotiated between developers and local 

government officials or agencies.  As a result, development agreements without CBAs are likely 

to undermine public participation because they are negotiated behind closed doors and 

bilaterally.  By the time the community gets the information it needs, it is too late for genuine 

inclusion.  Even when those involved in development agreements ask for community input, they 

tend to want feedback about “physical and operational elements” of the development only.  

CBAs go beyond these aspects to create a dialogue about direct community benefits (Marcello 

2007).  

It is also important to distinguish CBAs from the not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) approach 

(Marcello 2007; Meyerson 2006).  Those who take a NIMBY stance are completely opposed to a 
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potential development in their neighborhood, whereas CBAs require a community’s support for a 

development in return for benefits.  In fact, CBAs are somewhat defined by the fact that they do 

not simply oppose a project; they present a positive alternative vision instead (LeRoy and 

Purinton 2005).  As LeRoy and Purinton (2005) state: “There is an axiom within the movement 

to reform economic development that merely being against bad practices is not enough.  That is, 

to remain politically viable, reform coalitions also must stand for a positive reform agenda 

informed by popular values, even as they criticize ineffective deals or failed policies” (p. 18).   

Research Aims  

For this dissertation, I relied on two qualitative methods to explore the phenomenon of 

CBAs.  First, interviews were conducted with 32 involved stakeholders, including community 

activists, local politicians, business owners, and residents.  Second, the interviews were 

supplemented by fieldwork, which totaled approximately one year.  As a participant observer, I 

attended a variety of relevant meetings and events in the Hill District and the city at large.  In 

addition, as part of the ethnographic component, a number of documents and media sources were 

used as references and as support.  These ranged from published documents (including legal 

papers, media reports, and press releases) to archival records (such as minutes of meetings) to 

artifacts (items like flyers and meeting announcements used for mobilizing).   

Analysis of interview and ethnographic data was aided by Atlas.ti.  Using grounded theory 

as an analytic tool, I was able to refine a three-fold research inquiry: 

• Why are communities choosing to negotiate with developers and pursue benefits through 
CBAs?  

• How are communities engaging in and securing CBAs? 

• What implications do the Hill District CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, hold for 
pro-growth dynamics?   
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The Hill District CBA is one case among many, but it offers important insight into the 

phenomenon of CBA campaign motivations, processes, and outcomes.  To the existing small, but 

growing body of research on CBAs, I contribute the following: an in-depth study of a CBA 

campaign that utilizes primary data generation; a consideration for the perspectives of multiple 

community- and non-community-based stakeholders; and insight into what makes a CBA 

campaign successful.  To the larger body of urban political-economic scholarship, I offer a 

practical and theoretical assessment of CBAs.  Not only do I locate CBAs within both local 

histories and extra-local phenomenon, but I also explore the ways in which these Agreements 

have impacted pro-growth dynamics. 

Dissertation Overview 

The next three chapters set the stage for the remainder of this dissertation.  In Chapter 

Two, I locate CBAs within a larger body of literature on urban redevelopment, illustrating that 

CBAs have evolved out of—and respond to—a series of urban redevelopment challenges, 

including a boom in the construction of sports facilities.  Chapter Three situates the case study 

within its particular historical and present context, a contentious framework in which CBA 

organizing arose.  In Chapter Four, I expound on my methodology, justifying the use of a case 

study approach, and offering details of data generation and analysis.   

Three analytic chapters follow, each of which addresses one of the questions raised in the 

section above.  In the first, I examine the motivations behind the Hill District community’s 

decision to negotiate a CBA.  I argue that the community’s history greatly influenced both their 

decision not to oppose the new arena and their desire to benefit from it.  To a lesser extent, local 

impacts and a large public subsidy for the Penguins also served as driving forces.  I connect these 

motivations to larger phenomena facing urban communities across the country.  Chapter Six 

addresses the “how” question by offering a descriptive account of: the events surrounding the 
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CBA campaign; the One Hill CBA Coalition’s organizational process, structure, and strategies; 

and an assessment of the outcome.   

In Chapter Seven, I address the third and final inquiry of my research aim: understanding 

the implications of the Hill District CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, for pro-growth 

dynamics.  I first extend prior research suggesting that residents’ positions on growth are 

complex.  I then argue that while CBAs achieve value-conscious growth, they do not 

fundamentally alter dominant standards of growth or growth machine processes.  I conclude the 

dissertation by summarizing key contributions, proposing a larger deconstruction of growth, and 

suggesting areas for further research.  
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Figure 1-1.  Hill District neighborhood. The neighborhood as centrally located within the city of 
Pittsburgh. (Source: Pittsburgh Department of City Planning. Map created for author 
by Jarrod West.) 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: SITUATING COMMUNITY BENEFITS AGREEMENTS  

In the first chapter, I provided an introduction into the topic and setting of this case study.  

Here, I locate Community Benefits Agreements within a larger body of research on urban 

redevelopment, particularly through a political-economic lens.  Ho (2007–8) argues that CBAs 

have in part “evolved out of a history of failed urban redevelopment policies” (par. 89).  

Baxamusa (2008a) describes the community benefits movement as a reactionary one.  As such, it 

is responding to recent urban trends and post-industrial redevelopment decisions, which have 

contributed to rising inequality.  Similarly, this literature review posits CBAs as having grown 

out of a history of redevelopment challenges faced by urban communities and responding to 

those challenges they continue to confront.  This history highlights the contentious relationship 

between residents, who tend to appreciate land in terms of its use value, and members of the 

growth coalition, who are interested in enhancing its exchange value.   

First, I briefly clarify what urban scholars mean by the terms neighborhood and 

community.  Next, I draw heavily from Logan and Molotch’s Urban Fortunes (1987) in order to 

further explain the relationship between use and exchange values, connecting the latter to the 

concept of the growth machine.  I then focus on three major forms of redevelopment—urban 

renewal, gentrification, and downtown revitalization—that have threatened neighborhood fabric, 

defined by existing residents in terms of use value.  Because downtown revitalization is most 

pertinent to the situation in the Hill District, I give the most attention to that phenomenon.  I 

conclude with a discussion of increasing opposition to sports facilities, another issue germane to 

this case study. 



 

Defining Neighborhood and Community 

The terms neighborhood and community are often used interchangeably, although some 

scholars note a subtle distinction between the two.  As Gottdiener and Hutchinson (2006) state, a 

neighborhood refers to “any sociospatial environment where primary relations among residents 

prevail” (p. 194).  On the other hand, they define community as a connection to local 

organizations, the structure of which is shaped by urban planners and government officials.  As 

their definitions suggest, both terms have a geographic and social connotation.  However, the 

term neighborhood is firstly associated with physical space, while the predominant association of 

community is cultural, emotional, or social ties.  An example from Jacobs (1961) further 

illustrates this distinction.  She describes the way in which public safety, achieved by a variety of 

“eyes on the street,” sense of belonging, and “social cohesiveness” help to make a neighborhood 

a community (LeGates and Stout 1996:103). 

Where Use and Exchange Values Meet 

In their seminal work, Urban Fortunes (1987), Logan and Molotch draw from Marxian 

concepts to characterize the neighborhood as a “meeting place” of use and exchange values.  For 

residents, the land on which they live is a source of use values.  These include: the everyday use 

of local goods and services in order to satisfy concrete needs; a variety of relationships that 

create networks of informal support; a sense of familiarity and identity, which is often connected 

to common race/ethnicity; and “agglomeration benefits,” or those use values which overlap and 

accumulate.  Those who seek exchange values, however, perceive that same land as a real estate 

commodity.  Stemming from these concepts, then, is the seemingly inherent tension between 

those who view land in terms of its exchange value and those who relate to it more intimately.   

For those who seek to enhance exchange values, the use values of urban residents—

particularly those with low incomes—are an impediment.  These residents generate little income 
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from rent and consumption in general, and their presence can deter the settling of those with 

higher incomes in urban neighborhoods (Logan and Molotch 1987).  And because residents tend 

to have little control over market forces, the result of exchange value-based modification of land 

use can vary from demographic change to displacement.  From the point of view of residents 

then, “the creation and defense of the use values of the neighborhood is the central urban 

question” (p. 99).  The future (and fortune) of a neighborhood is thus determined by this 

intersection between external exchange value pressures and internal use values.  

The Growth Machine 

Molotch (1976) effectively connected exchange values with pro-growth elites when he 

forged the concept of the city as growth machine.  In doing so, he established the following: pro-

growth coalitions rule local politics in the United States; their policies revolve around land 

development and will shape the urban future accordingly (Logan, Whaley, and Crowder 1999).  

Molotch (1976) originally described the city as growth machine because of the way in which 

local land-based elites work through politicians to realize growth as the ultimate goal.  Growth is 

manifest in terms of population, basic industry, labor force participation, commerce, financial 

activity, and land development.  Regardless of political affiliation or fragmentation, suggested 

Molotch, this is one agenda upon which all involved parties agree. 

In his later work with Logan (1987), the growth machine concept was fine-tuned and 

described as “an apparatus of interlocking pro-growth associations and governmental units,” 

united behind the doctrine of “value-free development” (p. 32).  According to this doctrine, land 

use should be determined by the free market only and at any cost, without consideration for other 

factors, such as the ways in which growth might impact local residents negatively.  The various 

actors who participate in the growth machine include politicians, whose involvement gives rise 

to political opportunities, local media—more growth means an increase in readership—and 
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utility providers (Logan and Molotch 1987).  Entities that make up “auxiliary” players include 

cultural institutions, organized labor, self-employed professionals, small retailers, and corporate 

capitalists (p. 81).   

Extending the work of Logan and Molotch, Delaney and Eckstein (2003) use the term local 

growth coalition to refer to an institutional alliance between the local corporate community, 

including media, and the local government.  They find the term “coalition” more appropriate 

than “machine” for two reasons: 1) coalitions do not always get their own way, something not 

implied with the term “machine;” and 2) it “allows for much more empirical variation in the[ir] 

strength and unity” (p. 10).   

Pro-growth elites argue that new development will improve fiscal health, employment, and 

income mobility, as well as eliminate social problems and satisfy public taste (Logan and 

Molotch 1987).  Although some of these claims are sometimes true, new development more 

often results in unfulfilled promises.  Most evidence suggests that local growth merely 

redistributes jobs, and it is hard to tell whether growth simply attracts higher wage workers or 

actually benefits existing residents (1987).  When promised jobs arrive, they tend to offer low 

wages and low skill jobs; sometimes employees are later laid off when the company relocates 

again (Fuller 2006).  Thus, growth may actually exacerbate segregation and inequality; it is not 

necessarily in the interest of public good and is more likely to place wealth into the hands of 

growth elites (Logan and Molotch 1987).  The tendency of pro-growth elites toward goals of 

development rather than redistribution (Logan, Whaley, and Crowder 1999) has a direct and 

often detrimental effect on those who appreciate land in terms of its use value.  

Neighborhood Vulnerability 

Logan and Molotch (1987) assert, “Poor people’s neighborhoods are the most vulnerable 

to social and physical transformation, both by government bureaucrats and by property 
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entrepreneurs” (p. 112).  Indeed, historical and continuing evidence of their argument is apparent 

in three major forms of urban redevelopment: urban renewal; gentrification and the back to the 

city movement; and recent downtown revitalization.  These have had detrimental effects for low-

income residents of the city, ranging from the transformation of neighborhood fabric to the 

uprooting of entire neighborhoods.  All illustrate the vulnerability of neighborhood use values to 

the pressures of exchanges values.  

Urban Renewal 

In the early 1940s, architects and planners, business interests, and government achieved 

common ground through the concept of urban renewal.  Using eminent domain, blighted land 

would be cleared and sold to private interests for rebuilding that would be publically controlled 

(Lowe 1967).  The Federal Housing Act passed in 1949, Title One of which provided loans and 

grants that enabled cities to improve “blighted” areas (Crowley 2005).  Its stated goal was also to 

provide “a decent home and suitable living environment for every American family” (Lowe 

1967:33).  The Act granted local governments the power and the right to establish public 

authorities for land acquisition and clearance activities (Ferman 1996). 

A 1954 revision then allowed for the use of urban renewal funds for commercial 

construction, not just projects of a predominantly residential character (Crowley 2005).  Even 

though urban renewal was “rhetorically linked to a housing-production goal,” its realization at 

the local level and subsequently the national level was more focused on renewing the tax base of 

the central city in order to motivate middle and upper income whites to move back after massive 

post-WWII suburbanization (Henig 1982:24).  Instead of replacing bulldozed blighted areas of 

the city with affordable housing and maintaining some type of community presence, cities used 

urban renewal funds to accommodate the corporate sector and wealthier residents (Gottdiener 
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and Hutchinson 2006).  Sometimes this meant the building of sports and other entertainment 

facilities, as was the case in Pittsburgh.  

Fainstein (2005) suggests that that displacement was often justified by claims that those 

uprooted would be moving to places with better living conditions; the reality was that it created 

massive housing crises, especially for low-income families.  Even if urban renewal did improve 

the physical environments of some, it usually did so “at the cost of historic ties and community 

cohesion” (p. 8).  Moreover, it did not affect all neighborhoods equally; the sense of threat posed 

to black neighborhoods especially is captured in the expression “urban removal is Negro 

removal” (Fullilove 2004:61).  Perhaps it is not surprising that resettlement was inadequately 

planned and the negative impacts on the poor unappreciated, for those who make decisions 

surrounding removal are not the same ones who face displacement (2004).  

Gentrification 

Kennedy and Leonard (2001) suggest that gentrification is currently in its third wave.  The 

first took place during urban renewal of the 1950s and 60s, the second during the beginning of 

the back to the city movement of the late 1970s and early 80s.  The current wave is distinguished 

by the increasing role of states, as well as global capital markets, large corporations, and big 

investors (Bridge 1995; Gotham 2005; Smith and Graves 2005).  In addition, gentrification is 

occurring in a variety of sites; it takes many forms, can be commercial in addition to residential, 

and can involve new construction, not just renovation (Lees 2003).   

Baby boomer empty nesters and young professionals have led the most recent movement 

back to the city (LeRoy and Purinton 2005).  Not only is the U.S. population aging—a trend 

referred to as the “graying of America”—but the composition of families is changing as well.  

Couples are choosing to have fewer children or no children at all (U.S. Census Bureau 2009).  

These trends—in addition to an increased preference for urban lifestyles among younger 
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generations (LeRoy and Purinton 2005)—have resulted in a renewed need and demand for more 

dense mixed-use neighborhoods in urban areas (Blackwell and Treuhaft 2008).  Given these 

demographic and geographic shifts, more developers are calling urban projects their “niche” 

(LeRoy and Purinton 2005).  They are some of the growth elites who encourage gentrification 

because it enhances exchange values.  Gentrification increases tax revenues (Kennedy and 

Leonard 2001), allows for the collection of higher rents, and makes the city more attractive to 

future investors who will continue to promote growth (Logan and Molotch 1987). 

Scholars are increasingly quick to point out that gentrification does not follow the same 

trajectory in every city.  Much of the literature on the current wave is focused on the specifics of 

time and place in order to prevent inaccurate assumptions and generalizations regarding patterns 

of neighborhood change (e.g., Smith and Graves 2005; Gotham 2005; Van Criekingen and 

Decroly 2003).  This literature incorporates more nuanced experiences of gentrification that take 

into account the nature of interactions between old and new residents, the potential benefits for 

the former, and changing demographics of the latter (Freeman 2006; Taylor 2002).   

Nevertheless, all existing residents feel the vulnerability of use values upon changing 

“street flavor and cultural fabric,” as well as new community leadership and institutions brought 

about by gentrification (Kennedy and Leonard 2001).  Although owners may stand to benefit 

from increased property values (Freeman 2006), renters with no property to sell—or otherwise 

reap benefits from—feel the most adverse effects.  This phenomenon continues to raise questions 

about displacement.  In some cases, the same residents who faced displacement during urban 

renewal were decades later pressured to move again, this time under the guise of revitalization 

(Muñiz 1998).  Resulting from higher rent, taxes, and costs of goods and services, involuntary 

displacement is most likely to affect those who are the poorest.  This also means the 
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disproportionate displacement of non-white residents because they make up a significant portion 

of the urban poor (Kennedy and Leonard 2001). 

Downtown Revitalization 

In recent years, government at various levels has largely withdrawn from the social and 

economic problems of cities (Baxamusa 2008a).  At the same time, however, state and local 

governments have attempted to address some of cities’ fiscal troubles by investing in the private 

market in order to revitalize downtown areas (Wilson 2007).  Illustrating the ways in which local 

growth processes “link-up” to exterior political, economic, and social forces (Gotham 2000; 

Jessop, Peck, and Tickell 1999), such redevelopment decisions are part of a neoliberal agenda 

intent on scaling back government regulations on private capital and demanding little from 

developers in the way of redistribution (Hackworth 2007; Parks and Warren 2009).   

These trends have been greatly influenced by processes of globalization and 

deindustrialization.  Because manufacturing and industry in cities greatly declined in the last 

quarter of the 20th century, the service and consumer-culture industries have grown.  As Zukin 

(1991) suggests, consumption is not necessarily driving the postindustrial economy, but its 

organization “has just as important an effect on economic and social structure as the organization 

of production” (p. 259).  As a result, downtown areas have been promoted as “fun” places, where 

an increasingly educated and affluent middle and upper class population can go for entertainment 

and cultural activities (Curry, Schwirian, and Woldoff 2004:13).  This is indicative of the shift 

toward a symbolic economy based on tourism, media, and entertainment (Zukin 1995).  Cities 

that were once economically dependent on industry are now concerned with attracting 

corporations, tourists, and suburban residents to downtown areas through “commercial initiatives 

that engage—and seek to reconstitute—the urban environment as a multifaceted space of 

consumption and capital accumulation” (Friedman, Andrews, and Silk 2004:121).   
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Led by their respective growth coalitions, cities—each with their own history and political 

structure—compete to attract these commercial initiatives.  According to Wilson (2007), the 

rhetoric surrounding globalization (the global trope) suggests that cities, specifically rust belt 

cities, need strengthening and privatization because they are decaying and in competition with 

each other to fulfill their potential.  Pro-growth elites are thus persuaded to create attractions and 

various places of consumption geared toward leisure, sport, and culture in order to stay 

competitive (2007).  In their attempt to lure such attractions, as well as large corporations, they 

commonly offer substantial subsidy packages (Fuller 2006), leading to public-private alliances 

and even stronger growth coalitions (Logan and Molotch 1987; Delaney and Eckstein 2003).  

This phenomenon has also resulted in what Baxamusa (2008a) refers to as unregulated land use 

development whereby “local governments are giving constitutionally protected rights to 

developers” (p. 263).  He cites one case, for example, in which a development agreement in West 

Hollywood limited the power of the local government because it was unable to apply new 

ordinances to a development that had already begun.   

The global trope, which gained momentum in the 1990s, has also served to aid in the 

value-free agenda of growth machines through support for “‘trickle-down’ redevelopment, 

retrenchment of social service provisions,” and renewed ideas about the “unproductive poor” 

(Wilson 2007:ix).  The trope implies the explicit and implicit management and isolation of poor 

black neighborhoods and other populations that will impede these goals (2007).  Cooperation 

between private and public sectors—a foundation of neoliberalism at the local level (Hackworth 

2007)—and negative perceptions of anything that stands in the way of their growth agenda has 

resulted in continued exclusion of the community sector in land use decisions.  
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Sports Facilities as Revitalization Trend  

As indicated above, one physical form that the symbolic economy takes is that of cultural 

attractions such as museums, parks, and monuments, especially those that are geared toward 

more affluent people and groups in the city (Zukin 1995).  It is not surprising, then, that there has 

been a rise in urban stadium and arena construction in recent decades.  Further, professional 

sports are both “city based and city relevant,” as cities provide the “labor force, the consumer 

market, the media, the capital, and the powerful people willing to make it all happen” (Curry, 

Shwirian and Woldoff 2004:11).  Sports facilities are even seen as potential saviors of cities still 

recovering from deindustrialization and population loss.  Because Pittsburgh’s first CBA 

surrounds the building of a hockey arena, I present below a brief review of the literature on 

sports facilities as a form of urban redevelopment. 

More than $20 billion was spent on major league sports facilities during the 20th century 

(Keating 1999).  In the 1990s alone, more than $16 billion was spent on stadiums and arenas for 

both professional and college sports (Cohen 1999).  This financing largely comes from public 

sources, a trend that became common in stadium-building after World War II (Zaretsky 2001).  

As Curry, Schwirian, and Woldoff (2004) state: “The public funding of sports facilities is an 

issue in every major city in the United States, and in many second-tier cities as well” (p. 3).  In 

addition, the number of professional sports teams has grown in recent years, but not so much that 

the demand for them is met.  Owners are willing to relocate teams if it means new facilities and 

increased revenue (2004), as evident for example, in the move of the original Browns football 

franchise from Cleveland to Baltimore (which became the Ravens).  Thus, cities go to extreme 

measures for franchises in order to become or remain “major league.”   

Delaney and Eckstein (2003) describe the recent boom in stadium development in waves, 

the first of which took place from roughly 1990-94.  This wave relied heavily upon the promises 
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of economic development.  According to this logic, by helping to put the city “on the map,” 

sports facilities make a city more visible to all, but most importantly, to those making decisions 

regarding investment (Logan and Molotch 1987:80).  One strategy that local growth coalitions 

heavily used in addition to tourism revenue was that of tangible economic benefits for the local 

community, including new jobs through construction and daily operation (Delaney and Eckstein 

2003).  Logan and Molotch cite one St. Petersburg, Florida, city official who insisted that 

building a new stadium would be beneficial because “When you consider what it would mean in 

new business for hotels, jobs, pride, tourism—then it’s a real good deal. We believe for every 

dollar spent inside a stadium, seven are spent outside” (Roderick 1984, as cited in Logan and 

Molotch 1987:80).  New sports facilities are also said to create revenue through the 

accommodation of more wealthy fans (Curry, Schwirian, and Woldoff 2004).  This is made 

possible through such amenities as an increase in luxury suites, seats on club levels, and venues 

selling food and merchandise (Friedman, Andrews and Silk 2004).  

Economic promises, however, are rarely fulfilled (Swindell and Rosentraub 1998; Wilbur 

2000).  As Delaney and Eckstein (2003; 2007) assert, a growing body of research by economists, 

sociologists, and political scientists almost unanimously shows that sports facilities are not urban 

saviors; they stimulate little economic growth and fail to address local social problems.  

Research shows that there is a honeymoon period for new stadiums, but there are very few 

“ripple effects” and fewer people are hired once the effect of “newness” wears off (2003:27). 

Contrary to the St. Petersburg city official cited above, the one-stop spending inside 

stadiums takes away from the revenue of local surrounding businesses (Wilbur 2000).  Stadiums 

and arenas are actually used infrequently, and for short periods of time at that (Delaney and 

Eckstein 2007), thus creating “mostly low-wage and part-time jobs with few benefits” (p. 348).  
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In addition, the current surge in stadium and arena building is unique not only because the 

amount of public contribution is unprecedented, but also because the financial rewards 

increasingly end up in “private pockets” (Delaney and Eckstein 2003:2).  As Collins and 

Grineski (2007) observe, sports facilities do not necessarily generate wealth, but rather 

redistribute it in such a way that it becomes concentrated in the hands of a few large business 

operators. 

In the second wave of recent stadium building beginning in the late 1990s, local growth 

coalitions began to rely heavily on the related promises of improved city “self-esteem” or 

“collective consciousness” in order to secure public funding (Delaney and Eckstein 2003:4).  

Knowing that economic promises were often unfulfilled, supporters of downtown sports facilities 

began claiming that stadiums help to sell an image of a city as “world class” and “big league.” 

(Curry, Schwirian, and Woldoff 2004; Logan and Molotch 1987).  As Logan and Molotch (1987) 

argue, sports teams “have an important ideological use, helping instill civic pride in business 

through a jingoistic logic” (p. 80).  Sports that motivate entire cities to “pull for the home turf” 

are most useful in “boosting a locality,” which is why there is less support for more 

individualistic sports, such as swimming or track, among pro-growth elites (p. 80).  According to 

Curry and his colleagues (2004), community “self-esteem” promises were realized in Columbus, 

Ohio, for example, when the building of two sports facilities there, a hockey arena and a soccer 

stadium, aided in transforming the city from a college town to a major league sports town.   

Nevertheless, grassroots opposition to either the building of sports facilities or their public 

funding is on the rise, led by taxpayers and urban residents (Delaney and Eckstein 2007).  

Bennett and Spirou (2006) argue that pro-growth elites’ stadium-building/upgrading plans are 

often dependent on how well the opposition speaks up and garners political support.  In the case 
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of three Chicago stadium projects in the late 1980s and early 1990s—two involving construction 

and one an upgrade—the authors note a correlation between the success of neighborhood 

organizing and socioeconomic makeup.  The neighborhood able to achieve the most extensive 

negotiations with the Cubs baseball franchise was also the one with a “long history of active 

community organizations” and a “‘winning’ demographic profile: home to large numbers of 

middle-class property owners, including a substantial number of professional persons” 

(2006:45).  The poor and poor-to-working class neighborhoods affected by the other two 

projects, respectively, were less successful in their attempts to secure community benefits or halt 

construction.  However, the authors conclude that there does not seem to be a hard and fast rule 

as to whether neighborhood challenges will succeed.  A history of activist organizations and 

higher socioeconomic status helps, but neither necessarily determines success or failure (2006). 

Delaney and Eckstein (2007) are more pessimistic; they state: “Although we would never 

conclude that grass-roots opposition is a waste of time, the empirical data strongly suggest that it 

matters very little when it comes to stadium initiative outcomes” (p. 350).  In fact, drawing from 

a number of case studies, they conclude that the process of using public dollars for private 

stadiums is far from democratic (Delaney and Eckstein 2003).  The building of two stadiums in 

Pittsburgh in the late 1990s demonstrates their point.  In 1997, voters defeated “Plan A,” a 

proposed five percent sales tax increase, part of which would have funded new stadiums.  But 

even the strong, well-financed and visible opposition could not stop Plan B, which was led by 

Pittsburgh’s powerful and united local growth coalition (2003).  This backup plan was passed in 

1998 and involved the reallocation of funds from the “regional-asset district tax” for 30 years 

(Curry, Shwirian, and Woldoff 2004).  Thus, despite widespread local opposition, the money 

came out of public funds.  
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Regardless of the fact that sports facilities provide little in the way of long-term economic 

benefits and urban revitalization beyond their immediate surroundings and even though they face 

increasing opposition, their construction continues.  A few reasons might account for this 

contradiction.  First, some local elites, particularly those in the corporate community, are sports 

fans excited at the prospect of doing business with team owners and athletes.  Second, stadiums 

are seen as a recruiting tool for top executives, who are wowed by elites’ “major league city.”  

Lastly, given declining tax bases, local political leaders feel pressured to attract more money to 

their city and see stadiums as a means to this end (Delaney and Eckstein 2007).  Perhaps the 

global trope and the symbolic economy are influential enough for cities to be allured by claims 

of “world class” status and increased tourism, but it is evident that promises of local economic 

benefits are rarely fulfilled.  Given this, and knowing that opposition may stand little chance in 

the face of strong local growth coalitions, some communities are turning to strategies of 

negotiation.   

In hopes of ensuring some benefits and holding developers accountable, a few 

communities have negotiated CBAs around sports facilities.  According to Lavine (2009), three 

CBAs in effect deal directly with the building of a sports facility (Atlantic Yards, Brooklyn; 

Yankee Stadium, Bronx; Penguins Arena, Pittsburgh) and another two involve developments that 

surround existing sports venues (Ballpark Village, San Diego and Staples Center, LA).  CBA 

campaigns gain leverage if they confront large projects with substantial public subsidies and 

require specific locations (Marcello 2007; Salkin 2007).  Thus, CBAs are particularly well-suited 

for the construction of sports facilities, which are increasingly built with public money 

(Zaretckey 2001) and often demand or desire a large open space on prime land.   
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Summary: Situating CBAs 

Throughout this chapter, I have drawn heavily from political-economic scholarship to 

illustrate the urban redevelopment challenges out of which CBAs have evolved and to which 

they respond.  The idea of neighborhood as a meeting place of use and exchange values is 

manifest in the histories of urban renewal and gentrification, and the ever-present push to 

revitalize downtowns through such tactics as the construction of sports facilities.  Instead of 

working within a context of inequality resulting from post-industrial abandonment, communities 

are now facing value-free growth conditions with negative side effects: polarization of the labor 

market, the rise of low wage work, increased poverty, and the threat of displacement (Cummings 

2007–8; Parks and Warren 2009). 

CBAs present a new model of community organization whereby broad based coalitions 

respond to the ways in which increased mobility of capital—tied to globalization and 

deindustrialization—has affected U.S. cities (Mulligan-Hansel and LeRoy 2008).  As part of the 

“new accountable development movement” coined by Parks and Warren (2009), CBAs take 

advantage of those aspects of the post-industrial, service-sector economy which are 

geographically bound.  In the case of sports facilities, for example, neither fans nor those who 

attend to them can be outsourced (2009), thereby giving CBA Coalitions more leverage.  CBAs 

also reflect and challenge a neoliberal dynamic by requiring private negotiations to achieve an 

end of public benefits (2009).   

Ultimately, CBAs attempt to counter the persistent power imbalance among public, 

private, and community sectors evidenced throughout this literature review, inserting 

neighborhood coalitions into land-use decisions and their outcomes (Ho 2007–8).  In the next 

chapter, I situate this case study—involving one such neighborhood coalition—within its 
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particular historical and present context, a contentious framework in which CBA organizing 

arose.   
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CHAPTER 3 
A CASE STUDY: HISTORY OF THE HILL 

Chapter Two provided a review of the literature on urban redevelopment and neighborhood 

as it relates to Community Benefits Agreements.  In this chapter, I situate Pittsburgh’s first CBA 

campaign within the historical and present context of the Hill District neighborhood.  I begin 

with a personal narrative describing the new arena groundbreaking ceremony.  I offer a brief 

account of the Hill District pre-World War Two, describing its beginnings, demographic 

changes, and mounting plans on the part of the city’s growth coalition for its reconstruction.  I 

then present a more lengthy account of its post-World War Two history, a time period of much 

relevance to the current situation because of the devastating effects of urban renewal policies, 

which were called upon to make room for the Civic Arena in the late 1950s.  This history is 

followed by a description of more recent changes in the neighborhood, as well as its current 

demographic make-up and geographic boundaries.  Lastly, I describe the latest redevelopment 

context, in which the CBA campaign originated. 

New Arena Groundbreaking Ceremony: A Narrative 

11:00am Thursday, August 14, 2008  

There was a tent set up at the entrance to the groundbreaking site where hard hats were 

being handed out to “VIP” guests.  Of course, they were just for show: no hard hats necessary to 

be shielded from the dirt of a few shovels made from hockey sticks.  Once I got to the top of the 

gradual hill of dirt and gravel, I ran into people from the One Hill Community Benefits 

Agreement (CBA) Coalition.  As decided at their last meeting, they were there as individuals, not 

as One Hill representatives, for the CBA was set to be signed the following week.  There were a 

few hundred people there, lots of young professionals and people of various ages in hockey 

jerseys, the majority of them white.  



 

As the event was about to begin, people were chanting, “Let’s go Pens.”  The announcer 

said something about “consecrating” the land.  The Boy Scouts presented the colors, followed by 

the singing of the National Anthem, barely audible through a set of scratchy speakers.  From 

where we were standing, behind the rope that designated where the VIP’s were sitting, it was 

hard to tell just how many seats were filled and who was speaking.  Someone from the Sports 

and Exhibition Authority, the new arena owners, gave a speech.  I noticed that no One Hill 

Coalition members were clapping like the others.  

The Mayor eventually took the microphone.  He thanked the state level, gaming, and 

Penguins’ ownership, as well as some local politicians.  Finally—unlike Pennsylvania’s 

governor or Allegheny County’s executive who spoke before him—he thanked the Hill District 

Community.  I don’t know if everyone else was clapping or not, probably because the loudest 

clappers were near me.  He said that today was also about “breaking ground on the future of 

this community” and about connecting downtown to the Hill.   

The groundbreaking followed, led by six men: members of a powerful growth coalition of 

local and state politicians and Penguins leadership.  Fans started up their chant again.  

Afterward, I stuck around for a little while as people filtered out of the area.  Two professionally 

dressed white men walked past the group of mostly black One Hill members.  One said, “Do you 

know who these people are?”  The other one replied, “I guess they’re Hill people.”  (As if the 

fact that most of them were black meant that they had to be from the Hill, or the fact that their 

presence was worthy of questioning.)  

When much of the crowd was gone, the media swarmed the owners and fans were crossing 

the “Very Important Person” (VIP) rope to get close to the area where the “digging” had 

occurred.  A reporter from one local paper interviewed the One Hill Coalition’s chairperson, 
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who said a few words about how this time the community will be supported by the development.  

It wasn’t until everyone started clearing out and I ducked under the VIP rope that I realized just 

how many people were seated in this section, underneath tents.  I saw some fans collecting dirt 

from the groundbreaking spot.  I guessed then that I did just witness history…one that contrasted 

sharply from the construction of the Penguins’ existing arena.  

Hill District Beginnings 

Pittsburgh’s Hill District at one time served as a “newcomer neighborhood” (Fullilove 

2004:61).  Bordering the central business district, it offered inexpensive housing for a diverse 

group of immigrants looking to take advantage of the city’s economic opportunities during the 

height of its industrial boom (Crowley 2005).  Three separate villages once comprised the 

neighborhood; they were known as Hayti, which was made up of former slaves who had escaped 

the South, Laceyville, and Minersville (Toker 1986).  During its first one hundred years, the Hill, 

as it is called by Pittsburghers, was home to mainly German and Scotch-Irish immigrants.  It then 

became a predominantly European immigrant neighborhood, with a large Jewish population, in 

the 1880s (1986).  Having lived their entire lives in the Hill, some of my participants referred to 

the “Jew Town” area of the neighborhood, which still existed in the mid-1900s, where they 

would buy fresh produce, chicken and fish. 

Decline in southern agriculture and the lure of industrial jobs in the north led to the Great 

Migration of African Americans to the north between 1910 and WWII.  At the beginning of this 

period, African Americans made up less than ten percent of Pittsburgh’s population, dispersed 

across a number of neighborhoods (Glasco 2001).  It was not until 1930 that African Americans 

comprised half the population of the Hill District, the largest proportion of any Pittsburgh 

neighborhood (2001).  By the 1940s, the Hill was a majority African American community.  The 

neighborhood maintained stability and prosperity for a time, housing successful businesses and 
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small manufacturers, as well as the Pittsburgh Courier, which was at one time the leading black 

newspaper in the U.S.  Lubove (1996) refers to the period of time between World Wars as the 

Hill District’s golden age, reminiscent of the Harlem Renaissance.  The neighborhood is known 

for producing a number of well-known people, especially entertainers.  This is a part of the 

neighborhood’s history readily shared by residents, who explained that the Hill was home to 

such artists as August Wilson, and saw the likes of Art Blakey and George Benson perform at 

local clubs such as the Crawford Grill.  According to Fullilove, (2004) “pound for pound” 

Pittsburgh’s Hill District neighborhood was at one time “the most generative black community in 

the US” (p. 29). 

A description of the Hill throughout the first half of the 20th Century, however—including 

during its most prosperous time—is not complete without noting its poor environmental and 

infrastructural conditions.  In the early 1900s, the head of the Kingsley House, an institution that 

was active in housing reform, described the Hill: “From the first, I had been conscious of the 

unsanitary evil conditions within and without the alley tenements . . .” (as cited in Lubove 

1969:20).  Among other things, this observer noted the problematic presence of a cow stable in 

close proximity to these densely populated tenements, and poorly vented, damp basements that 

served as living quarters for many residents (1969).  Along with many of Pittsburgh’s 

neighborhoods, the Hill had substandard and inadequate housing, poor air quality, a lack of 

electricity and running water, as well as unsanitary sewage systems and privy vaults (outhouses) 

(1969; Bauman and Muller 2006).  The situation had not much improved by the late 1930s, when 

the neighborhood was described as consisting of “ramshackle shanties, raw-faced tenements and 

dank cellars”; furthermore, it experienced disproportionate levels of disease, crime, and violence 

(Lubove 1969:84).    
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During the late 1930s and early 1940s, housing in urban areas became an important topic 

and cities across the country began to address related problems (Bauman and Muller 2006).  The 

decision to build large-scale housing projects was motivated by a shortage of low-cost housing, 

rises in unemployment, and the desire to demolish slums as a result of further declines in 

property values (Lubove 1969).  In addition, these projects were a response to the growing urban 

black population, who, because of discrimination and poverty, were often unable to find housing 

in an unsubsidized market (1969).  By 1944, Pittsburgh’s Housing Authority had built eight 

housing projects, half of which were located in the Hill District: Bedford Dwellings; Addison 

Terrace (or Terrace Village I); Wadsworth Terrace (or Terrace Village II); and Allequippa 

Terrace (1969).  Bedford Dwellings and Terrace Village I and II were the first to be built in the 

city (Bauman and Muller 2006). 

Also in the late 1930s, the Pittsburgh Regional Planning Association hired a New York 

consultant, Robert Moses, to advise them on how to improve the city’s central business district, 

referred to as the Golden Triangle.  The result was a 1939 report in which Moses made a number 

of suggestions, many of which were already being discussed by Pittsburgh planners and officials.   

Among other ideas, he concurred with an existing suggestion that a crosstown thoroughfare be 

constructed, which would require partial clearance of the Lower Hill (Lubove 1969; Bauman and 

Muller 2006).  Moses’ report marked the dawn of Renaissance I in Pittsburgh, a series of projects 

that first centered on highway development, smoke and flood control, as well as the creation of 

Point Park, situated where the three rivers meet at the tip of the central business district.  These 

projects, however, came to a halt as WWII began (Lubove 1969).  

Post-WWII History 

Lubove (1969) describes a “crisis atmosphere” in Pittsburgh after WWII: no new 

industries were developing; the city’s population was not significantly increasing; and some 
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corporations began to move their headquarters elsewhere.  Also, the city still faced problems 

with smoke, flooding, and sewage.  “In essence,” writes Lubove, “the Pittsburgh Renaissance 

represented a response to a crisis situation, one that precipitated a dramatic expansion of public 

enterprise and investment to serve corporate needs . . .” (p. 106).  In picking up where they left 

off, the leaders of the Renaissance again turned their attention to the Hill District.  Although the 

neighborhood thrived culturally, it also became overcrowded and its structures, residential and 

otherwise, were in poor shape, as described above.  As was the case in many U.S. cities after the 

war, a loss of manufacturing jobs and the ongoing movement of higher income residents to 

suburbs contributed to a gradual decrease in property values within urban neighborhoods 

(Crowley 2005).   

As explained in Chapter Two, in order to alleviate the situation in increasingly poor, 

minority inner cities, the Federal Housing Act passed in 1949, Title One of which provided loans 

and grants that enabled cities to improve “blighted” areas (Crowley 2005).  In accord with an 

ecological perspective, blight was understood as an illness plaguing communities and cities: 

“Often, the disease becomes an epidemic, penetrating to the core of a stricken building while at 

the same time spreading its infection to the surrounding neighborhood” (Redevelopment 

Authority of Allegheny County 1962:6).  The Act granted local governments the power of 

eminent domain and the right to establish public authorities for land acquisition and clearance 

activities (Ferman 1996).  Further, a 1954 revision allowed for the use of urban renewal funds for 

commercial construction, not just residential projects (Crowley 2005).  What followed was a 24-

year national program of urban renewal that not only displaced families and businesses, but also 

created a massive urban housing crisis (Fullilove 2004).   
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Fullilove suggests that the damaging consequences of urban renewal were insufficiently 

addressed (2004:69).  The government subsidized high-rises meant to replace housing that was 

torn down were built cheaply and with inadequate access to childcare, shopping or recreational 

areas (Hutter 2007).  Some of the “blighted” areas were replaced by middle-income apartment 

projects, which the poor and displaced could not afford.  In addition, these areas were often torn 

down in favor of corporate offices or entertainment centers (2007).  This was the case in 

Pittsburgh’s Hill District during the mid-20th century. 

“Amputation” of the Lower Hill 

Notions of “blight,” real and imposed, led to urban renewal in the name of progress, 

forever changing the Hill (Fullilove 2004).  According to the plans of the Pittsburgh Regional 

Planning Association, released in 1947, the Lower Hill was chosen as the site of the proposed 

“arena-auditorium,” then called the “Pittsburgh Center” (Mallett 1992–3:182); in order to make 

the area more accessible, a crosstown expressway (as in Moses’ 1939 report) was also part of the 

plan (Crowley 2005).  Well-known businessman Edgar Kaufmann had proposed and would 

partially fund the arena.  Although the Hill District was the “original and preferred site” for what 

was to be a multipurpose arena, other options were explored only “after it became clear that 

building in the densely populated Lower Hill would present significant financial problems 

associated with purchasing the land and relocating thousands of residents” (Mallett 1992–3:182).  

As members of the Allegheny Conference on Community Development warned in a 1949 

meeting, the Hill was “occupied by thickly built areas presenting a re-housing problem” (quoted 

in Weber 1988:418, n22).  One such option was the residential East End, but this was denied, 

largely due to an oppositional campaign led by the area’s middle and upper-class residents 

(Ferman 1996).  Another proposed site was Schenley Park, later defeated when opponents 

argued that the project violated the terms on which the land was given to the city (2004). 
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The 1949 Federal Housing Act presented a solution to some of the financial problems 

associated with redevelopment of the Hill in particular.  Under the Act, land could be razed and 

sold to private developers with the federal government covering two-thirds of the cost of the 

purchasing and clearance (Mallett 1992–3).  Thus, in 1953 an even more extensive 

redevelopment plan emerged, which redefined the arena as the anchor for a large cultural district, 

a “Center for the Arts,” featuring—in addition to an arena—such attractions as theaters, an opera 

and symphony house, and an art museum (1992–3).  At the time, a cultural and physical 

transformation of the Hill District was attractive to a local government trying to rid itself of its 

smoky city image.  Moreover, redevelopment would raise real estate values in the central 

business district and the Hill District, as well as begin the creation of a more fluid and better 

looking connection between the central business district and Oakland, another viable business 

district and home to many universities and colleges (1992–3).  Notions of Lower Hill demolition 

especially appealed to the Allegheny Conference on Community Development and the 

Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, which saw the poor state of the Hill as a potential harm to the 

central business district and their plans for the Golden Triangle (Crowley 2005). 

When demolition began in order to make way for the arena and proposed cultural district, 

it was the first renewal project to affect a residential area in Pittsburgh and the largest renewal 

undertaking in the country (Figure 3-1) (Crowley 2005; Ferman 1996).  The Urban 

Redevelopment Authority (URA) coordinated land clearance, which began in 1956.  Established 

ten years earlier to address Pittsburgh’s post-WWII crises, the URA had aligned local economic 

and political elites (board seats were filled by both), and thus provided a strong institutional 

foundation for the city’s growth machine (Ferman 1996).  Land clearance continued until 1959 

and construction of the arena began in March of 1957 (Crowley 2005).  Named the Civic Arena, 
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the structure was an architectural wonder with a first of its kind retractable roof.  At the time, it 

was the world’s largest dome (415 feet in diameter) and able to hold 18,000 people (Toker 

1986).  Initially, the Civic Light Opera was the Civic Arena’s main tenant.  It was not until 1967 

that the arena became home to the Pittsburgh Penguins hockey team.  That year, Pittsburgh was 

granted an NHL expansion team to replace the AHL (minor league) hockey team called the 

Pittsburgh Hornets (PittsburghHockey.net 2009).  

By the time the arena opened in 1961, 413 businesses and 8,000 residents in a 100-acre 

area were displaced (1,551 families according to Ferman 1996) (Toker 1986).  The majority of 

those displaced were African-American (1986), about 1,240 families (Pittsburgh Neighborhood 

Alliance 1977).  These residents were predominantly renters and “received little relocation 

compensation, with minimal benefits coming from the federal government” (1977:2), in part 

because a large number of them left the area, in anticipation of displacement, before the city 

approved the project.  Nevertheless, even those that did stay longer before moving hardly fared 

better.  Thirty-five percent of the displaced families moved into public housing (1977) even 

though more than 70% of them were eligible.  Many of these families moved into other parts of 

the Hill and the East Liberty area, as well as the Homewood-Brushton area, which went from 

22% African American in 1950 to 66% in 1960 (Ferman 1996).  Around 30% of former Hill 

residents moved to private rental property, and 8% bought homes upon moving.  About 90 

families refused to move and wound up in “substandard housing” (Pittsburgh Neighborhood 

Alliance 1977:2).1 

According to Glasco (2001), the project became a “disaster,” with destruction moving 

more rapidly than the construction of new housing.  The net supply of low-cost housing, in 

                                                 
1 This is the most detailed information I was able to find on post-renewal relocation.  The meaning of “substandard 
housing” is unclear, as is to where the remaining percentage moved. 
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particular, decreased as urban renewal progressed (Lubove 1969).  Because of both post-renewal 

overcrowding and fears that more clearance would take place, some property owners in the Hill 

District allowed their buildings and houses to become even more neglected and deteriorated 

(Mallett 1992–3).  Between 1950 and 1970, the population of the Hill District dropped from 

62,597 to 33,751 a decrease of 46% percent (Perkey and Sheridan 2008). 

Community Response to Urban Renewal 

Relative to the scope of urban renewal, the community-organized response—especially in 

the early stages—was not significant (Crowley 2005).  Part of the reason for this is that some 

residents, given the state of housing and other buildings in the Lower Hill, supported the project 

and looked forward to the better housing promised to them (Glasco 2001).  Pittsburgh’s project 

was undertaken in the early stages of urban renewal policy and residents may have believed what 

they were told: that this was the only solution to the problem of infrastructural decay in the area, 

and that they would be given relocation assistance into the new housing (Mallett 1992–3).  An 

early publication of the Redevelopment Authority of Allegheny County reiterated this intent: 

“Will the Authority help me to find new housing? Yes. You will be afforded every assistance to 

insure that your new home is satisfactory to you.  Our relocation specialist will maintain a list of 

vacancies assembled by contacting real estate firms and property owners. Referrals to you of 

these listings will be another aid provided by the relocation staff” (1962:66).  Even the local 

African American newspaper, The Courier, implied that it supported renewal, with the exception 

of its city editor (Glasco 2001).  Further, those who were against renewal might have thought 

themselves powerless to reverse the decision, keeping in mind that this was before the Civil 

Rights Movement (Crowley 2005).   

Beginning in 1958, however, a movement did form among the white parishioners of St. 

Peter’s in the Lower Hill (Crowley 2005).  Worried that their church was slated for demolition, 
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they distributed 30,000 flyers about their message and circulated a petition advocating that the 

church be spared, but the city council claimed that the Urban Redevelopment Authority was the 

only decision-making entity in this situation.  The bishop had sold the church and so the legal 

case that was put forth by parishioners was lost; St. Peter’s was razed in October 1960 (2005). 

Plans for the Arts Center fluctuated in the early 1960s, with various ideas being suggested 

and planned and then dropped from the blueprint (Mallett 1992–3).  The funders—Howard 

Heinz and Buhl Foundations, and the A.W. Mellon Educational and Charitable Trust—

envisioned the area to the east of the Civic Arena in different ways.  Howard Heinz Foundation 

money was dependent on two things: 1) commitment by the city to develop the full “Center for 

the Arts” and 2) more land clearance further into the Hill.  In fact, the larger proposed cultural 

district transformation they imagined would have required around 50 more blocks of 

redevelopment beyond what was already demolished, heading eastward into the Middle Hill 

District (1992–3; Glasco 2001).  Local officials worried that proximity to a perceived slum could 

be detrimental to theater attendance.  High attendance was especially necessary in order to 

ensure that top productions would come through the city, helping to generate prestige.  In one 

memo, the Urban Redevelopment Authority suggested some ways to “protect” the new cultural 

center from the Hill District: one was to clear more land and build a public park between them; 

another was to construct a new residential area; a third was to actually build a wall (Mallett 

1992–3). 

In response to the threat of more land clearance, the community was able to organize more 

effectively than in the initial phase of renewal.  According to Mallett (1992–3), this shift in the 

political climate was apparent in 1963.  That year, the Citizen Committee for Hill District 

Renewal was formed and The Courier became more vocal against further redevelopment, 
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warning of changes in the racial makeup of the Hill.  In addition, the city planning department 

met with community groups to discuss their plans to construct a major boulevard through the 

Hill in order to better connect Oakland with the central business district.  City planning also tried 

to link urban renewal with other programs, such as those to alleviate poverty, and make 

improvements in health, education, and employment (1992–3).  The caution displayed by the 

planning department and the fact that they even consulted community groups shows a divergence 

from earlier policies.  Also during this time, a number of residents and activists came together, 

saying, “Not another inch” (Glasco 2001).  They strategically placed a sign that read, “No 

redevelopment beyond this point” at the corner of Centre Avenue and Crawford Street, where the 

initial destruction had ended (Figure 3-2).  This site is now called Freedom Corner and has since 

then served as a gathering point for marches and other social justice causes.  Fittingly, the 

Community Benefits Agreement was signed there in 2008.  

The downside of organizing against further development was that it caused a stalemate, 

leaving much of the land surrounding the Civic Arena undeveloped (Figure 3-3).  A plan to 

construct three upscale residential towers with a total of 935 units was approved in 1959, 

although it was not until 1964 that one of them, called Washington Plaza, was completed 

(Lubove 1969; Mallett 1992–3).  Mallett (1992–3) contends that when the original developer ran 

into financial problems, a new developer, Alcoa, took over.  Alcoa, however, was pessimistic 

about completing the project when it became apparent that more land would not be cleared.  The 

plan was later aborted with just one of three towers constructed.  Not only was there little 

demand for upscale housing in that area—even after five years, the lone-standing tower was 

never fully occupied—but residents also became more critical of such plans in the face of their 

need for more affordable housing (1992–3). 
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The land immediately surrounding the Civic Arena remained undeveloped and largely 

served—and continues to serve—as surface parking for arena-goers and downtown workers.  

Thus, along with the creation of wide roads, the Civic Arena and accompanying parking lots 

created a buffer between downtown and the “ghetto” (Fullilove 2004:65).  The African American 

community became further alienated from the larger city as a result of the land on which they 

once lived being turned over for purposes of white entertainment (as whites were the primary 

CLO audience) and the destruction of peoples’ homes without ever developing the remaining 

cleared land.   

Post-Renewal Changes 

Over time, the Hill has become known for its radical tendencies.  At the earliest, this was 

manifest in Abolition work ; later, the Hill became a place for Civil Rights activism, and also 

where race riots occurred in 1968 (Toker 1986).  Although the riots in Pittsburgh only lasted a 

few days and were mild compared to those in other cities (Mallett 1992–3), they had a 

devastating effect on the neighborhood.  Fires destroyed much of the business district, driving 

business owners away or forcing them to close entirely (Glasco 2001).  Afterward, the dwindling 

plans for the cultural center were all but let go, as city planners decided to stick with “safer” 

areas for such a development (Mallett 1992–3).  As one participant described it, the destruction 

that began with urban renewal was only exacerbated by the riots: 

The ones who remained [after urban renewal] were cut off from the lower half of their 
body, so the damage was severe with the dislocation of that many people.  Then the riots 
happened and a half-amputated body responded to the riots and it took another stage where 
people who had any means at all who were still in the Hill District took the option to leave.  
So you had the earlier period leading up to the dislocation, then you had the dislocation 
from say ’53 until ’68, about 15 years, and that was a meager existence for the second half 
of the amputated body; then from ’68 after the riots, it took another deteriorating turn that 
lasted all the way up to ’95. 
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This participant, a lifelong resident, refers to the 1990s as a turning point; indeed, during 

this time, some changes, mainly in the area of housing, began to occur in the Hill District.  To 

illustrate, since 1990 the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh has invested over $200 

million to develop housing there (Boren 2008c).  One major initiative was the construction of the 

first residential development since urban renewal. This 18-acre housing development, called 

Crawford Square, is located in the Lower Hill District, just east of the Mellon Arena and its 

surface parking lots.  The Hill Community Development Corporation began this mixed income 

housing effort, phase one of which was completed in the early 1990s (Bright 2000).   

By embarking on this project, the URA hoped to attract businesses, as well as middle-class 

and professional residents to the Hill District; in turn this would ideally (for the URA) raise 

surrounding property values and change the neighborhood’s image (Lubove 1996).  To some 

extent it has.  One non-resident participant had recently driven through Crawford Square: “When 

you look at some of those streets, you’re like wow; you think you’re in Boston or something like 

that, or like in a different world. It’s just amazing. I mean just think if you could extend that 

housing up a couple more blocks, that whole neighborhood you wouldn’t even know.”  This, 

however, is exactly why some residents are skeptical of the development.  Rent increases every 

year, according to another participant whom I interviewed in her Crawford Square home, and 

there is also speculation that rental units will become market rate for-sale units in the near future.   

In addition to some smaller-scale housing development that took place during the 1990s, 

another change was the introduction of the Homeownership and Opportunity for People 

Everywhere (HOPE) VI program into the neighborhood.  With funding from this program, both 

the Bedford Dwellings Additions and the Allequippa Terrace public housing projects were 

demolished (Perkey and Sheridan 2008).  By the early to mid-2000s, new and refurbished units 
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replaced the housing projects.  Like Crawford Square, these units are a mix of public housing, 

mixed-income rental, and homes for sale (both affordable and market rate) (2008; Jones 2007).  

A community center was also built, called Bedford Hope.  Unlike during urban renewal, this 

redevelopment was only carried out after residents were informed and asked for their input and 

approval.  In addition, residents were able to stay in their homes until newer units were built; 

seniority was used to determine which residents would move first (Murphy 2004).  After a series 

of delays and disagreements over land use and University of Pittsburgh expansion, a final phase 

of the Allequippa Terrace project is to begin in the Fall of 2009 and will consist of new mixed 

income, rental and owner-occupied housing, as well as some office and retail space.  The 

University will be developing athletic facilities nearby, where the Robinson Court area of 

Allequippa Terrace once stood (Lord 2009). 

Recent History and Present Context 

The geographic definition of the Hill District today varies greatly; the City of Pittsburgh’s 

definition differs from that of many residents, whose definitions conflict as well.  According to 

the City, the Hill is made of up of five areas or neighborhood subsets: Crawford Roberts, 

Bedford Dwellings, Middle Hill, Terrace Village, and Upper Hill (Perkey and Sheridan 2008).  

The broader definition, used by the One Hill CBA Coalition and more often by residents, also 

incorporates an area close to the central business district where the new arena will sit, a census 

tract referred to as Uptown/Bluff (Figure 3-4).  Residents more often refer to the Lower, Middle, 

and Upper Hill, than the specific terms used by the Department of City Planning.  A recent study 

dealt with this confusion by distinguishing between the “Hill District,” the more restrictive 

definition, and the “Greater Hill District,” the more expansive one (2008).   

This lack of consensus was apparent during my interviews; upon asking participants where 

they considered the existing and new arenas to sit, they responded with a variety of answers.  
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Most often, they were in agreement that the Mellon Arena is located in the Hill District, but the 

area where the new arena will sit was referred to as the Lower Hill District, Uptown and simply 

the Hill District.  When prompted, some distinguished between Uptown and the rest of the Hill; 

others stated that Uptown is part of the Hill District.  Perhaps one participant summarized this 

pattern best—it really comes down to one’s point of view:  

Well, depends on which way you look at it. If you’re looking from downtown up to the 
Hill, you’re going to say the arena is part of downtown, but if you’re looking from the Hill 
District downtown, then you’re going to say the arena belongs to the Hill, so I mean, it 
depends what side of the fence you’re standing on. . .  

The neighborhood is widely perceived in Pittsburgh as having problems with drugs and 

other crime, an underclass, racialized “ghetto” to be avoided; the reality is that some parts of the 

neighborhood deal more heavily with these problems than others.  Many of those who live in and 

are familiar with the neighborhood today consider it to be on the verge of transition, either 

racially and economically diversifying or moving toward a more “livable” place for current 

residents via the recently begun community-driven master planning process.  I return to 

community perceptions in the next chapter, but here describe the demographic setting, as well as 

the series of events leading up to CBA organizing. 

Four out of those six sub-sets of the Greater Hill District are now characterized by high 

levels of poverty, renter-occupied housing, and a decreasing population, which has left many 

properties vacant and deteriorating (Pittsburgh Department of City Planning 2000).  The 

percentage of renters in the Greater Hill ranged from 32% to 96% in 2000; this compares to the 

overall rate of 48% in the City of Pittsburgh at large (2000).  The overall population decrease 

that began in the 1950s continues (Table 2-1).  According to the 2000 Census, there were 18,276 

people living in the Greater Hill District.  Because the 2010 Census data is not yet available, the 

current population might only be estimated, but using a population model, researchers Perkey 
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and Sheridan suggest that the Greater Hill District population for 2007 was 14, 509 (2008).  The 

majority of this population continues to be African American/black.  Although the Uptown area 

population was only 13% black in 2000, the remaining five areas ranged from 87% to 96% 

black.  This illustrates the segregation that still exists in Pittsburgh, the population of which was 

68% white and 27% black in 2000.  As these numbers imply, in the Hill District and in the larger 

city, those who identify with other racial categories make up only a very small percentage of the 

population (Pittsburgh Department of City Planning 2000).  

According to Perkey and Sheridan (2008), whereas in the recent past, development projects 

in the Hill District were most likely to involve housing, there is now more balance among 

different areas of development.  They identify more than 20 current projects in the areas of 

community centers, economic development, education, housing, recreation, and religious & 

cultural institutions (2008).  More specifically, these include: a new YMCA and the renovation 

and expansion of an existing one, which provides low-income housing; improvements to a local 

sports field; a landslide community farm; a “green print,” which includes a city overlook; a 

grocery store (part of the CBA); renovation of some storefronts; the discovery and use of a 

geothermal water source; a new (replacement) library; University of Pittsburgh expansion; and 

the establishment of a University Preparatory school.  In addition to the major housing 

developments mentioned above, community development corporations are working on smaller-

scale housing.  Most recently, the Hill District was a proposed site for a casino, in addition to the 

new arena.  This recent history is vital to understanding the CBA campaign.  

Entertaining Redevelopment  

In 2006, the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board was in the process of awarding one 

casino license in Pittsburgh.  The three bidders, all vying for different sites in the city, were: 

PITG Gaming; Isle of Capri; and Harrah’s/Forest City.  Isle of Capri would have placed its 
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casino in the Hill District, and its proposal was intertwined with the new arena.  Collaboration 

between the Penguins Franchise, Isle of Capri casinos, and Nationwide Reality was deemed 

“Pittsburgh First” and these partners would have paid for a new arena in its entirety, as well as 

provide Hill District redevelopment funding.  In order to avoid an unfair advantage, 

Pennsylvania’s Governor Rendell then required all three of the competing casinos to give money 

toward a new arena in the Hill District, regardless of whether or not their casino would be placed 

there.  PITG Gaming, however, had also included a $3 million commitment to Hill District 

redevelopment, particularly in the 28 acres where the Mellon Arena now stands (Belko 2008a).   

In response to the proposed casino, some local development entities, including the Hill 

House, a community social service agency established in the 1960s, and the Hill Community 

Development Corporation convened a Gaming Task Force.  The Task Force provided 

information to the community with regards to the local impact of casinos.  They expressed a 

desire for reinvestment to counter possible negative impacts, but did not take a strong stance 

against the proposed development.  The “Raise Your Hand: No Casino on the Hill! Campaign,” 

however, did.  It had the support of many of the neighborhood’s ministers, and its leaders 

circulated a petition which was sent to the Gaming Control Board, among other tactics.  Due in 

part to this small but vocal anti-casino movement, the Hill District site was not chosen.  On 

December 20, 2006 the Gaming Control Board announced that the winner of the bid was PITG 

Gaming.  Beyond Hill District opposition, PITG Gaming’s proposal was most attractive to the 

Board because of a statewide study done in the previous month which suggested that, of the 

three, it would offer the most returns for the state and its taxpayers (Conte 2006).  Its proposed 

location on Pittsburgh’s North Side, near PNC Park and Heinz Field, was also more appealing to 

the Board than the other proposed casino locations (Toland 2006).   
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A New Arena 

When the decision was made, community leaders and activists were exhausted, but their 

work was far from complete.  The Penguins’ owners began threatening to leave Pittsburgh for 

Kansas City, presumably because their original “Pittsburgh First” proposal was no longer an 

option.  Knowing that no politician wants to be in office when a sports team relocates, the team 

had the upper hand.  In early 2007, word spread that the Penguins were negotiating for the rights 

to develop the 28 acres where the Mellon Arena and surface parking lots now sit as part of their 

deal to remain in Pittsburgh.  Community leaders were determined not to let local officials “give 

away the Lower Hill District” and thus began a new cause.   

In March of 2007, state and city officials formally announced that different funding 

sources had been secured and a new hockey arena would indeed be built.  In September of the 

same year, the Sports and Exhibition Authority of Pittsburgh and Allegheny County (SEA) and 

the Lemieux Group, LP (the Penguins’ ownership) signed a 29.5-year sublease, which begins 

when the arena opens.  As part of this lease, the Penguins were in fact given the development 

rights to the 28 acres.  This means that they will have the right to redevelop, sell, or lease that 

acreage even though they have not technically purchased it from the SEA (Sublease Agreement, 

September 18, 2007).  The sublease requires that the Penguins develop a portion of the land 

every year and that the land be fully developed within ten years.  If the required portion is not 

developed each year, they will forfeit the development rights to that portion.  However, if by 

then the Penguins have not received $15 million through development, sale, or lease, then the 

SEA will pay them “the shortfall in cash” (Pittsburgh Arena Term Sheet 2007).  Consistent with 

the zoning for that space, its use can be varied.  Residential, office or retail space, parking, and/or 

hotels are allowed (Trans Associates Engineering Consultants 2007).  As part of the CBA, a 
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community-led committee has until February of 2010 to come up with a master plan that will 

inform the Penguins’ development decisions.   

The new arena, recently named the Consol Energy Center, will have just over 18,000 seats 

for hockey, a number which varies slightly based on the event.  There are 2,000 club seats, 236 

loge boxes, 62 suites, and 4 party suites.  This is in contrast to the Mellon Arena, which had 

fewer suites and club seats and no loge boxes; however, it is in line with other new stadiums 

which are increasingly geared toward more affluent attendees.  The Consol Energy Center is also 

gearing up to be the first Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certified 

arena in the National Hockey League (Pittsburgh Penguins 2009).  A 500-space parking garage 

will be connected to the arena, with 50 spots set aside for Penguins’ officials; the remainder will 

be used for both daytime commuters and evening event-goers (Trans Associates Engineering 

Consultants 2007).  Figures 3-5 and 3-6 depict the new arena site and its proximity to the 

existing arena.   

Prior to construction, in 2007 about a dozen buildings were razed in order to make room 

for the arena.  The largest demolished building was vacant; some of the smaller buildings housed 

businesses, but were compensated (Boren 2008a).  This was also the case with a synagogue, 

which was built in the 1960s.  Thus, the site is not residential and displacement is not an issue to 

the extent that it was in the 1950s.  Nevertheless, residents and members of businesses and 

organizations in the Hill District were determined to benefit this time around.  It is within this 

contentious historical and current transitional framework that community organizing around the 

new arena arose. 

Summary 

In this chapter, I traced the history of the Hill District from its beginnings as an immigrant 

neighborhood, to its heyday as a haven for African American culture and business, from its 
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devastation upon the amputation of the Lower Hill, to the beginning of its intended rebirth in the 

1990s.  I followed that history with a characterization of the Hill District today in terms of its 

contested boundaries and demographic make-up.  Finally, I situated the CBA campaign within 

the Hill’s most recent redevelopment challenges, including the new arena.  In the next chapter, I 

set the stage for my case study in another way, by describing my research methodology.  
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Figure 3-1:  The Lower Hill before land clearance, with Civic Arena overlay. (Source: 

Photographer Unknown, Courtesy of the Pennsylvania Room. Carnegie Library, 
Pittsburgh. 1956.)   

 

 

Figure 3-2:  “No redevelopment” sign placed at Freedom Corner. (Source: Peter Diana, 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. April 16, 1999.) 
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Figure 3-3:  The Civic Arena.  After land clearance the buffer between the Civic Arena and the 
Hill District, in the foreground of this photograph, is apparent. (Source: Photographer 
Unknown, Courtesy of the Pennsylvania Room. Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh. 1961.) 
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Figure 3-4.  Hill District maps.  A) Smaller definition. B) More expansive definition (Source: Pittsburgh Department of City Planning. 
Map adapted from Sheridan and Perkey 2008, created for author by Jarrod West.) 

 

 A                   B 
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Table 2-1.  Hill District Population Change 1940-2000.  (Source: Adapted from Perkey and 
Sheridan 2008) 

Neighborhood 
Subset 

1940  1950  1960  1970  1980  1990  2000  %Pop. 
Loss  

1940‐2000 

Bedford 
Dwellings  

2663  3870  4915  3800  2878  2317  2109  21%  

Crawford‐Roberts  17045  17334  10277  5938  3558  2459  2724  84%  

Middle Hill  17029  14929  11849  7681  4262  2829  2143  87%  

Terrace Village  4054  11631  10520  7766  6550  5073  2631  35%  

Upper Hill  6071  5884  5216  4187  3190  2590  2246  63%  

Hill District Total  46,862  53,648  42,777  29,372  20,438  15,268  11,853  75%  

Uptown  9391  8949  5955  4379  4723  3220  6423  32%  

Greater Hill 
District Total  

56,253  62,597  48,732  33,751  25,161  18,488  18,276  68%  

City of Pittsburgh  671,657  676,805 615,242 523,417 438,138 369,879  333,527 50%  



 

 
Figure 3-5. Renderings of new arena site. Site A marks the Mellon Arena. Site B marks the new 

Consol Energy Center. The shaded area to the south and east is the Hill District 
neighborhood. (Source: Pittsburgh Department of City Planning. Map created for 
author by Jarrod West.) 
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Figure 3-6.  New and old arenas. The view from the Hill District, facing west toward downtown. 
Mellon Arena is on the right; Consol Energy Center construction across the street. 
(Photograph taken by author. May, 2009). 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY 

In the previous chapter, I provided the historical context and details leading up to the CBA 

campaign.  I also described the present neighborhood setting in terms of the Hill District’s 

geographic boundaries and demographic characteristics.  In this chapter, I set the stage for the 

interpretation of my data and the exploration of my threefold research inquiry: 1) Why are 

communities choosing to negotiate with developers and pursue benefits through CBAs?; 2) How 

are communities engaging in and securing CBAs?; and 3) What implications do the Hill District 

CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, hold for pro-growth dynamics?  Here, I explain my 

methodology, which includes both data generating techniques and approaches to them.  I begin 

with a description of and justification for my methods, then move on to a more detailed account 

of my approach, entry into the field, and participant characteristics.  I end the chapter with an 

explanation of my analytic approach and process. 

A Qualitative Case Study 

This dissertation is a qualitative case study that draws upon 32 in-depth interviews with 

stakeholders (local officials, businesspeople, community activists, and residents) and 

ethnographic field research totaling approximately one year.  Participant observation took place 

at a variety of relevant meetings and events in the Hill District and the city at large.  I conducted 

and transcribed all interviews; and analysis of interview and ethnographic data was aided by 

Atlas.ti.  In her recent work, Black on the Block (2007), Mary Pattillo takes a similar approach, 

using ethnography and interviewing to study stakeholders in one Chicago neighborhood.  

Although she is interested in relations among community residents, the broader study of 

stakeholders allows her to better understand the “various layers of public (governmental and 

civic) decisions that frame what is preferable and what is possible” (p. 21).  Likewise, although 



 

this case study is most focused on the community coalition that negotiated the CBA, the One Hill 

Coalition, understanding the perspectives of other stakeholders helped to frame their work and 

create a more holistic picture of the situation. 

Using a case study to research the process and outcome of Pittsburgh’s first CBA allowed 

for a thorough examination of the aspects, dynamics, and tensions of community organizing and 

negotiation.  Along these lines, case studies are often used to provide detailed evidence of 

environmental inequality (e.g., Roberts and Toffolon-Weiss 2001), as well as chart the struggle 

of various opposition movements (Crowley 2005; Capek 1993), sometimes specifically 

regarding the construction of sports facilities (e.g., Curry, Shwirian, and Woldoff. 2004).  Single 

qualitative case studies aid the researcher in making generalizations not necessarily about a 

population, but about a particular social phenomenon (Orum, Feagin, and Sjoberg 1991).  They 

allow for holistic assessment of social action, offer insight into people’s motivations, and help to 

understand the creation of “personal as well as collective lives” (p. 11).  On the other hand, one 

must be cautious when drawing from a single case study, especially given the particulars of 

place, time, region, and history.  Although time and funding constraints dictated my dissertation 

research, a comparative study using multiple cases may be a future project and would certainly 

improve analytical breadth and generalizability.  

Utilizing the methods of interviewing and ethnographic field work was mutually 

supportive.  Interviews allowed me to inquire about impressions of the neighborhood, the CBA, 

and both arenas, as well as understand personal motives, goals, and histories beyond what I 

learned from ethnographic work.  Participant observation, on the other hand, complemented 

interviews by allowing me to better understand group dynamics and recurring group themes.  As 

part of my ethnographic work, I also consulted a variety of documents (including print media) 
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which served as references and support.  One of my participants was exceptionally generous in 

this regard: in exchange for helping her to organize and file a large box of related documents, I 

was able to borrow them for my research.  These included a number of documents that I would 

not have otherwise been able to access.  This allowed me to read up on information and process-

related details I was not privy to while in Florida, as well as triangulate what was said in 

meetings and interviews.  Triangulation, or the use of multiple methods, provides an “alternative 

to validation” when using qualitative methods (Denzin and Lincoln 2003:8).  By using multiple 

methods and information sources, I achieved “rigor, breadth, complexity, richness, and depth,” 

benefits of triangulation identified by Denzin and Lincoln (p. 8). 

The following anecdote illustrates the usefulness of complementing interviews with 

ethnographic work: one of my participants runs a real estate company which owns several 

parcels of land in the Uptown area of the Hill District.  During our interview, he was upbeat 

about the CBA and shared his development plan for the next several years, which involves the 

consolidation of several surface lots into one parking garage, and developing on those former 

lots.  Despite my efforts to remain neutral, I had picked up some of my participants’ mistrust of 

developer promises.  However, after attending an “Uptown Partners” community meeting, I 

found out that his plan was supported and motivated by their organizing.  Not only was he at the 

meeting, but he had recently reached a compromise with this group; he agreed pay the city to 

plant new trees and improve landscaping in the area, as well as develop on his parking lots 

within a six-year timeframe.  He was also recognized at the meeting for recently erecting a small 

park and having a mural painted on a nearby wall.  Several months later, there was an article in 

the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette detailing this very plan and how it came about through the 

community’s organizing (Belko 2009).  In this instance, and in others, the use of ethnographic 
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fieldwork and interviews provided information that allowed me to gather the most holistic and 

accurate picture than would have been possible by using either approach as a stand-alone 

method.   

Conducting Interviews 

Interviews lasted approximately one to two hours, although a few went on for close to 

three hours.  Before beginning, I requested that participants fill out a brief demographic 

information sheet (see Appendix A) and asked them to read and sign the informed consent.  The 

conversation that followed was steered by a flexible interview guide with open-ended questions 

(see Appendix B).  Although the guide was slightly different depending on the stakeholder, in 

general I asked about: 

• ties to Pittsburgh and the Hill District;  

• perceptions of the neighborhood;  

• involvement (or lack of) in the CBA organizing;  

• thoughts on the process and outcome of the CBA; and   

• participants’ opinions on the new arena and its impacts, both personal and for the Hill 
District and city at large.   

At the end of each interview, I asked for names (and sometimes contact information) of others 

who might be willing to meet with me.  Finally, I asked if they had any questions for me, which 

they often did.  

 In accord with the active interview approach (Holstein and Gubrium 1997), I made 

comments, offered encouragement, and asked further clarifying questions when appropriate.  

Interviews were carried out in a variety of places: in participants’ homes and offices; in some of 

the Hill District’s open air meeting spaces; in restaurants; and in coffee shops outside of the 

neighborhood (since there are none in the neighborhood; something noted by more than a few 
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participants).  The majority of interviews were carried out individually and all were conducted 

face-to-face.  In two instances, I interviewed two people simultaneously.  In one case, the dual-

participants were a remarkable (in their 80s) married couple whom I interviewed in their Hill 

District home.  In the other, the participants both headed a local organization and suggested that 

they be interviewed together.   

The interviews were audio recorded with a digital recorder upon participant permission.  I 

transcribed all of the interviews verbatim.  Transcribing was a long and tedious process, but with 

invaluable returns.  Not only did this process make me intimately familiar with my data, but 

because I was transcribing after every interview, it also allowed me to reflect on (and critique) 

my interviewing style.  By listening to, and not simply reading the interview again, I was 

constantly making note of improvements to be made: I should have asked a follow-up question 

there, talked slower here, reworded this question, gotten rid of that question all together, etc.  I 

am confident that in the long run, the transcribing process made me a better interviewer, refined 

my interview guide, and made for a smoother analytic process.  As mentioned above, following a 

feminist approach and in an effort to empower participants in some way, I also e-mailed, mailed, 

or dropped off transcripts to/for participants once they were complete.  I figured that this would 

either give them piece of mind, allow them to make changes to the transcript, or both.   

Many participants were happy to receive a copy of the transcript and seemed impressed by 

the gesture, but only six participants took advantage of the opportunity to make changes, some in 

content, others in minor details.  Given this low “return rate,” I often questioned the worth of 

sending the transcripts.  It was especially frustrating when there were totally irrelevant sections 

that I felt I had to transcribe since the participant would see the finished product.  Further, if the 

transcripts did not need to be polished for participants, I might have worked out typos as I 
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noticed them during analysis.  Instead, I spent between one and two hours proofing each 

transcript before giving it to the participant. 

Ethnographic Fieldwork 

Beginning in the spring of 2007, Community Benefits Agreement organizing and 

negotiations ensued for over a year until the CBA was signed by all parties in August of 2008.  I 

initially observed a few meetings related to the CBA in May and June of 2007; three of these 

were One Hill CBA Coalition meetings and one was a large “Kick-Off Public Meeting” hosted 

by the Department of City Planning, the SEA, and the Penguins.  In May of 2008, I returned to 

Pittsburgh just in time to observe a press conference at which One Hill announced that its 

members had voted in favor of the drafted CBA.  Over the next several months, I attended a total 

of 31 events and meetings relevant to the CBA, the new arena, and in a few instances, the 

neighborhood in general.  Most frequently, I attended meetings of the One Hill CBA Coalition 

and the Hill District Consensus Group, a community-wide group of organizational and political 

representatives who meet monthly to inform each other of various events and services taking 

place in the community.  I also attended meetings about other local happenings such as the 

coming grocery store and opportunities for local grants, as well as an update on arena hiring and 

design hosted by the SEA and the Penguins.  Lastly, I was able to observe the grand opening of a 

new library in the Hill District; a first annual neighborhood conference called “Build the Hill”; 

the groundbreaking ceremony for the new arena; and the public CBA signing. 

At the earliest meetings I attended, I introduced myself as a graduate student originally 

from Pittsburgh, specifically naming the lower-middle class, predominantly white, city 

neighborhood in which I grew up.  I explained that I was interested in what was going on in the 

Coalition and in Pittsburgh regarding the arena, but that unfortunately I had one year left of 

classes, and would not be back again until the following May.  During those meetings, I was very 
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much a participant observer.  When the meeting facilitator asked us to break into small groups, I 

participated in icebreakers and acted as a recorder for my group as they refined neighborhood 

priorities for the CBA.  Upon returning to Pittsburgh, I was open about my identity as a 

researcher.  At some meetings, I introduced myself as such in individual conversations; in others, 

I shared this with everyone as we went around the table introducing ourselves.   

Over the course of the last year, I felt like more of an observer than a participant, however.  

Although I greeted and chatted with people I knew before and after meetings, I always remained 

quiet during meetings, and often stayed on the outskirts, sitting in back rows or on chairs that 

stood farther back from a main table.  On one occasion I remember debating whether or not to 

even speak up when Coalition members were trying to plan an event and chose a time when 

another important meeting was taking place; luckily, someone else caught the mistake.  I 

recorded fieldnotes as I saw fit for each particular situation; usually this meant having a 

notebook out and taking rigorous notes at meetings; at other events, I tended to record fewer 

details.  One thing I did very consistently was sketch a diagram of the field site and counted 

(when possible) the number of people present, often taking note of presumed race and gender as 

well.  

As part of my ethnographic work, I supplemented participant observation and interviewing 

with a variety of documents and media sources.  These ranged from published documents 

(including legal papers, media reports, and press releases) to archival records (such as minutes of 

meetings) to artifacts (items like flyers and meeting announcements used for mobilizing).  I 

collected some of these myself; others were lent to me by one of my participants who was very 

involved in the Coalition, as mentioned above.  I used these sources for a few different purposes: 

they served as a window into the parts of the CBA process I was unable to observe firsthand; 
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they helped to round out, challenge, and verify interview and observation data; and they provided 

specific information regarding dates, funding, and other details. 

Methodological Approach 

My methodological approach was heavily influenced by the work of feminist scholars.  

This created challenges, however, when it became clear that gender was less salient a factor than 

race or class in this particular case study; I return to this below.  Feminist methodology does not 

refer to a specific type of data gathering/generating technique; rather, it refers to a way of 

“theorizing about research practice” (DeVault 1996:31).  As such, it concerns one’s approach to 

the practices and techniques used in the research process.  Feminist scholars stress the fluidity 

between researcher and researched, insider and outsider.  Feminist methodology recognizes the 

fact that no research can in fact be value-free, that there is no such thing as pure objectivity 

(Wolf 1996).  Feminist researchers are encouraged to be reflexive, the meaning of which has 

changed over time (Fonow and Cook 2005).   

Reflexivity now incorporates writing oneself into the text, the audiences’ reactions 

to/reflections on the meaning of the research, the social location of the researcher, and “the 

analysis of disciplines as sites of knowledge production” (Fonow and Cook 2005:2219).  It has 

also taken the form of participatory research in which the subjects play a role in production of 

knowledge and the researcher tries to be more transparent (2005).  For Naples, “reflective 

practice” should involve both self-assessment of one’s individual biases, privileges and 

interactions, and collective examination of research strategies (2003).  In my interpretation, 

being reflexive involves considering the way in which each of our worldviews is shaped by a 

particular socio-historical perspective.  Certainly, my social location as a young, formally 

educated white woman who calls Pittsburgh home affected the choice of my dissertation topic, 
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my approach to fieldwork and interviewing, how others perceived and received me, and 

ultimately, my data analysis.   

Racially and geographically, I was an outsider to the Hill District community.  To 

compensate and better relate to my participants who lived or worked in the neighborhood, I 

found myself being (probably unnecessarily) vocal about my having grown up in Pittsburgh and 

about my anti-racist worldview, the latter having been instilled by my parents, and reinforced 

through my sociological education.  I was also an outsider to those non-community based CBA 

stakeholders, but found that no amount of positioning based on local roots or even educational 

status helped in gaining access to those in the most powerful positions.  I think that many 

participants, regardless of stakeholder position, were simply curious as to my interest in the 

CBA.  Answering this question honestly helped to establish legitimacy and rapport.  My youth 

probably helped in this regard as well; I was younger than all of my participants, and appear very 

young.  As a result, I benefited from their perception of me as a non-threatening, inquisitive 

young person ready to learn from them.  Additionally, as I explain in the next few paragraphs, 

knowing that some participants were interested in reading the dissertation upon its completion 

inevitably influenced, at least to some extent, its composition.      

Feminist methodology is also concerned with unequal power relations (e.g., Acker, Barry, 

and Esseveld 1991; Naples 2003).  According to Wolf (1996), there are three interrelated 

dimensions of power in the research process: that of the social location of researchers versus 

those they research; that which is exerted during fieldwork in terms of defining relationships and 

unequal exchange; and that which is evident during the process of writing and presenting, after 

fieldwork is complete.  In response to these power dynamics, feminist methodologists have tried 

to minimize harm and control during the research process (Devault 1996).  They have 
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demonstrated a commitment to empathy, respect, and care, thus humanizing participants (Collins 

2000; Fonow and Cook 1991).  This is, of course, easier said than done.   

In my experience, the writing phase, in particular, has raised a difficult set of challenges.  

In attempting to empower participants in some way, I not only allowed them to revise 

transcripts—something I discuss below—I also agreed, and in some cases offered, to send them 

the final product or parts of it.  Some wanted to see how their input was being used before 

deciding whether or not to use a pseudonym; others were simply interested in my project.  

Knowing the potential audience, I found myself constantly envisioning the reception of my 

writing.  This has the benefit of “keeping one honest” and the disadvantage of becoming too 

preoccupied with this reception.  I am positive that for some, what I write will not be critical 

enough of the process or outcome of the CBA; for others, it will be too critical.  I found that two 

participants could perceive the exact same event in entirely different ways and that the intentions 

of those perceived as adversaries were usually more complex than they were made out to be.  

Feminist methodology, though, is about an approach, not a guarantee of success or a fail-safe 

analytic procedure.  In the end, I was able to reconcile these potential criticisms.  By using the 

tools of triangulation, a thorough analytic process, and a healthy dose of self-doubt, I have, to the 

best of my ability, interpreted the ideas and opinions of my participants within an ethic of caring 

and personal accountability (Collins 2000).   

Reinharz (1992) and Acker and her colleagues (1991) have pointed out that feminist 

methodology is both guided by feminist theory and connected to the women’s movement.  To 

this end, some have described it as research for women and meaningful to their lives (Harding 

1987; DeVault 1990), “leading to social change or action beneficial to women” (DeVault 

1996:33).  This is where my ability to employ feminist methodology became complicated.  As I 
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entered the field, I utilized the insights of intersectionality to think about the ways in which 

gender, race, and class and their related oppressions might be intertwined in this case study of 

community organizing and urban redevelopment.  Certainly race and class were obvious factors 

from the beginning.  They were evident in the history explained in Chapter Three, as well as the 

present day demographics of the Hill District, which starkly contrast with that of those who 

represented development and the corporate world.  I thought I might observe gender inequality, 

or at least a gender influence, in studying the community leadership or the anticipated impacts of 

the arena.  This was seldom the case, however, as race and class dynamics were most salient.   

As Ward (2004) so aptly explains, the significance of various forms of oppression rotates 

according to situation and context.  Being aware of gender as omnipresent is important, but it is 

not always the most important factor.  Appropriate for this dissertation, Molotch (1999) 

addresses the critique of “where is gender?” in growth machine theory by suggesting that urban 

theory need not cover every theoretical agenda, whether it be Marxist, feminist, or otherwise.  

Because people are in cities, he asserts, urban theory will incorporate people, but the question 

becomes whether or not their behaviors or interactions are uniquely urban: “The question is what 

does the ‘urban’ have to do with these issues (or any other) and sometimes the answer may be 

‘not very much’; the obligation is to explore the issues, not to guarantee that all aspects of them 

will be covered” (p. 256).  Perhaps a study conducted once the new arena’s impacts have been 

felt can better speak to the role of gender, particularly with respect to whether job opportunities 

will be provided for both men and women equally at the new arena and during the 

redevelopment of the 28 acres across from it. 

I was faced then with a question: can one claim feminist methodology without meeting the 

specific “research for women”—or at least research about gendered power relations—criteria?  
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In the end, I cautiously say yes.  Without a gender focus, my methodology is probably more in 

line with such approaches as those presented in Denzin and Giardina’s (2007) Ethical Futures in 

Qualitative Research.  This edited work illuminates a variety of ethical dilemmas.  Its 

contributors promote “critical” and “indigenous” “counter-methodologies” and question the 

applicability of Institutional Review Boards’ ethics models for qualitative research.  Similarly, 

my approach is more in keeping with Charmaz’s (2006) constructivist grounded theory, which 

recognizes the researcher’s subjectivity and encourages reflexivity throughout the research 

process.  Charmaz also considers data to be a creation of the interaction between participants and 

researchers; hence the concept of “generating” and not “collecting” data through ethnography 

and interviews, and presenting “interpretations,” not “findings.”   

Nevertheless, the root of these approaches, whether they acknowledge it or not, can be 

traced to feminist contributions.  Feminist methodology has offered social science researchers 

the most comprehensive critique of positivism, the most extensive debate regarding relationships 

with participants, and the most useful, in my opinion, tools upon entering the field.  Moreover, at 

the core of feminist methodology is a commitment to social justice and change and working 

toward a more ethical research process, all of which I hope to demonstrate here. 

Entering the Field  

“What is your interest in the Hill?”—the pointed question I had always anticipated and yet 

was not prepared for when it was finally asked, halfway through my interviews.  Until that point, 

everyone at the community level had been so receptive and willing to talk that the question 

caught me off guard.  I approached this community elder and Civil Rights activist for an 

interview later in the process, wanting to have a few trustworthy references whose names I could 

use when he asked who had sent me.  Even with three participants’ names, he was suspicious.  

How was he to know that I would not just use the community to write a best-seller and then 
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leave?  (No, I did not interrupt to tell him that sociology dissertations rarely become best-

sellers.)  “The community has been studied,” he reminded me, “so what will you do for the Hill 

District?”  Still trying to slow down my pounding heart, I suppose that adrenaline pushed me to 

answer him bluntly; I said that I was not too naïve to think that I was going to change the Hill, or 

that I would even be able to find employment to stay in Pittsburgh after my research was 

complete (although that was my intention).  I said that I thought my research could have some 

bearing on future communities who face redevelopment, but if that was not the answer he was 

looking for, then he didn’t have to agree to an interview with me.  He replied by saying that he 

was meeting with another one of my participants that afternoon and would get back to me.  In 

the meantime, I stared into space for a while as I contemplated why I was doing this research in 

the first place and whether it would really impact anyone, etc.  I ended up jotting down a better 

response to his question and decided that if it felt right, I would recount this to him when, or if, 

he called back.   

A few hours later, he did.  In a voice that was not enthusiastic, but at least willing, he said, 

“When can you meet?”  We set up a time and instead of recounting what came of my meditation, 

I simply thanked him for the questions he asked, said something about blubbering when those 

questions come up even though they are expected, and mentioned that I wrote down some 

thoughts and we could talk more about it when we met.  

The following week, I was braced for the worst, which in this case meant defending myself 

into the ground and the whole thing ending in a mess of tears, guilt, and embarrassment.  In the 

end, although he was as intimidating in person as on the phone, he did answer all my questions.  

He also asked me several questions about myself before we began, and that was fine with me.  

He even re-asked about my interest in the Hill.  But this time, I was prepared. 
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The narrative above was adapted from a post-interview memo written when I was well into 

the research process.  My “interest in the Hill” obviously began much earlier, in the Spring of 

2007.  Around that time, my committee co-chair had sent me soul-searching: “What drew you to 

sociology in the first place?” she had asked.  I knew that it was my hometown of Pittsburgh.  I 

have always been fascinated with the city, its many ethnic pockets, deeply held traditions, unique 

topography, and the pride that many Pittsburghers seem to feel, even if they have moved away.  

Upon traveling home that summer, I planned to follow three leads in different city 

neighborhoods, all of which were experiencing some kind of major change.  I made some phone 

calls and was given a tip about the CBA meetings which had recently begun in the Hill.  Having 

been in higher education, the so-called Ivory Tower, for the greater part of seven years at that 

point, I was immediately interested in the real-world impact of the Coalition’s actions.     

At the first meeting I attended, members were working to refine community priorities by 

writing on large post-its and hanging them on the wall.  That these would later become the basic 

provisions of the CBA and hopefully mean positive change for the neighborhood inspired me.  

Although not a part of the directly affected community, I was deeply moved by the work of the 

Coalition and the memory that many residents carry of displacement and the “amputation” of 

their neighborhood in the late 1950s.  Even though I grew up—and my parents still live—in 

another city neighborhood which is a few miles away, this was a part of Pittsburgh’s history of 

which I was previously unaware.  For many years, my only knowledge of the Hill District was 

that it was a place to avoid at night, or perhaps a quick way to travel from one business district 

(downtown) to the other (Oakland).  Given its level of disinvestment, the realities of racial 

segregation in Pittsburgh, and the very insular nature of the city’s neighborhoods in general, I 

perceived no reason to visit the Hill.  Beyond that, I have very few recollections of the 
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neighborhood during my 18 years living in Pittsburgh before leaving for college.  At that first 

community meeting, however, my mind was made up: this CBA would be the topic of my 

dissertation. 

While I was in Pittsburgh during May and June of 2007, I attended three more CBA- and 

arena-related meetings.  Although I took field notes at those meetings (which were open to the 

public), more consistent data generation did not begin until May of 2008, once my IRB was 

approved and after I had completed coursework and was able to return to Pittsburgh.  During my 

year away, I followed the CBA story as much as possible through local media.  Upon my return, 

I called up a contact I had made at those early meetings; he let me know about a press conference 

happening in May and later became my first interview participant.  I conducted the majority of 

interviews between July and December of 2008, with a few interviews taking place as late as 

March of 2009.  In addition, the bulk of the meetings and events that I attended occurred 

between August and October of 2008.  Less frequent observation, however, did continue well 

into the Spring of 2009.  

Participant Recruitment 

I used quota sampling to guide recruitment of interview participants, appropriate because 

of my interest in talking to a select group of people who were involved and affected by CBA 

organizing.  Using quota sampling allowed me to not only obtain a relatively diverse group of 

participants in terms of age, gender, and educational/occupational status, but it also allowed me 

to consult specific stakeholder groups.  Participants were recruited via personal contact at 

meetings or events, as well as through a snowball approach in which I asked participants to 

suggest other stakeholders who might have an interesting perspective or be particularly 

knowledgeable about the CBA.  This approach reduced selection bias, such as when two 

participants suggested that I speak with someone from a local foundation.  Until that point, I was 
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unaware of the role that local foundations played in the CBA campaign.  I directly recruited 

about a third of my participants, in person at meetings or via telephone or internet.  Just over half 

of the sample was recruited by other participants, and a few participants (6%) actually 

volunteered to be interviewed when they overheard me talking about my project.  I tried to 

strategically ask participants about their ties to harder-to-access stakeholders, such as asking 

politicians if they knew anyone from the Sports and Exhibition Authority (SEA), or One Hill 

members if they knew other active residents who chose not to get involved in this particular 

cause.  

Participant Characteristics 

My study sample includes various involved stakeholders: Hill District residents, activists, 

local officials, and business owners.  Keeping in mind that many of these groups overlap, I 

interviewed: 13 members of the One Hill Coalition, which negotiated for the CBA (at any given 

meeting in 2008, there were an average of 16 members in attendance1); five members of another 

neighborhood entity, the Faith and Justice Alliance (a smaller group of no more than ten people); 

seven local politicians and/or government officials (one former) who were in some way 

involved; eight business owners; five residents who were not engaged in the organizing, but are 

active community members (i.e. involved in organizations or other causes in the Hill District); 

four local clergy; a member of the local foundation community, and senior consultant for the 

Penguins.2  Appendix C synthesizes this participant information.  Of the 32 people I interviewed, 

19 of them currently live in various parts of the Hill District.  The majority of the participants 

                                                 
1 This number fluctuated.  When I observed meetings in the Spring of 2007, there were between 25 and 40 people at 
meetings.  Further, there were nearly 40 organizations that eventually signed the CBA as part of One Hill. 

2 These groups were the key stakeholders in the CBA. The number of participants in each category was determined 
by these factors: how many people in total fell into each category; availability and access; the point at which the 
information shared during interviews began to get repetitive; and the point at which snowball sampling resulted in 
no new potential participants.  
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identified as African American or black (75%); one participant was biracial (African American 

and Native American) and the remaining seven participants were white.  The age, educational 

backgrounds, and occupations of my participants vary greatly.  A high school diploma was the 

highest education achievement for some; others had gone on to receive Bachelors, Masters, 

Doctorate, and Law degrees.  Lastly, the majority of participants’ ages ranged from early 30s to 

mid-60s, with a few exceptions: a couple in their 80s and a man in his early 90s.   

I knew that I was nearing the end of the interview phase when I would ask for referrals and 

my participants would say, "Did you talk to so and so...?"  Provided that I could say yes—most 

participants did not want to use a pseudonym3—I would say yes.  And they would say something 

like, "You've got the main players."  As such, my sample allows me to effectively analyze the 

process and outcome of the CBA through the words of those who were heavily involved on 

nearly all sides of the negotiating table.  Because of the large size of the Hill District’s 

population, this sample size does not allow me to generalize about the community at large—

perhaps what residents think about the CBA or the arenas.  However, my ethnographic data does 

allow me to tap into some of these larger community sentiments given some of the observations I 

made at functions where a great number of people attended and not just the usual faces.  

A few limitations exist in terms of the participant population.  First, although I spoke with 

the Penguins’ senior consultant, the Penguins’ President declined an interview and did not 

connect me to any other Penguins officials.  Second, although I spoke with various politicians, 

the two most heavily involved, the mayor and county executive, declined interviews themselves.  

Both, however, did connect me with assistants or other government officials.  Similarly, despite 
                                                 
3 As evident in Appendix A, I asked my participants how they would like to be identified in my writing.  As I began 
chapter composition, I found that identifying participants even with a pseudonym, or describing them in any detailed 
way seemed awkward and to take away from the organizational focus of the dissertation.  In recognizing that they 
might wish to be identified for their involvement or opinions on the CBA, I do include the names—real and 
pseudonyms—of my participants in Appendix C so as to acknowledge their contribution to my research. 
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an exhaustive effort, I was unable to secure an interview with a representative of the SEA, the 

city-county government entity that will own the new arena and sublease it to the Penguins.  At 

one point, I even met a representative in person; he agreed to an interview, gave me his phone 

number, and then never answered when I called, several times. 

Data Analysis 

I employed a constructivist version of grounded theory as an “abductive” strategy to 

inform data analysis (Charmaz 2006; Dey 2004).  This means that instead of following a purely 

inductive or deductive route, I instead related observations to theory and this resulted in an 

interpretation (2004).  I followed an analytic path largely influenced by the work of both 

Charmaz (2006) and Strauss and Corbin (1998).  According to Charmaz, “grounded theory 

methods consist of systematic, yet flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative 

data to construct theories ‘grounded’ in the data themselves” (2006:2).  Grounded theory was 

originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), who challenged, among other critiques, the 

notion that qualitative methods were unsystematic and scientifically inferior to quantitative 

methods (Charmaz 2006).  Their work has since been expanded and altered, most notably by 

Strauss and Corbin (1990; 1998; 2008), who, instead of presuming that one approaches the 

construction of theory as a tabula rasa, expect the researcher to come with some prior 

knowledge, whether it be from existing literature, or personal and professional experiences.   

I utilized Atlas.ti during the analytic process, for all of the interviews and some of the 

fieldnotes as well.  Because I had composed the fieldnotes, coding them involved less 

interpretation on my part than coding interview data.  So while coding the former was more 

straightforward, the latter produced greater variety and a more thought-provoking set of codes.  

Using the qualitative software package, I was able to begin by coding data openly (Strauss and 

Corbin 1998).  As opposed to a line-by-line or paragraph-by-paragraph approach used by some 
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researchers, I coded by topics and themes.  So if in one response, a participant discussed both a 

desire to tear down the old arena and the parking problems created by new arena construction, I 

would code these as “wanting to tear down old arena,” and “new arena creating parking 

problems,” respectively.   

Simultaneously, I created and added to existing code families, performing another level of 

coding referred to as “axial” by Strauss and Corbin (1998).  Thus, I placed the first code into a 

family called “old arena fate” and the second into a family named “new arena impacts.”  I 

consistently defined code families as they were created and also found myself making codes 

more specific as I went along.  This required me to return to previously coded transcripts and 

read through them so as to re-code some of that data.  A process of revision also took place with 

regard to family codes, which were renamed and sometimes divided into more than one family 

along the way.  I often expounded upon code family definitions in order to write more thoughtful 

or perhaps question-filled memos (1998) and composed lengthy memos upon returning from 

interviews as well.  

One very useful feature of Atlas.ti is the network view, which allows the researcher to 

visually organize code families.  Following Charmaz’s (2006) suggestion, I diagrammed each 

family code so as to make connections among codes.  I then redrew these diagrams on paper, in 

order to brainstorm and jot down more details about the relationship between codes within a 

particular code family.  In addition, I created one diagram of only family codes, which served as 

a third level of coding and aided in the creation of major themes for the composition of the three 

chapters that follow.  Here, I veered from the path of Strauss and Corbin (1990; 1998; 2008) who 

suggest that data be integrated into one central category around which theory can be built.  
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Because I found the concrete details of the CBA campaign to be as important as emerging 

theory, I chose to focus on both. 

Summary 

Using the data generating methods of in-depth interviewing and ethnographic fieldwork 

that incorporated the use of pertinent documents, I was able to achieve the benefits of 

triangulation in working toward research aims that have both practical and theoretical 

implications.  Although I struggled with the applicability of feminist methodology, I ultimately 

credit its contributions to social science research and commitment to social justice as the basis of 

my approach.  As my narrative on entering the field illustrates, I engaged in reflexivity by 

identifying my research motives and relationship to the topic of my case study.  With the 

assistance of Atlas.ti and informed by grounded theory, I carried out a lengthy and thorough 

analytic process.  The next chapter is the first of three data interpretation chapters.  In it, I focus 

on one major theme that emerged from my data, the driving forces behind the CBA campaign.  
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CHAPTER 5 
DESERVED AND NEEDED: DRIVING FORCES  

In the last chapter I offered a detailed account of my methodology and analytic process.  

That process allowed me to arrive at major themes that would become the topics of my analytic 

chapters.  This chapter is the first of three data interpretation chapters.  Here, I use the case of the 

Hill District CBA to concentrate on why communities are choosing to negotiate with developers 

and pursue benefits through CBAs.  I address this question in two ways.  First, I first briefly 

discuss why negotiation was a more desirable community approach to arena redevelopment than 

opposition.  I return to this idea again in Chapter Seven.  Second, I examine three important 

driving forces behind the Hill District CBA: 1) retribution for failed urban renewal; 2) 

compensation for negative impacts of the new arena; and 3) a desire to counter corporate 

welfare.  Each of these was evident in the framing1 used by the One Hill Coalition, which 

eventually negotiated the CBA, during the campaign, something discussed below.  I find that the 

term framing can have a misleading connotation of disingenuousness or manipulation; this in no 

way describes the CBA organizing in Pittsburgh.  The frames used were a direct reflection of 

community sentiment and collective memory.   

Choosing to Negotiate 

Negotiating a CBA may have been the only way to ensure what supporters perceived as 

deserved community reinvestment.  By CBA supporters, I mean those who were part of One 

Hill, as well as those who agreed with the principle of the CBA, regardless of their involvement 

 
1 Framing processes have come to be seen as one of the core dynamics of social movements (Benford and Snow 
2000).  The term “frame” originated with the work of Goffman, (1974) who was interested in the ways in which 
people organized and assigned meaning to their experiences.  Later, it was more deliberately connected to social 
movements and the way in which their actors engage in strategic framing, a process of creating and maintaining 
meaning for potential supporters and opponents in order to achieve movement goals (Snow et al. 1986; Benford and 
Snow 2000).   



 

in One Hill’s campaign.2  Taking an oppositional approach was not a viable or even desirable 

option in this case.  Several reasons account for this stance.  First, Mellon Arena already sits at 

the foot of the Hill District and no major residential displacement was necessary to make room 

for the new arena, thus providing fewer grounds on which to oppose the construction.3  Further, 

as in the 1960s, an oppositional approach could again result in a stalemate, leaving a sea of 

parking lots surrounding the new arena and replacing the Mellon Arena upon its demolition.  

Third, even if the deal for the new arena had not already been brokered, the perception of my 

participants was that the community did not feel strongly enough to oppose it.  Although the Hill 

District was largely left out of new arena decisions, according to some, the neighborhood was 

divided as to opinions about it.  Some were indifferent; others actually welcomed it as new 

development, period.  Still others questioned why a sports venue should exist on that site at all.  

What was clear, however, and what the community could agree upon, was the desire to benefit 

from it.  

Moving Forward and Looking Back 

The first and most prominent driving force behind the Hill District CBA was the desire for 

retribution for failed urban renewal.  In order to better understand this driving force, I begin this 

section by providing more details about the neighborhood context, as described by participants.  

The Hill District is a neighborhood in transition. Realities of disinvestment, relative isolation, 

and violence exist in the midst of dramatic changes, including new housing, increasing 

racial/ethnic and class diversity, and acknowledgement of the Hill as prime land.  For those who 

are unfamiliar, the Hill District is perceived as crime-ridden and drug-infested, a place to fear 
                                                 
2 This term also includes members of the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance, another community entity that I discuss in 
Chapter Six.  While they were not aligned with One Hill, they were in support of a CBA.  

3 A Rabbi and a few Priests temporarily had to relocate due to their respective synagogue and rectory being 
demolished.  To my knowledge, no other residential displacement took place. 
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and avoid that comes with all the accompanying code words, such as “ghetto” and “a rough 

area.”  While exaggerated and unrepresentative of the entire neighborhood, these perceptions are 

not entirely unfounded; residents themselves describe problems with drugs and violence, vacant 

buildings and overgrown lots, hopelessness, and a general lack of investment over time, on the 

part of the city, the business community, and other residents.   

Nevertheless, among my participants— regardless of stakeholder position—the most 

common description of the neighborhood was not a negative one.  Instead, it was of a 

neighborhood in flux.  Evidence that the Hill was being “redone” included a new library, 

YMCA, grocery store, and housing.  Its unmatched location in the city of Pittsburgh has resulted 

in part in legal rezoning and attempts to engage in euphemistic renaming.  For example, what 

used to be called the Upper Hill is now being referred to by some as Schenley Heights.  One 

reverend found that he had to use those changes strategically: “If I want pizza after 6pm, I say I 

live in Schenley Heights; if I say the Hill, I don’t get it.”  In another example, a woman was 

troubled by the way in which her residence in the Lower Hill was being renamed.  She found that 

when she called the management at Crawford Square, the welcome message characterized the 

housing as being located in “Downtown Gardens.”  As a long time resident, this had always been 

and would always be the Hill District.   

In addition, what residents consider the Lower Hill was rezoned in 2005 to be considered 

part of the Golden Triangle, or central business district.4  These changes are indicative of the 

gradual and persistent effort to better connect the second and third largest areas of economic 

activity in Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh’s central business district and Oakland (Figure 5-1).  Such 

changes are often worrisome to long-time residents, who want to prevent being priced out of 

                                                 
4 This information was provided by the Senior Planner for Zoning and Urban Design at Pittsburgh’s Department of 
City Planning, through personal communication, July 29, 2009. 
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their own neighborhood.  Another pastor suggested that affordable housing be built in the 28 

acres where the Mellon Arena now stands: “Now, if they build housing down there and peg them 

in the $200,000 range, they’re going to change the complexion of the neighborhood.”  His 

comment thus conflates economic and racial displacement and speaks to a common fear among 

gentrifying neighborhoods’ “indigenous residents” (Freeman 2006).   

Retribution 

The Hill stands on the “brink of a major transition,” the “old giving way to the new.”  The 

old and the new, however, are intimately intertwined.  The neighborhood—according to one 

participant now a “shell of its former self”—embodies a tension between honoring the past and 

moving forward, between remembering a neighborhood as it was and wanting to recreate the 

past as its future.  This relationship between past and future had the greatest influence on the 

decision to negotiate a CBA.  This was evident during the CBA campaign in that the community 

desired benefits for its future, but continually recounted the past in order to leverage its case.  In 

this sense, they framed the CBA as retribution for urban renewal and making up for past wrongs.  

As one participant, an activist and performance artist, recited from a poem she wrote: “We have 

one foot in development/ the other in abandoned lots and buildings./ We’re going to hold our 

government accountable, not just for what they do today, but for the decades of neglect they’ve 

been wielding/ that’s why I’m unyielding.”  Details of displacement were recounted at press 

conferences and public hearings, and appeared on local news stations.  This information was thus 

distributed to the general public, but it was also used during negotiation meetings.   

A vibrant past looms large in the collective memory of the community, as does the urban 

renewal which effectively ended its heyday, the “Wylie Avenue Days,” as a documentary about 

the era is named.  Although some residents acknowledged the poor housing stock and sewage 

that existed in the Lower Hill District, their memories, first-hand and handed-down, were of a 
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Mecca for black economic and social life, where jazz ruled and the people were “more refined.”  

They described a safer time and a closer-knit, even multicultural community; Jewtown existed 

next to Chinatown and Italians were neighbors with African Americans, all of whom patronized 

the same local shops and hucksters.  At one time, people used to say that Wylie Avenue, then the 

Hill’s most bustling corridor, was the only street in the country that began at a church and ended 

at a jail (John Wesley AME Zion Church and the Allegheny County Jail, respectively).  But 

Wylie, along with two other main corridors that ran all the way to the central business district, 

was cut off when land clearance began to make way for the Civic Arena.  

A few of my participants were directly affected by urban renewal, their families being 

among the 1,551 that were displaced or their family’s businesses one of the 413 that were forced 

to close or relocate.  Some moved into public housing; others away from the neighborhood.  One 

of them, who now pastors in the Hill, lived “in what is now Row G of the Civic Arena.”  As 

renters, his family received no compensation: “we got nothing and we were just told we had to 

get out.  That’s it.”  The resolution to raze the Lower Hill District was reached by local elites—

members of the city’s powerful growth machine—who envisioned a cultural center where the 

blight once stood.  That the decisions of this group were unilateral was illustrated by one of the 

Hill’s current political representatives:  

I have a newspaper, Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph—paper doesn’t exist anymore—from the 
’50s, that outlines the plans for the Hill, and the new arena, and other developments. And it 
shows all the men who were involved in that process. The only thing black in that paper is 
the print, which I find illuminating . . .  

His observation also points to the ways in which elite whites both exerted and maintained the 

privileges of whiteness through land use decisions.  Similar to promises made today, then-Mayor 

David Lawrence said that the Hill District would benefit from and be supported by the Civic 

Arena.   
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History has proven him wrong; instead of a supportive relationship between “downtown” 

and the Hill District, contention and distrust grew and the Mellon Arena has become a symbol of 

this relationship.  According to a life-long resident of the Hill:  

. . . That arena represents a time in our history where we were taken advantage of.  Part of 
our community was destroyed.  Symbolically that is almost like a red flag for all of the bad 
things that have happened to the Hill, the beginning of the downward spiral of the Hill 
economically, socially.  So that is, for me, something that is almost like having a 
confederate flag. 

By comparing the existing arena to a confederate flag, he indicates this relationship’s racially-

charged nature.  As in the days of Mayor Lawrence, Pittsburgh’s political and economic 

leadership continues to be dominated by white men.  The city at large remains racially 

segregated and racial disparities between whites and blacks5 are well-documented.  In relation to 

African Americans, whites maintain privilege in the areas of educational achievement, 

employment, household income, home ownership, and mental health (University of Pittsburgh 

Center on Race and Social Problems 2007).   

Leveraging the Past 

During the CBA campaign, distrust pervaded community relations with nonresidents and 

political officials.  An excerpt from field notes taken at the very first public meeting sponsored 

by the Penguins and the Sports and Exhibition Authority (SEA) illustrates this atmosphere of 

distrust and contention: Although the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the arena design and 

have Hill District residents, business-owners, and clergy sign up for focus groups about the 

design, attendees seemed more interested in community benefits.  A lifelong Hill resident says 

that in the 1950s there were also agreements and meetings with the developer but that they were 
                                                 
5 As described in Chapter Three, the population of Pittsburgh was 68% white and 27% black in 2000.  These 
numbers illustrate that those who identify with other racial categories make up only a very small percentage of the 
population (Pittsburgh Department of City Planning 2000).  I focus only on white-black relations here because of 
such statistics and because I am concerned with the racially charged relationship between the predominantly black 
Hill District and Pittsburgh’s predominantly white political and economic leadership.  
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lost and not upheld.  She warned the community to have it [benefits] in writing, in a legal 

document. “Make that agreement 20 years!” she warned.  People clapped.  This time around, a 

CBA allowed them to do just that.  Although enforceability is a potential problem with these 

agreements (Gross 2007–8; Salkin 2007), their legally-binding nature is attractive to 

communities facing development, especially those such as the Hill District.  The pastor whose 

family had been displaced during urban renewal clearly articulated the relationship between past 

deception and the present decision to negotiate a CBA around the arena:  

What’s always in the back of the minds of people my age who went through the first 
rehabilitation, or whatever you want to call it, is lack of trust. We trusted them before and 
they spit on us, so we’re not going to let them do that again. You know, don’t come and 
tell me you’re going to do great things in the Hill, when you promised me once before and 
you didn’t do a thing . . .  

One local official found the persistent use of the neighborhood’s past, particularly during 

negotiations, to be problematic.  For him, this approach fueled a sense of entitlement and 

overlooked the investments made by the City and County toward Hill District social services, as 

well as residential and commercial development (usually through loans and resale) over the last 

two decades.  As he observed: “So all we heard in all the sessions was, ‘You guys destroyed our 

neighborhood, you guys eviscerated our cultural life, we have suffered immeasurably, we have 

never gotten any benefits’… these super overarching statements.”  Nevertheless, others 

perceived use of the past as key to the CBA coalition’s legitimacy.  The following comments 

made by a lifelong active resident and a representative of the county executive, respectively, are 

typical of this belief: 

Well, there’s some history and I think people understand what the history was and all that 
occurred down there and how the Civic Arena came about.  I think somehow or other, their 
brains was massaged enough to say we really need to look at doing things to include, to do 
things this way.  So I think with all the bantering, we were really able to get some 
information in there, to get people to begin to feel it. I think that’s the only way it [the 
CBA] happened.  
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… The Hill District is a specific case because I think a lot of people feel that the 
neighborhood was sorely wronged with the development of the Civic Arena.  Now when 
[the Civic Arena is] coming down, will the community still face the same fate that it faced 
40 years ago?  So I think nobody wants to hear those echoes again 20 years [from now] 
saying that [Mayor] Ravenstahl and [County Executive] Onorato did nothing to assist the 
community to redevelop itself so...nobody wants that legacy. 

In a local newspaper article from 2008, the Mayor expressed a similar sentiment.  He was quoted 

as saying: 

My belief is that it was a unique situation.  It was the result of the prior experiences that 
they had with the Mellon Arena site that was developed, and the uprooting and dislodging 
and changing of a neighborhood without any consultation.  That's why a community 
benefits agreement was ultimately reached and why we entered into the dialogue (Togneri 
2008). 

Although the neighborhood’s history may have thus been the most effective frame, it was not the 

only impetus behind the CBA.  New arena impacts also played a role, a topic to which I now 

turn. 

Hockey in the Hood? 

Neighborhood activists were aware of the various social, economic, and environmental 

impacts of an arena and its construction.  The weight of these impacts as a primary driving force 

for the CBA, however, was offset by the presence of the existing arena and the fact that major 

residential clearance for the new arena site had already taken place during urban renewal.  To a 

lesser extent, then, One Hill framed their desire for community benefits not just about the past, 

but about dealing with the impacts of both the Mellon Arena and the anticipated impacts of the 

Consol Energy Center.  As such, the CBA was characterized as both deserved and needed.  This 

was evident, for example, in an editorial written by one of the lawyers on the negotiation team in 

which he dispelled popular myths about the Hill’s desire for benefits (Ellis 2008).  He argued:  

Many people cannot relate to the Hill’s requests because their communities have been 
physically and culturally intact for the last 50 years, with responsive, funded programs and 
services . . . It is easy to be judgmental, but when you can’t sleep because of traffic or take 
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a shower because of decreased water pressure, when your property values go down or 
crime increases, the fight for community investment takes on a whole new perspective. 

Local Impacts 

Even for those living closest to the new arena site, land clearance and construction have 

had little direct impact, negative or positive.  Most residents cited problems with traffic as having 

the greatest impact on them, the result of a temporarily closed lane, which also altered pedestrian 

traffic.  The majority of land clearance involved the demolition of parking lots and about a dozen 

buildings, as well as the closing of one small street.  Some of the buildings sold to the SEA were 

vacant; others were occupied by businesses.  The single largest building demolished was St. 

Francis Central Medical Center, which had closed in 2000.  A synagogue, Beth Hamedrash 

Hagadol-Beth Jacob was also demolished, compensated, and moved into a nearby building.  Its 

small congregation, the only remaining Jewish congregation in the Hill, had already relocated 

once, during urban renewal (Semmes 2008).  Lastly, Epiphany Catholic Church sold to the SEA 

(via the Diocese of Pittsburgh) its rectory, a former women’s residence called St. Regis, and a 

former school building (Lowry 2007).  At the time, the residence was vacant and the school 

building served as nonprofit office space and a halfway house for paroled ex-convicts.  With 

compensation funds, a new rectory is being constructed between the church and the new arena 

(Figure 5-2).   

Hill District residents have not benefited economically from this clearance nor new arena 

construction, as no targeted hiring occurred for either in the neighborhood.  In terms of 

environmental impacts, as with any type of demolition or construction work, noise and dirt 

abound, but some distance does exist between the site and even the closest residents.  These 

impacts were relatively minor; as one resident, an artist and activist, put it, “. . . the damage was 

already done with the old arena.  It’s just putting a new face on an old body.”   
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Residents anticipate the impacts of the Consol Energy Center to be much like those of the 

existing one.  As a result, many are pessimistic about potential benefits and ambivalent about the 

coming arena.  For decades, they have been dealing with rowdy fans urinating and littering in 

yards, as well as parking and traffic congestion surrounding games and other events; (one 

resident described the Hill as being “encroached upon” during these times).  They expect these 

problems to continue; the major congestion points may simply be altered.   

Further, although the designers of the new arena intend it to be more integrated into the 

surrounding buildings than the Mellon Arena is, it will likely remain somewhat disconnected 

from the rest of the Hill District.  The community vocally opposed the first proposed design, 

criticizing the fact that they faced a blank wall.  As one reverend passionately testified at a city 

planning commission hearing:   

We want you to look again at your architectural renderings because there is no glass 
viewing of the Hill.  You talk about how pretty and wonderful and flattering it’s going to 
be as you look at downtown; I want you all to look at the Hill where we live and serve and 
work and so if the glass is there, you can see if you’ve done a good day’s work or nothing 
at all. 

Since then, changes were made to the design, including the addition of some windows on the 

side facing the Hill and reduced height (Belko 2008b), but according to the most recent 

renderings, it appears that the community will still face a parking garage and the blandest 

exterior side (Pittsburgh Department of City Planning 2008). 

Some of my participants, mainly non-residents, saw the arena as potentially benefiting the 

community by acting as one of several catalysts for Hill District development, particularly in the 

Uptown area.  In his speech at the groundbreaking ceremony, the Mayor suggested this by 

stating that the event was also about breaking ground on the future of the Hill.  The belief that 

more fans will visit the new arena, thus increasing access to revenue for Hill businesses, is 

exemplified by the thoughts of one local official:  
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So this is a situation where, will people come and park in the garage and leave?  Yes.  But 
will people come two hours early, park downtown, eat dinner?  Yes. [. . . ] This would be a 
good time to reopen the Crawford Grill [an historic Hill District jazz club].  Eat at the Grill 
and then come down.  So it’s got the ability to attract.  

The new arena could also mean potential employment for Hill District residents.  The decision to 

negotiate a CBA with a job resource center as one of its main provisions illustrates this hope. 

Nevertheless, those jobs might not be ideal.  One reverend highlights this skepticism:  

The truth of the matter is I don’t see a whole lot of benefit for the community. Most of 
your hockey fans are folks who don’t live in this area. So they come in, they drive out. Ok? 
Some folks may get some jobs, many will be part time work; many will be minimum wage 
ticket sellers and that kind of thing, so no.  

His prediction is consistent with the work of Delaney and Eckstein (2007), who argue that 

stadiums fail to have wide-reaching economic benefits and fewer people are hired in new 

stadiums once the “honeymoon” period is over.  In comparison to other types of structures, 

sports facilities are used infrequently and for short periods at a time.  They tend to create “mostly 

low-wage and part-time jobs with few benefits” (2007:48).  The argument that growth “creates 

jobs,” however, has always been a major selling point of those promoting it (Molotch 1976). 

Unless the CBA aids Pittsburgh’s new arena in breaking the mold, the vision of arena-

inspired Hill District redevelopment is also unlikely.  Following Delaney and Eckstein (2003) 

and Wilbur (2000), sports facilities increasingly incorporate one-stop shopping inside, which has 

had a negative effect on the revenue of local surrounding businesses.  Instead of generating 

broad-based community development, stadiums are more likely to serve the interests of 

“insiders” and concentrate money in the hands of a few, large business operators, further 

marginalizing poor and minority neighborhoods in the process (Collins and Grineski 2007).   

For Friedman and his colleagues (2004), this perfectly illustrates the problem of 

redevelopment policies that prioritize “projecting civic image over improving citizen welfare” (p. 

131).  Such policies, of course, are in line with a growth coalition geared toward “development 
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rather than redistributional goals” (Logan, Whaley, and Crowder 1999:75).  Some residents were 

well-aware and critical of these phenomena.  As one political representative who lives in the Hill 

put it, “The money will flow out of the Hill; it won’t be flowing back.”  By negotiating a CBA, 

one of the community’s goals was to counter this “out-flow” of revenue and move toward a more 

redistributive end.  According to one local landowner who was on the periphery of the 

organizing, the “deserved and needed” frame based on local impacts and lack of benefits began 

to effectively change public sentiment:   

And it started off where if you talked to people not just throughout the city, but throughout 
the county, I think the sentiment might have been, who do they think they are?  But now 
it’s like, you know what, those people are smart, they really did it right. [. . .] Now they’re 
starting to say, “That’s ok, god bless them, they deserve it, they live here, they put up with 
all the traffic and the noise and the garbage.”  And it’s really turned around and those 
people who negotiated it and signed that CBA, I really commend them. 

A Segregated Fan Base 

In the Hill District, resident opinions on the potential impacts of the new arena as well as 

their relationship with the existing arena are influenced by the fact that the main tenant is a 

hockey team.  Although many of my participants who live in the Hill had attended events at the 

arena—most often concerts, circuses, and conventions/conferences—the majority had never 

attended a hockey game (11 out of 19) and none attended hockey games regularly.  There is a 

widespread belief that “hockey is not a black sport.”  This belief is grounded in the fact that the 

National Hockey League is dominated by whites, from the players, to coaches and other 

officials, to fans and team owners (Smith 2007).   

In addition, some non-white players, particularly African Americans, have experienced 

overt racism at the hands of hockey fans (Smith 2007).  Currently, there is only one black player 

on the Penguins’ roster, as several participants were quick to point out.  It was both stated and 

implied that unlike with sports such as basketball and football, hockey teams have less of a 
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relationship with the black community.  In Pittsburgh, an NHL program called “Hockey in the 

Hood” was met with amused skepticism; as one reverend joked, “. . . you know, please, we don’t 

play hockey. We’ll take those sticks and wear you out!”   

Regardless of stakeholder position, though, the majority of my participants were not 

Penguins fans.  And contrary to popular belief and the sentiment expressed above, a few of the 

participants who are black said that they were fans of the team and the sport.  In addition, some 

community-based stakeholders who supported the CBA admitted feeling conflicted about their 

fan status because of the contentious relationship between the community and the Penguins, 

particularly during the negotiations.  As a result, they made a distinction between the players and 

the Penguins organization, which was perceived negatively—descriptions ranged from 

uncooperative to arrogant—by community activists.   

Throughout the campaign, some activists also wanted to be clear that they were not against 

the team, but that they were for the neighborhood, that these were not mutually exclusive.  As a 

member of One Hill who works in the neighborhood and considers herself a (conflicted) fan 

suggested, the Coalition and Penguins fans actually had similar concerns: “You want the 

Penguins to stay in Pittsburgh and have a new arena; we want a new arena for the Penguins that 

benefits the community. [. . . ]  You want job opportunities for Pittsburghers; we want job 

opportunities for Pittsburghers and Hill District residents.”   

Unfortunately, a disconnect between many hockey fans and CBA supporters persisted.  

This same woman described how Mellon Arena-goers reacted to community activists when a 

small group of them picketed before a game:  

We were chanting, “We want a CBA! We want it now!” and I mean Penguins fans were 
standing there saying all kinds of shit to us, you know just “Go home” and a few other not 
nice things, and “We want the Penguins.”  And at one point, the folks at the arena turned 
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up the music that they play outside.  I mean we were screaming at the top of our lungs and 
the music just kept getting louder.  

A discussion board about the new arena on the Penguins website is further evidence of this kind 

of reception.  Those discussion threads having to do with the Agreement and the neighborhood 

are overwhelming negative; ignorant perceptions of the Hill District abound and inform opinions 

of the CBA with comments such as: “No one cares about the Hill residents’ greedy demands” 

and “Why don’t Pens fans show up and counter protest?” (penguins.nhl.com 2008).   

Perhaps a former political representative from the Hill District characterized this dynamic 

best when he stated that the Penguins “attract a non-sympathetic fan base.”  There is an obvious 

racial dimension to the Penguins’ predominantly white fan base lacking sympathy for Hill 

District causes and needs.  The contempt evident in the comments above is tied to the way in 

which fans are said to treat the neighborhood on game days, as described in the previous section 

on local impacts.  For those fans who block driveways, park, litter, and get sick on lawns, the 

Hill District neighborhood might be called “a place apart,” a phrase that Freeman (2006:188) 

uses to characterize the exclusion and mistreatment of black inner-city neighborhoods 

throughout US history.  These fans’ failure to treat the Hill District as a place worthy of respect 

only reinforces this status. 

A “Sweetheart” Deal 

In addition to the specific, place-based impacts that CBA supporters set out to address, the 

large public subsidy being given to the Penguins served as a third motivation and justification for 

a CBA.  Initially, the cost of Pittsburgh’s new arena was estimated at $290 million.  This was to 

be paid for through a 30-year revenue bond backed by annual payments of $19.1 million from 

the following: $4.1 million annually from Penguins’ private financing; $7.5 million annually 

from PITG Gaming private financing (the winners of the casino license); and $7.5 million of 
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public funding from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Community Development Fund via a 

gaming tax (Belko 2008c).  The cost estimate has since increased, and as of November 2008, the 

price tag was $321 million.  The overrun will be covered by another $15.5 million from the 

Penguins; $10 million from the commonwealth; and $5.5 million from the SEA.  As a city-

county government entity, the SEA’s share will be paid for by a ticket surcharge for the existing 

arena on any amount higher than $2 million/year that it generates6; savings from building a 

parking garage near the arena if it costs less than the projected budget; and possible loans from 

the Urban Redevelopment Authority and the Redevelopment Authority of Allegheny County 

(2008c; Boren 2008b).  

According to the sublease, the Penguins will play at the new arena and agree not to 

relocate through the year 2039.  They will make the annual payment to the SEA of $4.1 million, 

as listed above, and pay for all of the expenses associated with operating and maintaining the 

arena, concessions within, and new parking garage.  In return, the Penguins will receive 100% of 

the net revenue from:  

• all parking at the new arena garage;  
• NHL tickets and non-NHL events;  
• the outside marquee; sponsorships and advertising;  
• luxury and premium seating;  
• concession stands;  
• naming rights;  
• the rents of any subleased retail spaces.  

 
As mentioned in Chapter Three, the Penguins were also given the development rights to the 28 

acres on which the Mellon Arena and surface parking lots now exist and will retain the revenue 

from parking on the site either until they redevelop it for another use or after ten years, 

whichever comes first.  If the Penguins fail to receive $15 million through development, sale, or 
                                                 
6 When the Pens made it to the Stanley Cup finals in the 2007-08 season, they exceeded $2 million by $700,000 
(Boren 2008a). 
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lease of that acreage, then the SEA will pay them the shortfall.  Within the ten-year timeframe, 

though, a portion of the land is to be redeveloped every year; if not, the Penguins forfeit the 

rights to that portion.  A term sheet of the sublease is included in Appendix D. 

Major League Effects 

Officials and community stakeholders alike recognized that this subsidy is a substantial 

one and that the city’s desire to keep the Penguins in Pittsburgh meant going to extreme lengths 

to keep the owners satisfied.  Although the new arena itself will likely provide few direct 

benefits to the neighborhood, city officials were motivated by their perceptions of a new arena as 

a major asset to the city and region.  A state senator discussed why cities are willing to build new 

facilities despite the cost: “Speaking practically, these are important venues that do bring revenue 

and jobs to the city, and even the amusement tax.  We get a buck or so amusement tax off of 

each ticket.  So we’re talking about a lot of jobs and money.”  In another explanation, he 

combined economic and major league effect arguments: 

You couldn’t put a dollar value on the amount of times that the Penguins and Mario 
Lemieux in particular, or Crosby, mentions Pittsburgh in that context.  So as a 
municipality, you can’t put a dollar value on that marketing name and recognition for 
Pittsburgh.  For Pittsburgh to be a great city and continue to be a great city, which it is, 
there are a lot of, probably ten important things about our area that are interesting and 
attractive to residents and business. And in that list of ten is somewhere the importance of 
major league sports teams. [. . . ] And that’s our competitive edge; that’s why we’re not a 
Detroit or a Buffalo or an Akron, because of all those things that we have, natural and 
otherwise.  

His description thus draws from common rhetoric of both waves of recent stadium building, as 

characterized by Delaney and Eckstein (2003).  They argue that in the first wave, during the 

early 1990s, a typical argument that local growth coalitions used was that stadiums deliver 

economic benefits and spur investment.  During the second wave, beginning in the late 1990s, 

local growth coalitions were more likely to rely on the argument that stadiums foster city “self 

esteem” by improving their image. 
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This name recognition argument is a difficult one to refute because it projects a value that 

is immeasurable.  Civic pride and the major league effect are indeed “intangible benefits” that 

might explain—but do not necessarily justify—the extent of public subsidies used for sports 

facility construction (Owen 2006).  A local business owner had a similar perspective regarding 

these intangibles:  

You can live in a city where they say, “Hey, we didn’t spend a dime on a hockey arena or 
for concerts or whatever.  We don’t have any and we don’t care.”  Well guess what? 
Nobody wants to go there! [laughs]  You better have something that makes people go 
there.  We don’t have an ocean.  I don’t know if you noticed, but there’s no beach. You 
know, and our weather isn’t that great.  It’s been great lately, but overall, we don’t have 
weather where people say in Europe, “We’re going to go vacation in Pittsburgh.”  You 
know, maybe Florida and California have that luxury, and Hawaii, but we got to bring 
people in. How do you do that?  “Well, we used to have Steel Mills, we’ll show you a 
plaque and an old cauldron” or whatever that big thing is that holds the molten, hot metal. 
But that’s not going to bring people in. 

Such benefits, however, are not received equally by all taxpayers; instead, those fans who 

frequent games receive more of them than those who do not (Swindell and Rosentraub 1998).  

Regardless of their personal affinity toward the team, the “politician’s nightmare,” as the 

Penguins’ senior consultant described it, is “being in office when a major sports team leaves.”  In 

Pittsburgh, Penguins owners made very clear their desire for a new arena if the franchise was to 

stay in the city.  Although they never seriously planned on relocating—something co-owner and 

former player Mario Lemieux admitted at the groundbreaking, saying, “Those trips to Kansas 

City and Las Vegas and other cities were just to go, have a nice dinner and come back”—they 

used that threat as a bargaining chip in trying to get the best deal possible in Pittsburgh (Potter 

2008).   

Such threats are common in cities across the U.S. and consistent with the literature on 

sports facility funding and its relationship to corporate welfare (Cagan and deMause 1998).  As 

indicated in Chapter Two, local growth coalitions appear biased toward building publicly 
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financed stadiums (Delaney and Eckstein 2007).  The stronger the local growth coalition is and 

the more successful it is at connecting new sports venues with a clearly articulated “corporate-

centric vision of economic growth,” the more likely that stadium building will not only occur, 

but will be at least partially funded by public dollars (p. 350).  And in fact, the breadth and 

amount of public contribution in the current surge of stadium-building is unprecedented 

(Delaney and Eckstein 2003) and growing (Cagan and deMause 1998).  As these types of 

subsidies grow, those geared toward cities’ social services shrink:  

Indeed, in an era of increased public and government reluctance to lay out public money 
for anything—from food stamps to the local philharmonic—the eagerness with which 
cities are offering up hundreds of millions of dollars to build new stadiums is mind-
boggling.  Welfare as we know it may be dead, but corporate welfare is alive and kicking 
(1998:29). 

Countering Corporate Welfare 

CBA supporters were critical of the “sweetheart” deal signed between the Penguins and the 

SEA, the benefits of which will continue for years as a result of the 28-acre development rights 

and the extent of revenue that the Penguins will collect.  Many of them thought of community 

benefits as the least the Hill District could ask for in comparison.  The following comment made 

by a negotiating team lawyer who runs a small practice in the neighborhood illustrates this 

sentiment: “So if the millions and millions and it will end up being billions of dollars that the 

Penguins organization will make out of this deal… if just a miniscule part of that could or would 

be devoted to this community, what a difference it would make.”  Another participant was 

critical of the double standard surrounding public subsidies: “That’s the problem: this whole 

myth around self-reliance.  Nobody else does for themselves.  Everybody else is getting 

subsidies.  And the main subsidy persons are the Pens and these corporations and these 

stadiums.”  Here, she justifies asking for community benefits by reconceptualizing the Penguins’ 

subsidy in light of a pervasive “pull yourself up by the bootstraps” mentality. 
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In accord with their desire to counter corporate welfare, One Hill portrayed the Penguins as 

receiving numerous public subsidies, including hidden costs that would be coming out of 

taxpayers’ pockets.  One Hill’s chairperson was vocal about the amount of subsidy being 

provided for the Penguins.  He questioned why they would be able to collect so much revenue 

when they did not actually own the arena or the surrounding land: “You rent your house to 

somebody and then they can collect rent …You pay them to rent your house!”  At one point, he 

created and distributed a spreadsheet which detailed the extent of the public subsidy, taking into 

account costs that the public might have been unaware of, such as site preparation.  Along with 

this, the Penguins were characterized by some as disinvested outsiders.  Despite the fact that 

Mario Lemieux, a former player, co-owns the team, they were seen as “an investment by this 

guy,” meaning the majority owner, Ron Burkle, who resides in California.  In other words, the 

Penguins would be given this large subsidy only to invest their revenue elsewhere.   

The Coalition gained leverage by framing their campaign (in part) as one critical of 

corporate welfare.  Such leverage has been used across the country in other CBA campaigns and 

is responsible for helping to justify and achieve community returns (Marcello 2007).  This was 

evident in the Pittsburgh case as well.  A local political official and state senator, respectively, 

expressed their belief in benefits when public subsidies are involved: 

The Penguins are getting ready to get a practically free building for the next 30 years and 
they’re going to get millions from the [. . .] revenue, and from all the concessions at the 
arena.  So the community needs to get something and maybe not cash money, but in 
regards to resources and programs. 

Now if it’s a substantially disproportionate investment of public dollars, and let’s say some 
major hotel that has a restaurant, that has house cleaning, whatever… and it demands an 
inordinate amount of public investment, then I think it’s morally if not functionally, for the 
city, to be very demanding about a CBA. But if it’s a smaller hotel that is marginal income, 
it’s going to be a struggle to make sure the hotel succeeds.  With a smaller amount of 
public investment, I don’t know. Those are the kinds of things I think we need to weigh 
each time. 
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These quotations suggest that although the history of the neighborhood was the motivating factor 

for the mayor (indicated by his previously-cited comment), other stakeholders’ opinions to 

support community benefits may have additionally been shaped by the extent of the public 

subsidy involved in arena construction. 

Summary: Situating CBA Motivations 

Each CBA campaign and (re)development project has its own unique history and 

originates within a particular social, political, and economic context.  In this chapter I presented 

the driving forces behind the Hill District CBA campaign.  A legacy of urban renewal and 

lingering distrust in Pittsburgh’s Hill District was the greatest impetus behind the desire for 

benefits and the choice to negotiate versus oppose the new arena.  To a lesser extent, those who 

supported a CBA were interested in offsetting the negative impacts of the new arena and the 

large public subsidy the Penguins will receive.   

Despite the particulars of the Hill District CBA, however, this case offers important insight 

into why communities are choosing to negotiate with developers for community benefits, and the 

reasons lie in both local histories and extra-local phenomenon.  Regardless of a history of urban 

renewal, low-income and predominantly racial/ethnic minority neighborhoods tend to have 

common experiences of place-based inequality and discrimination, as evidenced by the extensive 

body of work on environmental injustice (e.g., Szasz and Meuser 1997).  Thus, the past—distant 

and recent—has created an environment of distrust in many urban communities.  These same 

communities have disproportionately felt the brunt of larger post-industrial trends and neoliberal 

shifts.  While the public and private sectors work together, using corporate welfare and land 

deregulation in order to revitalize struggling downtowns, the community sector is not only left 

out of land use decisions, but simultaneously feels its social services depleting.  In this context, 

negotiating toward a legally binding agreement is not only attractive, but necessary.  CBAs allow 
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communities to counter the power imbalance among sectors, as Ho (2007–8) suggests, as well as 

question pro-growth elites’ insistence on value-free growth.  I return to this idea in Chapter 

Seven, but offer next a detailed account of the CBA campaign, its process and outcome. 

 

Figure 5-1.  Hill District as situated between central business district and Oakland. (Source: 
Pittsburgh Department of City Planning. Map created for author by Jarrod West.) 
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Figure 5-2.  Epiphany Church and surrounding area. A) Epiphany Church and School Building 
(to the right) taken before land clearance for the new arena. (Source: www.epiphany 
church.net. Last accessed July, 2009). B) New rectory with new arena construction in 
the background (Church is to the left). (Photograph taken by author. May, 2009). C) 
Back of Epiphany Church, illustrating proximity to new arena construction. 
(Photograph taken by author. May, 2009). 
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CHAPTER 6 
“ONE HILL, MANY VOICES!”: PROCESS AND OUTCOME 

In Chapter Five, I argued that there were three driving forces behind the Hill District CBA 

campaign.  Throughout that chapter, I concentrated on the first part of a three-fold research 

inquiry.  This chapter addresses the second part of that inquiry: how are communities engaging in 

and securing CBAs?  As noted in the introductory chapter, much of the published research and 

information available on CBAs presents a “bird’s eye” view of several Agreements.  While this 

has its merits—Lavine’s (2009) blog is an excellent example of the usefulness of this kind of 

research—it is often based on anecdotal data and does not necessarily address process and 

organizational details.  In focusing here on the organizing process, campaign structure, and 

strategies surrounding the Hill District CBA, I complement existing research with a more 

microscopic view.   

I begin by discussing details of the CBA process in Pittsburgh: the formation of the CBA 

Coalition; preparation for negotiations; a period of increased pressure on the Penguins and 

government entities; and the signing and implementation of the CBA.  At the outset of each 

process-related subsection I offer an organizational/pertinent events timeline.  This is meant to 

aid in an understanding of the “nuts and bolts” of the CBA campaign, as well as give a sense of 

the order of important steps.  I then present an analysis of the CBA outcome through the opinions 

of my participants, who shared mixed feelings on the final document. 

The Formation of a Community Coalition 

2007, January-April: Hill District leaders convene and meet with county and city politicians 

regarding Lower Hill District redevelopment  

March: The construction of a new arena is publically announced 

April: MOA presented to local officials 



 

May: One Hill meetings begin, community “planks” devised 

June: Penguins hold public meeting; Local officials and Penguins send letter of intent to One 

Hill, expressing interest in negotiating a CBA 

As described at the end of Chapter Three, several community leaders were already 

mobilized and working together regarding the potential placement of a casino in the Lower Hill 

District.  When Pennsylvania’s Gaming Control Board made its decision to place the casino 

elsewhere, the group was expecting a much-needed break; they did not get it.  In early 2007, 

word circulated that the Penguins were negotiating for the rights to develop the 28 acres where 

the Mellon Arena and surrounding parking lots now sit as part of their deal to remain in 

Pittsburgh.  Community leaders were determined not to let local officials “give away the Lower 

Hill District.”  The state representative of their political district agreed to host a meeting of about 

ten Hill District stakeholders, including clergy, organizational leaders, and activists.  The next 

day (January 28, 2007), those leaders held a press conference demanding community 

representation in the redevelopment of the Lower Hill.   

When the arena deal was struck between the City, County, and Penguins, these leaders felt 

pressure to work quickly and to keep the ear of the mayor and county executive, with whom they 

met the following day.  A series of meetings ensued, with the group of community stakeholders 

doubling in size to about 20 people.  They then broke into four committees, including a CBA 

committee, in order to divide various tasks as their demand for community representation 

continued.  At the beginning of April, this group presented a Memorandum of Agreement 

(MOA) to the mayor and county executive, one term of which stated, “The developer(s), SEA, 

City, and County shall engage in a CBA with the Hill District community as the contractual 
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partner.  Terms and conditions of this CBA shall be completed between parties within six 

months” (Memorandum of Agreement 2007).   

The head of the CBA committee, also head of the Hill District Consensus Group—which 

convenes monthly in order to foster cooperation and communication among agencies, 

organizations, and businesses in the neighborhood—returned to his own organization and began 

to formulate a more broad-based CBA campaign.  Instead of meeting with members of the CBA 

committee alone, he suggested that they come to that month’s Consensus Group meeting to 

discuss the CBA.  This did not go over well with some members of the original group, who 

disliked the idea of having the CBA process housed under any one existing organization.  Thus, 

the One Hill Coalition was formed, but a community fissure followed, one that persisted 

throughout the process and was without a doubt detrimental to the community and the outcome 

of negotiations.1   

Some members of the original group continued to meet and communicate with the mayor 

and county executive and eventually became known as the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance.  The 

Faith and Justice Alliance was comprised of several ministers and other leaders who live in the 

Hill District, some associated with the struggling Hill Community Development Corporation 

(CDC).  This group was often referred to as “the ministers’ group,” a misleading characterization 

since not all members were clergy.  Although it was only ten or so members strong, the Faith and 

Justice Alliance was politically influential and aligned with the district’s state representative.  

The One Hill Coalition, however, had the power of numbers and the support of the district’s 

then-city and county councilpersons.  The group was made up of a variety of businesses and 

                                                 
1 Opinions differ as to who was to blame for this community fissure.  My point here is not to place blame, but to 
describe the series of events that led up to the divide.  For a first-hand narrative of this community division by a 
professor who was part of the community organizing, see Lucas-Darby, forthcoming. 
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organizations, nearly 100 of which were listed as members in April 2008.  Some claim that One 

Hill was representative of the community; others (even those within the Coalition) suggest that 

perhaps organizations were either created for the purpose of numbers or were legit organizations, 

but not indigenous to the Hill District.   

Although the community divide is not the focus of this chapter, it is important to 

acknowledge and explain because of the large role it played in shaping the CBA process and 

outcome.  Simply stated, the formal (elected) and informal community leadership was not 

aligned.  In this case they appear to have had differing approaches, but in general they carry with 

them political, personal, and organizational baggage.  Differing “movement approaches” resulted 

in leaders taking different paths, although the agenda—to make sure that the community was 

represented in and benefited from Lower Hill redevelopment decisions—was essentially the 

same.   

While One Hill pursued a route of negotiation and compromise, the remaining community 

leadership was perceived as more radical, as putting forth a list of demands.  In a few instances, 

comparisons were made to 1960s mobilization styles.  As one woman, a performance artist and 

professor who was more aligned with the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance, but participated in One 

Hill as well, suggested, the Alliance was interested in strong leadership moving forward:   

And I’ve had a lot of conversations with people, and some of them feel like [. . .] what’s 
more important is that the community comes together; the community may get less, but at 
least they’re getting what they say they want. And I just think that’s such poor leadership. I 
think the fact of the matter is the reason why the Civil Rights Movement and the Black 
Power Movement worked at least to the extent that they could was because people who 
were more informed and more organized were able to get together, to be able to utilize 
their resources, and yes, they provided the community with input, but they had to make 
informed decisions, they had to make those hard decisions and strike those deals on behalf 
of the community.   

In this sense, they were following in the footsteps of those movements that had come before.  

Also similar to the Civil Rights Movement, religious leaders were an important force behind the 
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Faith and Justice Alliance.  On the other hand, a professor who was heavily involved in One Hill 

suggested that a move away from former mobilization approaches was not only effective, but 

indicative of the advances made by African Americans:   

I’m tired of the ’60s, “Let’s go down there and go to jail,” because we got other stuff that 
we can do now.  And really looking at who do we have that could just make a telephone 
call to say, “You ought to be ashamed, this is pathetic”?  That is a real influence.  And 
really I think there has to be more work to try to build those kinds of alliances and 
coalitions.  I mean that’s the way stuff happens. 

One Hill’s negotiation format and appeals to non-Hill District allies, which I discuss further 

below in the subsection on utilizing resources, were evidence of this reasoning. 

Nowhere was a difference in approach more evident than in one major source of 

contention: a community development fund.  Although the once-united group seemed on board 

to ask for a specific amount of cash, when it became clear that the Penguins, City, and County 

would never agree to it, One Hill decided to go another route (the Neighborhood Partnership 

Program).  The Hill Faith and Justice Alliance, however, continued to vie for $10 million in cash, 

a demand that was met with questions of legitimacy, rumors, and accusations of extortion.  Their 

explanation, though, was consistent during interviews: they were running out of time.  They were 

afraid that if they did not act quickly and secure cash up front, there would not be time to put 

together and negotiate a CBA and the bulldozing would begin without any kind of commitment 

from the Penguins or politicians.   

Although reconciliation was attempted on a few occasions—a long meeting, a joint press 

conference, and a city planning hearing—true unity was never achieved.  Unfortunately, that 

their ultimate agenda was the same was not enough to overcome the division.  One Hill leaders 
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would not recognize the Coalition’s origin as part of a united group2 and the Hill Faith and 

Justice Alliance was uncompromising on the MOA that they had already submitted, even as One 

Hill grew in numbers.  This put the mayor and county executive in a difficult position: they were 

interested in maintaining the support of the Hill District’s religious leadership and state 

representative, especially crucial for the county executive’s political aspirations (he is expected 

to run for Governor in 2010).  One Hill, however, was the larger group and had the support of 

their then-city and county councilpersons, the former of which was aligned with the mayor.  To 

complicate matters further, the state representative and then-city council representative are 

political adversaries, whose rivalry stemmed from past issues.  

As a result, One Hill Coalition meetings were described as hostile environments at times.  

Some members of the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance were kicked out of the Coalition and on 

some occasions they were disruptive during meetings with local officials.  A representative from 

the county executive’s office described one meeting that continued late into the night because of 

one such occurrence: 

We had a meeting on a Sunday afternoon; it started at 11 and we didn’t get out of there 
until 2:30 in the morning. [. . .] What happened was, we were negotiating with One Hill 
and the ministers showed up, and their contingent, and they would not leave until they 
could sit at the table, so we had to mediate between both groups to say that, you know, 
we’re going to try to hear both concerns, and they didn’t leave.  They were there until like 
11:30 at night.  So after that, we had to go back to speak to One Hill and deal with their 
issues.  Actually, the mayor and the county executive stayed the whole time that meeting 
too.  It was unbelievable. 

Nearly all the participants regardless of stakeholder position agreed that the community faction 

was a major impediment to greater success of the CBA.  It was a detriment to membership and 

some of my participants found it so distasteful and time-wasting that they chose to stop attending 

                                                 
2 Only one person in One Hill discussed this history and it was not until meeting with Faith and Justice Alliance 
members that more details were disclosed.  Evidence of this history was a copy of minutes from those initial united 
meetings that listed those present, as well as emails sent out regarding the MOA and committee tasks. 
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meetings altogether.  Because the One Hill Coalition eventually negotiated and signed the 

CBA—despite the division— their organizational process is the main focus of this chapter. 

The Dream Fund and Pittsburgh United 

In October of 2006, a request for proposals was issued by a handful of locally-based 

foundations in order to replicate the California CBA model around development in Pittsburgh, 

particularly the anticipated casino.  Known as the “Dream Fund,” five local foundations 

collaborated on this project: the Falk Foundation, Heinz Endowments, POISE, The Pittsburgh 

Foundation, and the Women and Girls Foundation of Southwestern PA.  The national Ford 

Foundation matched their grant amount through its “Fulfilling the Dream Fund.”  As written in 

the request for proposals, the primary goal of the Dream Fund was to “support inventive methods 

that promote consideration of race and gender in overcoming discrimination and advancing 

diversity in education and employment.”  The Falk Foundation was the most active member, 

having approached the others about a possible collaboration.  In conjunction with the request for 

proposals, they held two forums at which they distributed information about CBAs and invited 

John Goldstein, a CBA expert from the Partnership for Working Families in California, to speak.   

The collaborative received seven proposals, including one co-authored by the Hill District 

Consensus Group and the Hill CDC (prior to the arena announcement).  However, a new 

organization called Pittsburgh United was granted the funds.  They were chosen based on the fact 

that their proposal was the only one with a regional, as opposed to neighborhood-specific, 

approach.  Pittsburgh United was made up of members of several organizations, including the 

League of Young Voters, Service Employees International Union (SEIU), Unite Here labor 

union,3 Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), the Sierra Club, 

                                                 
3 Unite Here represents hospitality, gaming, food service, manufacturing, textile, laundry, and airport workers. 
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and the Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania.  They began working in Pittsburgh’s North Side, 

where PITG Gaming was to locate its casino.  Soon after, the Chairperson of One Hill 

approached Pittsburgh United and asked for their help; Pittsburgh United agreed. 

Together, leaders of Pittsburgh United and One Hill began holding weekly open meetings 

to educate the community on CBAs, most of which knew little to nothing about them.  There 

appeared to be mixed feelings about the presence of both Pittsburgh United and the influence of 

the foundation community.  Although Pittsburgh United provided necessary resources, such as 

funding for mobilization newsletters and flyers, they were also seen as outsiders, geographically 

and racially, as the majority of their small staff/board of directors was white.  According to 

members of the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance, Pittsburgh United failed to act as unbiased 

mediators in trying to reconcile the community divide.  Within One Hill, some were critical of 

the way in which Pittsburgh United tried to lead the process without an extensive knowledge of 

CBAs or non-union model organizing.  To be fair, Pittsburgh United was unsure of its role 

within One Hill.  According to its Executive Director at the time, as their staff attempted to help 

in the Hill District, they were also juggling their work in the North Side and internal issues 

within their own fledgling organization. 

Similarly, perceptions of the foundation community’s role in the CBA and in the 

establishment of Pittsburgh United varied.  A few were skeptical of the funders’ unusual 

involvement in the CBA process; two funders in particular attended many meetings, one of 

whom was from the community.  Still others considered them to have laid the groundwork for 

the CBA and to be motivated by a genuine belief in community benefits.  According to one of 

those funders, this was in fact the case.  She argued that despite the “risky” nature of investing in 

CBAs, foundations are well-suited for such a challenge: 
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They are risky in the sense that many foundation board members are well connected to 
political and business interests who might believe that CBAs discourage new development 
in the city.  Another issue is the publicity surrounding the actions of community coalitions 
who block the city/county approval processes for developers or stage protests in the street. 
I personally believe foundations are in the best position to take risks and push the envelope 
in finding and implementing best practices to solve social and economic problems. [. . .] At 
the same time, duplicating models is fraught with pitfalls.  The best we can do is educate 
interested parties about what looks promising, what lies (so far) in the realm of possibility, 
then let their passion and imagination take over.  Our potential grantees have to own the 
idea-it has to be theirs. 

LeRoy and Purinton (2005) echo her comments on this risk, particularly for local funders.  As a 

result, they say, CBAs are often initially funded by national or non-local foundations.  The 

notion that foundations are important to CBA campaigns is supported by Mulligan-Hansel and 

LeRoy (2008).  They assert that foundations have already helped many such campaigns to 

succeed and have much to offer in the way of direct giving and other forms of support.   

Creating Planks 

Despite its “pitfalls,” the CBA campaign continued.  At meetings, organization 

representatives, business owners, and residents compiled a list of community priorities.  Those 

initial gatherings took place on weekday evenings, and usually in meeting rooms provided by the 

Hill House Association.  At the onset, One Hill leaders were anticipating having to negotiate two 

CBAs: one around the new arena, the other around the 28 acres of land where the Mellon Arena 

stands and that the Penguins were given the rights to develop.  Thus, after priorities were 

compiled, meeting attendees began dividing priorities as to under which CBA they should fall.  

These priorities were eventually fine-tuned into what are called “planks,” basically provisions of 

the CBA sponsored by Coalition member businesses and organizations.  After expressing 

interest, these sponsors met as a working group in order to collaborate when possible and 

eventually made planks more concrete by submitting a one-page description of their proposed 

program or funding request. 
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In early June 2007, the Department of City Planning, Sports and Exhibition Authority 

(SEA), and Penguins held a “Kick-Off Public Meeting.”  Beforehand, One Hill hosted a press 

conference at Freedom Corner.  At least two local news stations were present as the Chairperson 

recounted the history of displacement in the Lower Hill and stated One Hill’s desire to negotiate 

a CBA in order to benefit from the new development.  More than 50 members of the Coalition 

then marched down the block to Mellon Arena for the meeting, chanting “One Hill, Many 

Voices!”  They carried signs, and wore hats and t-shirts that read “One Hill” above the image of 

a fist (Figure 6-1).  The purpose of the meeting was to update the public regarding arena 

planning efforts and to have community stakeholders sign up for focus groups regarding a master 

plan and traffic impact study.  Over 230 people were in attendance, according to the Pittsburgh 

Post-Gazette (Belko 2007).  Despite the facilitators’ attempts to stay on track, the atmosphere 

was tense and the CBA was repeatedly brought up during the question and answer session.  A 

little over a week later, the mayor, county executive, and Penguins sent a letter to community 

leaders and political representatives confirming their commitment to negotiate a CBA. 

Negotiations 

2007, July: Negotiation team creation and training; community votes on planks 

August: Introductory meeting is held between Penguins, government officials, and One Hill 

September: New arena sublease is signed; “Blueprint for a Livable Hill” presented to 

community 

October-November: Negotiations and general body meetings continue 

November: Penguins stop attending negotiations 

After some debate, it was decided that only member organizations and businesses would 

be able to vote, thus making up the general body.  This meant that unless individuals, even if 

they were residents, either joined an organization or formed one, their influence would only go 
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as far as their comments during meetings.  The first matter of voting business was to choose a 

reliable negotiation team and executive committee, which would later work together as a larger 

“strategy team.”  A list of candidates was created for each, but the procedures differed slightly.  

For the executive committee, a representative from each One Hill Coalition business or 

organization voted for individuals who ran for a particular position.  The negotiation team, 

however, was chosen by way of a “slate,” a list of nominees put forth by the newly elected 

executive committee that was voted “up” or “down” together.  Figure 6-2 depicts my 

interpretation of One Hill’s organizational structure.  The executive committee was made up of a 

Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer.  The nine-member negotiation team was led by one 

chief negotiator and each member was in charge of a particular negotiation point/set of points.  

The negotiation team began meeting in July of 2007.  At their initial training, team 

members learned about bargaining, set ground rules, established what roles needed to be filled on 

the team, discussed planks, and learned from a labor campaign called “Justice for Janitors.”  On 

one Saturday afternoon near the end of July, the larger community, not just member 

organizations, was invited to vote on the sponsored planks.  Those who came to vote, around 130 

residents, were given green and red “dots” (stickers) and instructed to place them on the specific 

planks (sponsors were also listed) that they supported most.  The planks were divided into two 

separate lists: one geared toward money or resources to be provided by the Penguins, SEA, City 

and/or County; the other solely toward implementation by the Penguins.  Red dots were to be 

used for the former list, which was broken up into the following categories: community and 

economic development; education and youth services; preservation/greenspace; drug and 

alcohol/mental health; and arena reuse.  Green dots were to be used for the latter list, broken up 
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into: first source hiring; bidding and contracting; public safety and policy; green spaces, parking 

and beautification; environment; and education.   

The “first source hiring” category received the most votes.  The planks underneath this 

category had to do with pre-apprenticeship training and targeted hiring of Hill District residents 

at the new arena.  This is not surprising considering the fact that employment concerns of job 

access and quality are central to many CBAs that are already in effect.  These goals are typically 

achieved or at least strived for through the negotiation of job training, targeted hiring, living 

wages, and/or the right for workers to unionize (Parks and Warren 2009).  The community and 

economic development category came in a close second, and included planks regarding a grocery 

store and community-driven master plan, both of which made it into the final CBA. 

By September of 2007, the negotiation team had held six internal planning meetings and 

had come up with a finalized negotiating platform, the “Blue Print for a Livable Hill,” based on 

the priorities established by the community vote.  The CBA negotiation process, a first for every 

party involved, was marked by long and tenuous meetings and a lot of waiting in between.  

Many participants noted a lack of cooperation on the part of the Penguins, City, and County.  

The Penguins did not attend meetings regularly and initially suggested that the mayor and county 

executive represented them, something that both politicians denied (Young 2008). As one 

resident put it, getting the Penguins to negotiate in good faith was like “pulling teeth.”  Soon 

after signing the sublease for the new arena, they stopped attending negotiation meetings and did 

not return for several months.   

Government entities often postponed meetings and replies to the community, although 

unlike the Penguins, they never stopped negotiating altogether.  The participation of the City and 

County was, of course, influenced by the community divide and the desire on the part of local 
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officials to appease both groups.  Even without such a divide, however, some participants argued 

that communities are at a disadvantage when dealing with developers and local officials.  As the 

county councilperson representing the Hill District suggested, communities need to be “in the 

room” from the beginning: 

The developers and the government usually have a plan and resources; often times 
community groups don’t or they’re funded by the government. They’re funded by the 
vested interest. Their only protection in many instances comes from the elected officials. 
But often times we get involved in the back end, when there’s a problem. We’re not in 
there negotiating . . . getting involved on the backend, so that we’re already committed to 
the developers, we’re already committed to the plan. And so here come these community 
groups and organizations saying, “Do this, do that.” And the developer’s probably saying, 
“It’s really not in the plan,” and the government people are saying, “It’s not a good idea.” 

In an ideal situation, asserted one local official, communities would be better positioned and 

resourced so as to approach the developer as a partner.  In this way, the two parties could enter 

into negotiations as equal parties, and not from what he referred to as the “entitled victim” 

perspective.  Nevertheless, he acknowledged that the Hill District did not seem to have one entity 

strong or united enough to take this route.  

Applying Pressure 

2007, December: First city planning commission hearing 

2008, January: Community rejects local officials’ first CBA proposal; arena master plan 

approved without CBA 

February: One Hill files an appeal to overturn planning commission’s decision 

March: One Hill asks city council for more support 

April: Penguins return to negotiations 

Near the end of 2007, the city planning commission held a public hearing before voting on 

the arena master plan.  Due to two hours of testimonies and requests by One Hill and its 

supporters to wait until a CBA was signed before approving the master plan, the commission 
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decided to at least postpone its vote until the following month’s meeting (Lord 2007).  In January 

of 2008, the City and County released a proposed agreement, but did so through a letter to One 

Hill which was distributed to the media as well, not directly though a negotiation meeting.  One 

Hill responded to the offer and the way in which it was communicated with a unified rejection.  

A member of One Hill made local headlines by burning the proposed agreement, asking 

“Anybody got a match?” (Malcolm 2008).  One Hill was supported by members of the Hill Faith 

and Justice Alliance in asserting that the proposed seven-point agreement was inadequate, vague, 

and not legally binding.   

Dissatisfied with the first proposed CBA and determined to have a signed agreement 

before the new arena master plan was approved, One Hill then attended the second city planning 

commission meeting to vocalize its message: “No CBA, No Master plan!”  Members of the Hill 

Faith and Justice Alliance also attended in support of One Hill’s message and to testify.  This 

time, they brought a larger crowd; more than 100 people packed into the meeting, which lasted 

about seven hours.  Despite the community’s attempts, to the urging of the then-executive 

director of the Urban Redevelopment Authority and the Mayor, the commission voted 5–3 to 

approve the master plan (Boren 2008c; Lord 2008a).   

During the public comment session, however, one of the commissioners left to attend a 

University of Pittsburgh basketball game and returned only to vote.  This turned out to be a 

blessing in disguise for One Hill, which was able to use such grounds—in part—to file an appeal 

with Common Pleas Court the following month in hopes of overturning the decision.  The appeal 

was also a response to a lack of public notification on some changes in the parking scheme and 

the fact that neighborhood benefits were not adequately considered (Lord 2008b).  One Hill’s 

appeal illustrates the way in which an essentially private contract, the CBA, is influenced by 
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local public regulations.  It also shows how community coalitions are able to gain leverage by 

utilizing such regulatory forums as “claims-making spaces, as organizing venues, and as political 

pressure points” (Parks and Warren 2009:97). 

Strategies 

In my assessment of their campaign, One Hill took several strategies in order to garner 

support and to increase their chances of securing the CBA.  Some of these strategies were taken 

throughout the entire CBA process; others were employed at deliberate points—the negotiation 

phase in particular—in order to gain attention, resources, or allies.  As discussed in Chapter Five, 

One Hill framed the CBA in three ways: as retribution for the past, as deserved and needed, and 

as a reaction to corporate welfare.  But it was also defined by other strategies related to 

mobilization, process, and alliances.  These strategies—to negotiate, to aim for a democratic 

process, and to utilize a variety of resources and experts—are described in the following 

paragraphs. 

One Hill aimed to move away from a “60s” mobilization approach, as described above, in 

the section on the Coalition’s formation.  Their approach was one of negotiation supplemented 

mainly by threats to protest.  These threats were used strategically, as last resorts.  For example, 

in April of 2008 when the Penguins had not been at the table in months, a protest was planned in 

order to urge them to return and negotiate “in good faith.”  The protest would have 

complemented an online petition circulated just prior, which was also aimed at the Penguins’ 

cooperation.  One Hill planned on taking advantage of the national audience they could reach by 

gathering in front of the arena before a playoff game.  They were all but marching when the 

protest was cancelled, due to progress in talks with the Penguins and government officials upon 

the Penguins’ return to the bargaining table (Prine 2008).  An artist and activist who lives in the 

Hill was recruited to help kids in the neighborhood make signs for the protest:  
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I brought an army of kids. So now we made our little signs, talking about One Hill, and we 
start marching. Now, we’re marching through the church; we’re practicing what we’re 
going to do around the Civic Arena. [. . .]  They say, “Ok, that’s enough. We’ve seen all 
we need to see.”  [. . .]  Nobody wanted to see a bunch of kids pumping the signs around.  
So on national television, you got a bunch of kids with some homemade signs. And you 
know I’m an abstract artist.  These weren’t any regular signs.  I mean the signs should be 
collector’s items ’cause we put some artwork into that.  “Help the Hill”: we really went all 
into it. 

Another threat to protest was launched closer to the signing, in August 2008, which I discuss 

below.  To the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance and even some members of One Hill, this strategy 

of negotiating resulted in too much compromise.  There was more give than take, according to 

them, and the community’s list of demands was constantly being narrowed.   

One Hill also set out to create a democratic process by sending a message of inclusiveness, 

by attempting to be representative of the neighborhood, and by engaging in a series of votes on 

everything from committee formation to CBA proposals.  As an observer, a member of the 

foundation community thought the process to be “as democratic a process as I’d seen in 

community organizing”; others echoed this sentiment, especially citing One Hill’s open process 

and the fact that “everybody was invited.”  A pastor who supported One Hill stated: “If they’re 

not in it or active, it’s their own fault. It wasn’t a closed session thing. They sent out forms.  

They sent to all organizations and asked them to appoint people to come.”  And in fact this was 

the case; according to the calculations of one of the involved foundations, “One Hill knocked on 

728 doors, made over 2,000 phone calls, sent 7,000 pieces of direct mail, posted 5,000 fliers, and 

completed 356 surveys of community residents’ preferences.”  At meetings, I observed a general 

concern for those who were absent to be informed or for their opinion to be counted before 

making a decision.  A quorum of 20 votes was needed; if fewer than 20 voting members were 

present, other members were polled via telephone. 
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Whether or not true democracy was really achieved is up for debate, however.  Even from 

within One Hill, questions were raised about voting processes, particularly the method of using 

“slates.”  One participant made some critical comparisons in this regard:  

And they [One Hill members] keep calling it democracy and saying, “We know we’re not 
perfect, but we’re democratic.”  And it was like, you guys are democratic like the Third 
Reich or something like that. [. . .]  And then they write, here’s the slate, vote the whole 
slate up or down. And it was like where did you get this slate from? [. . .]  And they say, 
“Well we voted; the vote passed.”  And it’s like, yeah, you did vote, but your whole 
premise was undemocratic from the very beginning.  And so the vote ends up being a 
complete sham in the same way that Mugabe won the vote.  

A second common criticism, made by both One Hill and Faith and Justice Alliance 

members, was that some organizations were not legitimate.  Although One Hill was a broad-

based and large Coalition, some organizations were created in order to become voting members.  

At the beginning of the campaign, leaders decided that a cluster of ten people could have their 

own vote.  This was initially in response to residents who were not part of an organization or 

business feeling as though they had no voice in the process.  The Democratic Committee, in 

particular, seemed to take advantage of this; the 5th Ward, for example, was represented by eight 

separate District organizations (i.e. 5th Ward, 1st District).  Five of those Districts signed the final 

CBA, all with the same signature.  Some members of One Hill suspected that these groups were 

not going back to consult their constituency as they were expected to do.  However, they also felt 

that they needed as many members as possible in order to counteract the Faith and Justice 

Alliance, which was small in number, but politically powerful.   

Utilizing Resources 

Throughout the campaign and at specific points, One Hill utilized the aid and support of a 

variety of resources and experts.  Pittsburgh United and the Hill House provided funding and 

meeting space, respectively.  Given its organizational capacity, Hill House became the 

administrator for several of the benefits that were eventually secured and its CEO eventually 
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became a spokesperson and lead negotiator for One Hill.  Once that position was established, 

their use of the media became more effective; One Hill called upon a few local stations and 

newspapers regularly to get across messages to the public, and at times to those on the other side 

of the negotiating table.  One Hill utilized the support of political allies as well, particularly their 

city and county council representatives, the latter of whom had recently proposed CBA-related 

policy at the county level.  In March of 2008, One Hill brought its case to the entire city council, 

garnering the support of some, who expressed their intent to push for the negotiations to continue 

with the Penguins in attendance.  

A team of lawyers was crucial to the CBA campaign, as they were able to draft and 

interpret the legal language of the agreement.  Two of them were from the Hill District; the other 

two had experience with union and community law.  Periodically, local college students were 

called upon to pass out flyers.  For a time, a graduate student worked as an intern and was 

consistent in sending out updates about meetings and cancellations.  California-based CBA 

experts, such as the Partnership for Working Families and Reverend William Smart, provided 

important information and encouragement as well. 

Through Pittsburgh United, One Hill was also able to garner the support of SEIU and 

Unite Here labor unions.  Some local officials and a member of the foundation community 

credited the union support for the successful negotiation of a CBA.  As a representative of the 

county executive suggested, “I think the community was a little more organized than they [the 

mayor and county executive] anticipated in this process.  Because, one, they [One Hill] had the 

unions behind them; the unions were pushing, SEIU and them were pushing specific things.  If 

this was just a normal group of people it wouldn’t have happened.”  A member of the foundation 

community explained why this support was so powerful:  
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Over 600 SEIU and UNITE HERE union members were residents of the Hill District.  I 
believe the fact that Pittsburgh United is a regional organization may be the main reason 
why the CBA ultimately went through. You have the county executive who wants to run 
for governor, and so he's not thinking, "Hill District," he's thinking, "the state." And it 
changes the dynamic now when you're talking about a state-wide union, that's SEIU, and 
SEIU's involved in CBAs around the country.  The owners of the Penguins, Yucaipa,4 
have a stake in Union pensions; they don't want to get on their bad side.  In this way the 
CBA may have been viewed as bigger than the Hill District 

                                                

Members of the One Hill Coalition, however, were less likely to credit union support and 

more likely to point out a disconnect between labor and community activists.  A Hill District 

resident and member of the negotiating team, for example, expressed frustration with the heavily 

union-based demands and discussions during meetings between stakeholders.  Others alluded to 

the strained alliance by suggesting that a better relationship between the two might have 

improved the CBA campaign.  The perception of union representatives from Pittsburgh United as 

non-Hill District-based outsiders contributed to this problem as well.  

This should not come as a surprise; predominantly African American communities tend to 

perceive unions ambivalently (Young Laing 2009).  In some cases, a common social justice 

agenda, an established relationship, and a plan to work together in the long run have resulted in 

positive working partnerships between the two (Cummings 2006).  In others, unions are 

perceived with distrust because of past experiences of racial discrimination, especially in the 

building and construction trade unions (Trumpbour 2008).  These experiences have been and 

continue to be particularly apparent in the trade unions because of their hiring and firing 

practices, and the temporary nature of such work (Benson 2008).  According to a negotiating 

team attorney, racial/ethnic minorities were only enrolled in three out of 23 building and 

construction union pre-apprenticeship programs in Pittsburgh and even gaining access to such 

 
4 Her mention of Yucaipa is a reference to an investment firm owned by Ron Burkle, who is the co-owner of the 
Penguins franchise and known to be union-friendly. 
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basic information was very difficult.  In a 2008 study sponsored by the Transportation Equity 

Network, researchers found that African Americans in Pittsburgh continue to be 

underrepresented in construction jobs, while whites are overrepresented (Swanstrom 2008)5.   

In the Hill District, some of this distrust toward trade unions was projected onto unions in 

general (Young Laing 2009).  Although the service-oriented unions were aligned with One Hill 

during the CBA campaign, the trade unions were not.  The Building and Construction Trades 

Council had already, in fact, signed a project labor agreement with the SEA.  These are typically 

wide-reaching agreements between a construction owner and unions regarding a variety of work-

related standards to which those involved must conform (Minnesota Building and Trades 

Council 2007).  Thus, those unions were vocally supportive of the arena regardless of a CBA; in 

early 2008, a leader of the Council sent a letter to the mayor, county executive, and governor 

expressing criticism of the delays caused by One Hill (Belko 2008d).  Simmons and Luce (2009) 

found the same pattern in the New Haven CBA campaign.  They suggest that lack of trade union 

support undermines the power of labor-community coalitions and is a common problem because 

of the eagerness of such unions to begin construction.  

Signing and Initial Implementation 

2008, May: Despite request of Hill Faith and Justice Alliance to postpone, One Hill Coalition 

votes to endorse the CBA as is 

July: One Hill Coalition begins to vote on implementation committees 

August: New arena groundbreaking ceremony; CBA signing 

September: Implementation Work Continues 

2009, April: Request for proposals sent out regarding master plan 

                                                 
5 An article in the New Pittsburgh Courier stated that only about three percent of the on-site new arena construction 
jobs were being filled by African Americans and white women as of July 2009 (Morrow 2009). 
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May: One Hill merges with the Hill District Consensus Group 

Upon the Penguins’ return to the table, negotiations continued.  In May of 2008, One Hill 

negotiators felt satisfied with the agreement and ready to have the rest of the Coalition ratify the 

document.  A few days before the vote, the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance called a meeting and 

sent a letter in order to raise their concerns.  They expressed three areas of concern: required 

financial contributions were inadequate; aspects of implementation needed clarification; and the 

lack of a “joint sign off” with their organization.  Nevertheless, the vote occurred as scheduled; 

the CBA was endorsed by One Hill with 42 members voting for it, 13 against it, and one 

abstention.   

During the next few months, One Hill waited for a similar process to occur on the part of 

the Penguins, and city and county officials.  In order to draw attention to the fact that the CBA 

signing was being stalled, One Hill planned to block the entrance to the construction site in a 

peaceful demonstration very early one morning in August 2008.  This was not only for 

publicity’s sake; it could also be very costly for the developer, whose employees and trucks 

would be unable to enter the site.  This protest never happened, however, because local officials 

signed an “intent to sign” letter and a date was set for the formal CBA signing, less than a week 

after the groundbreaking ceremony for the new arena.  The following excerpt from my fieldnotes 

describes the signing ceremony, which took place at Freedom Corner (Figure 6-3). 

9:00 am August 19, 2008: CBA Signing Ceremony 

The CBA signing obviously attracted a different crowd than the groundbreaking ceremony 

for the new arena.  There were maybe 100 people at this famous corner, the starting point for 

civil rights marches over the years.  The Mellon Arena was visible just a block away.  The 

predominantly black crowd included mostly people from the Hill District, many of whom I had 
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seen at meetings.  Several cameras were set up by the media, whose vans parked across the 

street screamed, “There is something news-worthy going on here!”   

A One Hill member opened with a prayer.  As its Chairperson moved toward the 

microphone, chants of “One Hill” rang out.  About 20 people stood behind him, various leaders 

and members of the coalition.  In front of him, seated at a table facing the crowd, were the 

Penguins’ president, the mayor, the county executive, and the spokesperson for One Hill.  A spot 

was empty where the chairperson had just been sitting.  He discussed the movement of 

communities from being re-active to proactive through CBAs.  He pointed out that this is not the 

end, but just the beginning; open air drug trafficking was, after all, taking place just five blocks 

away.  He thanked the city council for their general support of CBAs, as well as the various 

partners in the CBA.  He congratulated One Hill and the crowd clapped.  

After brief speeches by a well-received city councilperson and the Penguins’ president, the 

signing process began, during which nearly 40 organization and business representatives 

filtered through the line as they were announced.  Trucks from the arena construction site noisily 

passed by. 

Provisions of the CBA 

Thus, the CBA was signed and because of the community sector’s involvement, a new 

kind of history was made around redevelopment in the Lower Hill.  The Coalition agreed to drop 

their appeal regarding the commission’s planning approval and to publically support the new 

arena project.  They also pledged not to otherwise block/litigate against the development of the 

new arena or 28-acre development.  In return, the arena and additional redevelopment will 

provide several concrete benefits to the residents of the Hill District.  In the order that they 

appear in the agreement, these include: 
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• Hill District Comprehensive Master Plan: To be funded by the City and County, the master 
plan will be a “broad, flexible template, not an immutable planning document” used to 
guide future Hill District development (Hill District Community Benefits Agreement, 
August 19, 2008:7).  The Penguins agree not to submit a master plan for the 28 acres until 
the Hill District master plan has been approved by its steering committee, as long as it is 
completed by the deadline in early 2010.  

• Community Services Review Process:  Using existing resources and staff, the City and 
County will conduct a review of the social services currently being provided to and in the 
Hill.  They will present this analysis to the community for additional feedback.  They will 
then produce a written review addressing what can and cannot be done, what will be 
researched further, and what needs more funding.  Such a review will continue for two 
years so that “gaps or deficiencies in the needed services will be identified and prioritized” 
(p. 8). 

• Grocery store: The Urban Redevelopment Authority will work to establish a grocery store 
operator in the Hill District.  If a commitment is made, the URA and the Penguins will 
contribute up to $1 million each.  The URA is also to assist with obtaining other financing, 
and with land acquisition.  Further, the “principles governing the opening and operation” of 
the grocery store should include “good faith efforts to ensure” that Hill residents are hired 
(no specifics were listed) (p. 8).  The grocery will be a full service store with a pharmacy. 

• Hill District Resource Center: The City, County, and coalition will work to establish a first 
source referral center “to provide or coordinate job preparation, counseling, training and 
supportive services, and to serve as a first source referral of qualified Hill District residents 
to employers connected with the New Arena, the New Arena Hotel and the Additional 
Redevelopment Area, and to other employers and jobs as appropriate” (p. 9).  The City and 
County will provide $150,000/ year for a minimum of two years for the center, funding 
which may continue after a review.  The Coalition is to raise additional funds.  It will be 
operated by the Hill House Association and overseen by an advisory committee. 

• Neighborhood Partnership Program (NPP): The coalition and the Penguins will work to 
build an NPP, to be funded at the maximum amount, which is $500,000/year for six years, 
renewable for another six provided that tax credits are still available through 
Pennsylvania’s Neighborhood Assistance Act.  The coalition agrees to build a fundable 
program; the Penguins agree to secure a corporate partner(s). 

• Community Multi-Purpose Center:  The City and County, particularly the URA, and the 
coalition will assist the YMCA in its development of a community center.  The former will 
assist in obtaining funding and with land acquisition. The YMCA should try in good faith 
to establish low income membership fees and work with the Resource Center to fill jobs. 

In very brief paragraphs on the last page, the CBA notes that a LEED Certification Plan is 

being prepared and diesel fuel emissions laws and regulations are being followed to minimize 
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impacts on the city in general and Hill District residents in particular.  These terms did not, 

however, come about through the CBA; they were already in place.   

With regards to enforcement and follow-up, the Penguins will hold business opportunity 

workshops related to the operation of the new arena for residents.  Together with the SEA, they 

will also arrange quarterly community meetings to provide updates about the development of the 

arena.  The CBA will expire ten years after either the opening of the new arena or demolition of 

the Mellon Arena and its preparation as a temporary parking lot, whichever event comes later.  If 

one of the parties thinks that the other has failed to meet any term of the CBA, they should 

provide written notification.  If within sixty days of the original notification no remedy has been 

achieved through meeting or mediation, court action can be pursued.  Although, if the default 

may “result in irreparable injury” then court action can be pursued immediately (Hill District 

Community Benefits Agreement, August 19, 2008:13).   

“Agents, assigns, and successors in interest of each Party” are also bound by the agreement 

(Hill District Community Benefits Agreement, August 19, 2008:16).  This enforcement language 

suggests that One Hill negotiators had learned from some past mistakes, particularly with respect 

to future parties’ CBA commitments.  Meyerson (2006), for example, notes that although CBA 

commitments related to construction and permanent jobs have been fairly easy to enforce, retail-

based jobs have presented problems since the developer often leases out to a variety of retail 

establishments.  Likewise, having every community-based organization sign separately and 

clearly stating the length of the agreement were wise decisions in the face of potential legal 

issues (Salkin 2007).  

Impressions and Implementation Structure  

Opinions on the outcome of the CBA campaign varied.  On the part of community 

members, the most common criticism was that the Penguins’ contribution was lacking.  In light 
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of the public subsidy they received and the revenue they will continue to collect, the franchise 

simply could have given more, they argued.  Another major criticism, most often expressed by 

Hill Faith and Justice Alliance members, was that benefits secured through the agreement were 

actually “non-benefits.”  The grocery store was already in the works; the YMCA was secured 

prior and could have been left out of the agreement.  In addition, the NPP was achievable 

without the CBA because it is an existing state program whereby corporate sponsors get a tax 

break in return for funding community programs.  Thus, some argued, this was about the 

appearance of victory, not an actual victory.  One minor criticism, voiced by only a few, was that 

perhaps the CBA will not really help those who need it most, such as Hill District youth and 

those who are most destitute.  I also observed a “cautious optimism,” as one resident 

characterized it, on the part of a number of community members, who were withholding 

judgment of the CBA until they saw the benefits themselves. 

Not surprisingly, One Hill members and local officials tended to have a more positive 

outlook on the final CBA than other stakeholders.  Although the community was not united, 

there was a sense of pride among those who did come together and overcame many obstacles.  

Regardless of concrete benefits, the CBA was viewed positively because of its symbolism.  Not 

only does it signal to developers and investors that the neighborhood is ready for investment (the 

NPP, grocery store, and master plan), but just by being signed it changes the dynamic of 

redevelopment.  The community stood up for itself, was recognized, and simply getting 

something on paper was an accomplishment (a point that members of the Hill Faith and Justice 

Alliance also raised).  The community was negotiated with, an achievement to which I return in 

Chapter Seven.  As such, questions loom for developers and local politicians: Will every 

neighborhood want a CBA now?  Are CBAs desirable, feasible, appropriate in every situation? 
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Most commonly though, One Hill members described the CBA as “as good as possible” 

and “better than nothing.”  The former assertion was grounded in a number of circumstances 

which might have limited possibilities.  To begin with, the Hill District CBA was the first of its 

kind signed in the state and thus each party was learning as they went along.  Second, the 

persistent community divide was an impediment to a more extensive agreement and a smoother 

campaign.  Third, although One Hill claimed 100 members at one point, less than half that 

number actually signed the CBA and even fewer regularly attended meetings, an indication that 

member participation was lacking.  Lastly, the Coalition was “up against” a strong local growth 

coalition in which political and corporate (major league sport) elites were aligned.   

This public-private alliance, combined with the neighborhood’s history and its relationship 

with the Penguins, also explains why “better than nothing” was a common phrase.  Both phrases 

were met with criticism from members of the Faith and Justice Alliance who suggested that this 

was evidence of settling.  The Hill District’s state representative and a reverend, respectively, 

shared this sentiment: 

For me, I don’t want the best that I can get, I want what this community actually deserves; 
and if this process is valid then we fight for what it deserves.  And if that means we take to 
the streets, we take to the streets.  If that means building across people we consider 
enemies but we need them in this process, you build the alliances necessary.  

I guess there are folk who believe that a half loaf is better than any, and my contention for 
some time is that you none had a loaf for so long, why don’t you just hold out for a whole 
loaf?  But I’m from old school. 

Their comments, especially the latter, again illustrate the notion of differing approaches to 

mobilizing among community groups.   

With regard to the specific provisions of the CBA, there was not one comment about the 

community services review, and very few comments about the YMCA.  Those who mentioned 

the latter regarded it as one of those non-benefits.  On the other hand, the grocery store was often 
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discussed.  It was by most, if not all, accounts a major achievement of the CBA, although—as 

mentioned above— some would argue that a grocery store would have been secured even 

without the agreement.   

When it was clear that the Penguins and City would each be contributing $1 million to the 

store, there was some debate about which franchise would be the operator.  Although the 

national chain Save-A-Lot had expressed an interest in the Hill District in the past, Kuhn’s, a 

local and family-owned chain, later gave them some competition.  After several months and two 

related community meetings, Kuhn’s was chosen.  Kuhn’s was the only full service offer and its 

proposal included a pharmacy, which was especially important to the many seniors in the 

neighborhood who for years have had to leave the Hill District in order to fill prescriptions.  For 

some participants, the construction of a grocery store signals that the neighborhood is not only in 

transition, but that it has secured an economic anchor that will spur further redevelopment. 

Three provisions of the CBA—the master plan, NPP, and resource center—will require 

long-term implementation on the part of multiple parties.  One woman who works in the Hill 

District reflected on this commitment: “I think one of the critical issues from this coalition is it’s 

not just getting the community together, identifying what we want in the CBA, and then having it 

negotiated, but then there’s that other part, and that’s the implementation and watch-dogging the 

process, and that’s years.”  Thus, post-CBA, the structure of One Hill changed greatly (Figure 6-

4).  In anticipation of the CBA being signed, three subcommittees were formed, through vote and 

appointment, for this next stage: the master plan steering committee, the neighborhood 

partnership program application and advisory committees, and the First Source advisory 

committee.  I detail the role of each of these committees below, along with impressions of each 

benefit.   
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The master plan, like the grocery store, was one of the less controversial winnings of the 

CBA; most people were hopeful about it.  This hope lay in the fact that the master plan is 

supposed to be community-driven.  As such, much is riding on its outcome.  If the community 

plan is taken seriously, it will speak volumes about not only the future of the Hill District, but 

about how the Penguins’ relationship with the community may change post-CBA, since they 

have the 28-acre development rights.  The master plan steering committee is comprised of: the 

mayor, county executive, (2) state senators, the state representative (or their appointees), and 

four members voted upon by One Hill.  Interestingly, some local politicians placated members of 

the Hill Faith and Justice Alliance by appointing them to government seats.  Further, some 

debate ensued over who was eligible to sit on the committee as community representatives for 

One Hill.  Many members thought that those representing the Coalition should be residents of the 

Hill as well as consistent participants throughout the campaign, but this was not the case with all 

of the nominees.  Eventually, however, the slate was voted “up.”  In April of 2009, a request for 

proposals was released in order to choose a consultant team to lead the master planning process. 

The NPP was another major piece of the CBA.  This is a state-run program though which a 

corporate sponsor grants a community up to $500,000 a year (renewable for at least five years) to 

economic development.  In return, the sponsor receives a substantial tax credit.  I hesitate to call 

the program an achievement of the agreement for reasons already mentioned above: 1) it is an 

existing program that does not require a CBA and could have been applied for at any time; and 

2) despite the large amount of public subsidy they received, the Penguins only connected One 

Hill with the corporate sponsor, later announced as Bank of New York (BNY) Mellon.  They 

never offered to sponsor the NPP themselves, which was the original intent, or at least hope, of 

the Coalition.  To its credit, the NPP process was very transparent; a ten-person application 
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committee, made up of nine One Hill members and one representative from the Hill House 

Association, reviewed and selected proposals sent by those plank sponsors whose ideas did not 

make the final CBA.  Their recommendations were then passed on to a three-person advisory 

committee, made up of one person each from One Hill, the Hill House, and BNY Mellon, who 

approved a final plan before sending the application to the state.   

Not only did the NPP process encourage a sense of dialogue among community members 

and other service providers, but it fulfilled some of those planks that were unable to be 

negotiated in the CBA.  Also, the long-term nature of the program should mean valuable 

investment each year for at least the next six years.  In May of 2009, the first installment of funds 

was distributed to nine organizations whose proposals were selected by the NPP application 

committee (Rujumba 2009).  

The Hill District Resource Center’s mission is to work with existing resources to provide 

or coordinate job-related resources and benefits, particularly for work at the Consol Energy 

Center, a planned hotel, and the 28-acre redevelopment.  The First Source advisory committee, 

made up of more than ten people from both One Hill and the Hill House, began formulating 

more concrete plans for the Center after the CBA was signed.  Community stakeholders who 

discussed the Center and the promise of jobs at the new arena expressed mixed feelings.  Some 

were hopeful and considered this provision, especially the advance notification of job openings 

to Hill residents, to be an important benefit of the CBA.   

Others were pessimistic about the monitoring of resident hiring and critical of the way in 

which the Center drifted from the original plank sponsors’ vision.  Motivated by the 

underrepresentation of racial/ethnic minorities in the building trade unions, the initial idea was to 

have both a resource center and a regional training center, modeled after a program based in 
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Milwaukee called Big Step.  According to a representative from the county executive’s office, as 

the situation currently stands in Pittsburgh, even though programs are in place, minority 

recruitment efforts are often hindered by the fact that those seeking work cannot meet the basic 

requirements for the trade union apprenticeship programs, such as having a GED, driver’s 

license, and being drug-free.   

Among other aims, the original “First Source Center” would have facilitated the admission 

of Hill District residents into building trade union apprenticeship training programs by helping 

them to qualify and prepare for, as well as pass, the admissions exam.  Although the City and 

County are still exploring the possibility of establishing a program similar to Big Step, it did not 

become part of the CBA.  Instead, the Center will place more emphasis on referring clients to 

other service providers for job placement and readiness.  A few members of One Hill were 

especially passionate about the problem of minority under-representation in trade unions and 

were thus very critical of this departure from the Center’s initial intentions.  For them, the 

Center’s effectiveness had diminished and it would not adequately address this deep-seated 

issue.   

Others, such as the Penguins’ senior consultant and the reverend, quoted below, were 

simply left with the question of whether or not the CBA will make a difference for those people 

who face barriers to employment:  

And I don’t know that we’ve done, that the CBA or anything else captures those folks, and 
those are the folks that we talked about at the [negotiating] table.  It’s that dropout, it’s that 
single parent, it’s that guy who’s on the fringes of gang life that everybody’s worried 
about.  They haven’t yet done the horrible thing; they haven’t done the horrible thing that 
will take them out of it forever, but they’re on the fringes of it.  And they’re on Centre 
Avenue right now.  How do you get them?  And I’m not sure that the CBA answers that 
question. 

. . . even the first choice of jobs, we do know that most of our Hill people come with so 
many other luggage issues, that it might be a loss even there, because if you have a record, 
if you have a DWI, if you’ve been through the court system, you may not qualify.[ . .  ] So 
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I pray that at the end of the day that our community will benefit from some of this 
development.  

Their questions will not be answered overnight; with diligent monitoring over time, the 

community will be able to better assess the extent of the Resource Center’s benefits.  

As of this writing, the most recent development has been the merging of One Hill with the 

Hill District Consensus Group.   The idea of a merger was presented by One Hill’s Chairperson, 

who heads both organizations, as early as Fall 2008.  It was brought up again at a One Hill 

meeting in January 2009, which proved the topic contentious.  Debate ensued regarding what the 

purpose of One Hill really was and if it was a conflict of interest for the Chairperson to head both 

in the first place.  The merger was also questioned because it only compounded the discontent 

some participants expressed regarding the heavy involvement of the Hill House in the CBA’s 

implementation, as the non-profit houses the Consensus Group.   

On the other hand, the Hill House may have been the only existing neighborhood 

organization with the capacity to administer the NPP and operate the Resource Center.  At any 

rate, in May 2009 the merger was again proposed and passed.  The three main committees 

discussed above now report to and are governed by the board of the Consensus Group.  They are 

joined by a fourth committee, the General Compliance Committee.  This Committee, appointed 

by Consensus Group board members, will be responsible for monitoring other CBA benefits not 

covered by the three main committees.  One Hill will thus become a mobilization arm of the 

Consensus Group and will only be activated around the 28-acre redevelopment or future large 

scale developments if necessary. 
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Developer Perks 

The CBA was described by some as a win-win situation.  Because of its legally-binding 

nature, the agreement provides a set of formal and clearly-stated commitments for all parties 

involved.  A county level politician articulated this opinion:  

I think a more upfront, transparent approach helps relieve a lot of anxiety on both parts and 
in those communities where developers and government and citizens are working together, 
I think it’s been proven over and over again, that at the end of the day, even though I 
believe the community probably still comes up short, for some obvious reasons, they’re in 
a better position and that the developers are better off. 

But developers receive more than just clarity through CBAs.  Why do developers, and in this 

case politicians, eventually sign CBAs?  What is in it for them?  A number of convincing 

answers came out of these questions, from developer and community perspectives.  Through 

CBAs, developers and involved politicians gain legitimacy in the eyes of the surrounding 

community and thus receive their support, sometimes genuine, other times simply mandated by 

the agreement.  As McFarland (2007) points out, this reduces litigation against the development 

and the costs associated with it.   

Developers also enjoy a better environment before and after their project is complete.  In 

theory at least, they receive the cooperation of the community and avoid protests or other forms 

of opposition during construction.  Having helped to improve the surrounding community, 

visitors are then more likely enjoy a safer atmosphere and better quality experience than might 

have been possible without a CBA.  This can lead to continued investment, as the area is now 

seen as “ready for investment.”  According to the head of one non-profit organization in the Hill 

District:  

If we don’t get a CBA signed, it’s going to seem like, oh, you know, they’re fighting, the 
community’s still outraged, and there’s still all this turmoil going on and there’s no 
agreement between people.  So that will make people a little bit more tentative, which I 
think will impact development. Whereas if we have the CBA, certain things are locked in 
place, people moving forward on developing, some of the things are coming through, all 
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the sudden, people are saying, the Hill?  You know, that’s where some opportunity is, 
that’s where the opportunity is. 

Developers and politicians also receive “good publicity.”  As some pointed out, public 

relations is part of a professional team’s budget anyway; in the Penguins’ case, they paid $1 

million and ended up looking like “good guys.”  As one political stakeholder suggested: “The 

headline says, ‘Penguins gave a million dollars.’  There’s nobody protesting outside the arena.  

[…] I mean you might spend a million dollars on advertising and not get as much free publicity 

that you get on that.”  For local politicians, who are (at least in theory) trying to balance the 

demands of developers and their constituents, CBAs provide a means to approval by all sides.  

Especially in the case of sports facility construction, this seems to allow politicians to be active 

members of the local growth coalition, yet maintain community support.  Not only do politicians 

gain positive publicity, but the flipside is also true; by avoiding negative media attention, they 

evade compromising or at least tainting their public image and career.   

In addition, CBAs aid developers and politicians in avoiding protesting and resistance in 

general.  In this light, many participants described CBAs as “buying the peace.”  In some cases, 

those clear rules and expectations laid out and legally binding in CBAs help developers and 

politicians to avoid extortion, as the Hill District’s then-city council representative suggested.  

Similarly, Marcello (2007) says that CBAs help to mitigate the potential for blackmailing on the 

part of communities by virtue of the transparent, “publically acknowledged” context in which 

they are negotiated (p. 666).   

Summary: A Long Road 

As this chapter’s detailed timeline illustrates, from the formation of a CBA coalition to the 

creation and negotiation of a community platform of wants and needs to the strategic use of 

available resources, the road to Pittsburgh’s first CBA was tiring, contentious, and empowering.  
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The coalition format and negotiating process used by One Hill was similar to the trends 

Baxamusa (2008a) observes though primary and anecdotal data collection on several CBAs.  The 

Hill District CBA process, however, did differ from those he describes in a few ways.   

First, Baxamusa describes the presence of several negotiating teams organized around 

specific issue areas.  This means that several teams can be negotiating with the developer at the 

same time.  Also during the deliberations, he notes the potential presence of a moderator who is 

appointed by elected officials, as well as frequent visits from a limited number of CBA 

organization representatives.  This was not the case in Pittsburgh, where there was a single nine-

member negotiating team that represented the CBA Coalition.  Moreover, elected officials did 

not appoint a moderator; rather, they were actively involved in the negotiations, which were held 

behind closed doors.  In addition, Baxamusa explains that developers often consult with public 

agency planners and other governmental entities throughout deliberations in order to discuss 

whether or not their commitments meet with the existing regulations.  Again, in Pittsburgh, those 

governmental entities and authorities that would have offered such information were at the same 

negotiating table.  The differences between these accounts point to important differences in CBA 

processes that require further research, an idea to which I return in the concluding chapter. 

The Hill District CBA’s reception was both positive and negative; the campaign’s process 

and outcome were imperfect, but at the end of the day a legally-binding document was signed 

and the community sector had created a new history and dialogue around redevelopment in the 

Lower Hill District.  What meaning do these changes hold for pro-growth dynamics?  It is to this 

question that I turn in the next chapter. 
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Figure 6-1.  One Hill Coalition marches to Mellon Arena for kick-off public meeting, June 2007. 
(Source: Violet Law, Pittsburgh City Paper. July 26, 2007). 

 

 

Figure 6-2.  One Hill Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) Coalition organizational structure. 
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Figure 6-3.  CBA signing ceremony at Freedom Corner. The President of the Penguins speaks. 
Seated, from left, are the county executive and mayor. Members of One Hill stand in 
the background (Source: VWH Campbell, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. August 20, 2008). 

 

 

Figure 6-4.  CBA implementation structure. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PRO-GROWTH IMPLICATIONS: LEARNING FROM THE HILL DISTRICT CBA 

The preceding chapters analyzed the driving forces behind the Hill District Community 

Benefits Agreement (CBA) and described in detail its process and outcome.  In this chapter I use 

the case of this CBA campaign to address the third and final inquiry of my research aim: 

understanding the implications of the Hill District CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, for 

pro-growth dynamics.  Here, I connect CBAs to the growth machine thesis in order to contribute 

to extant research on community benefits, as well as urban political-economic scholarship.   

Drawing from the Hill District CBA, I suggest three implications.  First, residents’ 

positions on growth are complex.  An analysis of Hill District residents’ stances on 

redevelopment extends prior challenges to the exchange versus use value dichotomy in the 

growth machine thesis by suggesting that residents’ interests are dependent upon the nature of 

the proposed project and the neighborhood context.  Second, CBAs are a novel approach to the 

articulation of community interests; as such, they are holding developers accountable and 

empowering communities in redevelopment processes.  Third, while communities such as the 

Hill District are effectively challenging the value-free growth ideology through CBAs—and thus 

achieving what I call value-conscious growth—these Agreements stop short of fundamentally 

altering dominant standards of growth or growth machine processes. 

Residents’ Positions on Growth 

The case of the Hill District CBA offers a complicated picture of residents’ positions on 

growth.  Taking another look at the details leading up to the One Hill CBA campaign, I compare 

residents’ stances toward the arena with those toward the proposed casino.  This comparison 

makes it apparent that residents’ reactions to redevelopment are dependent on the nature of the 

proposed project and the neighborhood context, particularly with respect to its level of 



 

(dis)investment.  As described in the literature review, a common belief and/or implication in the 

growth machine literature is that there is a seemingly inherent contradiction between use and 

exchange values in cities (Logan and Molotch 1987).   

Understanding a place as home certainly seems at odds with a conceptualization of place as 

commodity.  Logan and Molotch (1987) state: “With rare exceptions, one issue consistently 

generates consensus among local elite groups and separates them from people who use the city 

principally as a place to live and work: the issue of growth” (p. 50).  For those who depend on 

the neighborhood for such use values as informal support networks and identity, exchange value-

based changes can be threatening.  These threats range from demographic change to significant 

modification of land use to displacement (1987).   

However, the dichotomy between residents and “local elite groups” apparent in the growth 

machine thesis may not be so clear-cut.  Indeed, the Hill District case extends the work of 

scholars, such as Logan and Rabrenovic (1990) and Troutman (2004), who indicate that both 

resident and local elite positions on growth are more complex than previously thought.  In 

particular, I respond to Logan, Whaley and Crowder’s (1999) call to pay attention to differences 

in residents’ growth positions stemming from their social and geographic locations.  As they 

argue, these issues are “theoretically pivotal because they challenge the exchange versus use-

value interpretation of growth issues” (p. 90).   

“How Can We Benefit?” 

Instead of taking a purely oppositional approach to arena redevelopment, residents and 

organizations in the Hill District chose to negotiate with developers.  The official position of 

community leaders—members of One Hill and the Faith and Justice Alliance alike—was not that 

the construction of a new arena should be prevented, but that the community should benefit from 
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it.  Although the community was left out of initial arena decisions, residents’ personal opinions 

on its construction varied.   

Views on community benefits, however, were consistent.  At meetings and events, the 

dominant theme was not “how can we stop this arena from being built?” but rather, “how can we 

benefit?”  The community did not publically question the City-County’s decision to build a new 

arena; and, except for One Hill’s purpose of attracting attention to the stalling of CBA signing, it 

did not pose any challenge to construction.  A history of disinvestment contributed to this stance, 

as residents simply wanted to see some kind of development in the Lower Hill.  As the head of a 

large non-profit organization in the neighborhood shared: 

It wasn’t necessarily that [residents] wanted the arena.  People wanted to see development 
and people wanted to see investment happen, but they just wanted to make sure that the 
community benefit from it.  And some people saw it as an opportunity to reconnect the Hill 
to downtown again, and the streets and everything else, so if it’s not blocking direct 
connection, then maybe there’s an opportunity there.  

This position did not sit well with a preservationist and member of One Hill, who stated that the 

community in general had not yet begun to assess development more critically: 

Some folks see an opportunity for jobs, maybe without having a clear idea what jobs 
means, but it’s jobs.  Some folks think that doing something, being proactive in terms of 
development, is better than not.  They’re not at a point where they can distinguish between 
good development and bad development.  

The lack of pure opposition to arena development by residents and other community 

stakeholders complicates the relationship between use and exchange values, suggesting that the 

two are not always at odds.  A variety of community positions on the proposed casino, which 

was to be built in conjunction with a new arena if its operators had won the gaming license, 

further illustrate the complexity of residents’ positions.   
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Raise Your Hand! No Casino on the Hill 

When Pennsylvania’s Gaming Control Board was in the process of deciding whether or not 

the Hill District would be the site of a new Pittsburgh casino in 2006, some members of the 

community formed the Hill District Gaming Task Force to provide residents with information 

about casino impacts.  The Task Force remained neutral about the siting of the casino throughout 

the decision process, but to some extent, they took a similar stance to that which was eventually 

taken on the arena: if a casino is to be built, reinvestment must occur.  According to a member of 

the Task Force: 

We called it the Hill District Gaming Task Force to basically make sure that residents were 
informed, that they were getting good information, that there was some research and 
information that was presented to people about what are the effects that they could have on 
the community.  We made a deliberate decision not to get behind one or the other in terms 
of endorsing one of the camps versus the other, although we held a pretty strong stance that 
if it’s coming to the Hill, the reinvestment has to be significant enough that it addresses 
some of these challenges that it creates. 

For them, no matter what went in the Lower Hill, there would have to be benefits and 

reinvestment attached. 

Others, including the city councilperson who represented the Hill District at the time, were 

vocal in their support of a new casino in the Hill District because not only did its operator pledge 

to pay for the new arena, but would have given money to the neighborhood as well.  Some of 

these supporters appeared to have a similar outlook to those discussed above, who were simply 

interested in development: 

It was like everybody, everybody I ran into, even the ones that thought, “Well I don’t 
really want it but what other choice do we have?”… They were rationalizing, “We could 
have a casino because at least we’ll get some development.” And quite frankly I can’t 
really knock that opinion because there had been so much neglect in the past.  

Again, we see the notion that perhaps any development is good development.  For those who 

took this stance, even a casino indicates investment in a community that has experienced the 
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effects of long-term disinvestment and a post-renewal stalemate that resulted in a sea of surface 

parking lots. 

Still others, however, successfully fought to have the casino placed in one of the other 

areas in the running.  The woman quoted above led this charge through her “Raise your Hand! 

No Casino on the Hill” campaign, which utilized online petitions, letter-writing, and other forms 

of media to spread its message.  Her opinions on the harms of casinos echoed the sentiment of 

many of my participants and people they knew who wanted no part of a casino in the Hill 

District.  After a visit to Reno, Nevada, she was motivated to begin the oppositional campaign: 

I get to Reno and I see what downtown looks like and I’m like, “Oh please, this is not what 
I want Pittsburgh’s downtown to look like and this definitely isn’t what I want my 
neighborhood to look like.  Then I saw the University of Nevada, Reno and I saw how 
close it was to the casinos and I saw the delineation between how nicely kept the 
University was and how poorly kept they were…rinky-dink hotels and disgusting looking 
little pawnshops around.  And so that line of demarcation reminded me of the line across 
Crawford [Street, in the Hill District] and I thought, “Well, this is our future.”  If you don’t 
do something more than what you’ve already done, this is going to be the future of your 
neighborhood.  And I thought about my mother who goes on walks, I go on walks, I 
thought about Miss [M], who walks her dog, a lot about all the people . . . 

No similar group surfaced to oppose the siting of the new arena, nor did a dialogue about 

opposition enter the public debate over the arena redevelopment even though both arena and 

casino projects similarly exploit exchange values of land; both are constructed with a profit 

motive and hardly enhance neighborhood identity, support networks, or other use values that 

residents typically seek. 

Nevertheless, those who opposed the casino perceived it to be much more harmful to the 

neighborhood than an arena in terms of its social impacts, or at least having less potential for 

accompanying benefits.  Again, the activist who led the “Raise your Hand” campaign expressed 

the notion of more harms and fewer benefits: 

And those of us who worked together, we spent a lot of time trying to convince people that 
you can have development without having a casino, that you could benefit from the arena 
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being here and have development sweep up if there’s some real concern, then we can do 
that… but no matter what, having a casino here was a bad, bad idea, and lastly that we 
were not anti-Penguins, we were just pro-the Hill and pro-our neighborhood. 

In examining neighborhood stances on the proposed casino and the new arena 

redevelopment, it is apparent that residents’ views on growth are more complicated than the 

initial growth machine thesis suggests.  Although Hill District residents were oriented firstly 

toward use values of land, their positions were not always in opposition to an exchange value 

agenda.  Instead, residents were influenced by their neighborhood’s history of (dis)investment 

and weighed the harms and benefits of the proposed projects.   

Even the use of CBAs illustrates the complexity of residents’ positions.  If the pursuit of 

use values was always at odds with an exchange value agenda, then opposition to an exchange 

value threat would appear to be the only attractive route for residents.  By negotiating for 

benefits and reinvestment, CBAs can demand or create use values from something typically built 

for its exchange value.  For example, in the Hill District, out of negotiations over profit-driven 

arena redevelopment, funding for a grocery store in the neighborhood—something of use value 

for residents—became a reality.  In this sense, CBAs are able to mediate between use and 

exchange values. 

Changing the Dynamics of Redevelopment 

CBAs have shifted public discourse and debate surrounding major developments from 

whether or not benefits should be included to what kind and amount of benefits residents should 

receive (Ho 2007–8; LeRoy and Purinton 2005).  In other words, the desire for the community 

sector to be considered in redevelopment decisions is not necessarily new, but CBAs have 

allowed for the articulation of community interests in novel ways, the second implication that I 

discuss in this chapter.  Not only do they address developer accountability, but they also move 
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away from a rarely-successful oppositional approach.  By using negotiations, they seek to gain 

access to economic and other benefits.   

Community Expectations 

Community expectations of Pittsburgh’s new arena and surrounding redevelopment were 

directed at both the developer and local politicians.  Residents expressed a desire for the 

Penguins to be good neighbors, to be more aware of the “community they’ve invaded,” 

according to a negotiating team lawyer, and to avoid putting up a symbolic—and literal—wall 

between themselves and the rest of the community.  Residents perceived community benefits not 

as a handout, but as proper reinvestment from an entity which had long neglected its role as a 

neighbor.  The following comment made by a lifelong resident who supported One Hill but was 

only peripherally involved in the CBA campaign is typical of this sentiment: “Now that we got 

their attention, we’re asking for what any neighbor would ask for: help.  That’s what we need.  

We’re not looking for a handout.”   

These expectations are not entirely novel.  As participants pointed out, when the Civic 

Arena was built, the community, in some capacity, voiced a desire to benefit from urban 

renewal.  As one man, whose family was displaced during that time, asserted, the City was 

“supposed to financially support the Hill, which they didn’t do.”  Then, Mayor Lawrence simply 

responded “yes or no” to community needs without any real consideration for them and without 

further discussion or planning.  Another participant, a community activist and resident, recounted 

how community elders “stood up for employment and proper representation last time.” “But,” 

she noted, “being at the table and being truly heard, I don’t think that happened.”   

In light of extant expectations around urban renewal and redevelopment in general, some 

participants saw CBAs as a continuation or repackaging of old ideas.  These agreements reflect 

needs that communities have fought for over the years, according to two local politicians: 
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For years, there have always been battles fought between institutional needs versus 
community needs.  Even like the expansion of housing in Terrace Village [a public 
housing project in the Hill District], that was like a deal where people were fighting against 
Pitt who just wanted the area for a soccer field or whatever.  So there’s a history of 
advocacy from neighborhood-based organizations in this city 

The CBA process and what its end results were going to be wasn’t far different from what 
community groups and organizations have historically wanted from their government, 
from developers. 

In addition, the political tensions CBAs can raise reflect a long-running debate over the role and 

responsibilities of government.  Perhaps, then, CBAs are simply a new name for “an old idea 

reworked, with greater emphasis,” as one participant described them, but this reworking has 

resulted in a new outlet for community concerns and a unique tool for realizing its expectations 

for reinvestment. 

A New and Improved Approach 

CBAs allow communities to articulate their needs and wants surrounding a redevelopment 

project in new, more effective ways.  As the local politician, a state senator who represents the 

Hill District, stated above, there is a history of neighborhood-based advocacy around 

redevelopment, but, he added, they were never “under this kind of marketing, P.R., patron-

advocacy, agitation banner of a CBA.”  In other words, CBAs entail a new approach, and one 

that is more organized, well-resourced, and well-connected than past methods.  Others defined 

the CBA campaign model similarly, as benefiting from “who you know,” and as a “more refined 

approach to the Civil Rights Movement.”   

The broad-based indigenous organizing associated with CBAs also contributes to their 

effectiveness.  As the senator went on to explain: 

I think the fundamentally different thing is the phenomenon of the CBA being something 
that’s very much broad-based, and indigenous to communities; it’s something that bubbles 
up from the grassroots and then it’s much more creative, much more comprehensive. It has 
a much more progressive vision to it. 
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Indeed, CBAs connote a social movement, creating a forum through which multiple community-

based organizations and stakeholders can work together.  One participant described the 

movement for community benefits as the merging of the Civil Rights Movement and the Poor 

People’s Campaign that Martin Luther King, Jr. began.  She reasoned, “There’s a direct 

connection there in terms of workers, the Unions, social justice and economic justice all 

together… really that’s what the CBA is.”   

Moreover, the legally-binding nature of CBAs provides a means to formalize community 

concerns and, at the end of the day, “have people sign on the dotted line.”  A member of One 

Hill’s negotiation team discussed the way in which the legal nature of the agreement demanded 

the respect of other stakeholders:  

At one point, [. . .] it became clear to us that [the non-community entities] weren’t looking 
at it as a binding agreement.  So instead of just talking about the concepts, we started 
putting legal language in front of them and started drafting, and I think that was important 
to get them to see a little bit more clearly, you know, we’re not just talking about if you 
feel like it, you can do xyz, you know? 

A resident and community activist who was involved in both One Hill and the Faith and Justice 

Alliance made a similar observation regarding the way in which the CBA ensured developer 

follow-through:  

Now you must—we’re not just going to ask and leave it up to your good will—now you 
must sweep development up into the neighborhood and we cannot have the same line of 
demarcation.  All that to say that the Pens of course were like, “Oh of course we want to be 
good neighbors and we’ll work all that out, but we need to sign this lease to make sure that 
our team can stay here and we’ll deal with that later.” And we were saying, “Oh no you 
won’t.”  

Although Memorandums of Agreement or Understanding (MOA or MOUs) can also be legally-

binding, they lack the broad-based coalition described above.  They also fail to achieve the 

media attention sparked by having a large number of people behind a cause.  As described in 

Chapter Six, the One Hill Coalition was able to use the media to garner support. 
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Ultimately, CBAs contribute to a change in the dynamics of redevelopment.  They hold 

local growth coalitions accountable by articulating concrete community wants and needs, as well 

as the reasons why benefits are deserved.  As one reverend explained, CBAs inspire a dialogue 

about accountability that developers are unlikely to begin on their own volition:  

I mean, what developer would say, “Oh, this is the right thing to do.  We need to just give 
back.  I know we’re going and getting all this, but you know, I just can’t sleep at night 
unless I just…”  It doesn’t work like that.  If I don’t have to go through any red tape, any 
fighting, any obstacles, I’m in hog heaven, and particularly in this town, you don’t have a 
lot of a fight. [. . .]. You know, it’s confusing for even some political people.  [They] say, 
“Why, how can you do this?”  It’s our taxes, it’s our land, this is our community, you 
know?  So [the CBA] is a new thing, and so it’s not maybe the best one, but it’s beginning 
to talk about accountability. 

Another pastor observed a similar consequence of CBAs.  As he—and others—suggested, 

the Hill District CBA campaign has and will continue to influence how local politicians relate to 

the community in light of redevelopment:  

Back when they built the first arena, I don’t know if there was any kind of agreement. 
Davey Lawrence was mayor and he said this is going to happen and that’s it.  Well that’s 
not happening now.  Mayor Ravenstahl or Dan Onorato, or any of them, cannot stand up 
and say, “Well, this is what we’re going to do” and get away with that. 

By providing an outlet through which communities can publically and formally question value-

free development, they make it more difficult for local growth coalitions to make redevelopment 

decisions without considering local impacts.  In this way, CBAs move toward value-conscious 

growth. 

The community benefits movement was described by both local officials and community-

based stakeholders as a new wave that was not going away.  A member of One Hill regarded this 

as an achievement of the Hill District CBA:  

And in hindsight it’s like, we survived and we came up with this CBA, and we got people 
to buy in and we had these ideas about what will make a livable Hill and we didn’t get all 
of it, but we got a lot.  And nobody’s done that in Pennsylvania.  I mean not anyone.  And 
even though Mayor Ravenstahl keeps saying he’s not going to do another one, it’s… you 
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don’t have a choice!  It’s the new wave.  And if it’s not a CBA that involves the city, it 
sure as hell is going to be a CBA that involves the community and a developer. 

This changing dynamic of redevelopment is clearly not just about the way in which the local 

growth coalition is held accountable, but about how CBAs affect community organization and 

self-determination as well.   

Toward Community Empowerment 

In the Hill District, the CBA acted as a means of community building, empowerment, and 

representation.  It was most common for members of One Hill to express these sentiments.  As 

its Chairperson repeated often, the CBA was a tool to build and organize the community, “not 

the other way around.”  In this sense, the community would be organized for the long term and 

prepared to face future redevelopment challenges.  According to a One Hill member and a 

resident of the Hill, from the CBA campaign emerged a number of dedicated citizens:   

And really it has made me prize the coalition that did come up together and the coalition 
that’s still sticking together and it makes me want to—even after the CBA is signed—to 
keep trying to build it because I think we need a cadre of people who are really focused on 
making our community better.   

Indeed, because of the long-term monitoring and implementation processes that CBAs require, 

such a committed group of citizens is necessary. 

Through the CBA, the community was empowered and represented in decisions that would 

impact the future of the neighborhood.  As one participant said, the community was finally 

taking a stand on redevelopment through the CBA campaign:  

I went to see what [a One Hill meeting] was about, as an individual, and then I went back 
and told one of the organizations that I belong to, two of them as a matter of fact, about 
what was going on because I thought what I was hearing was really exciting. We’re finally 
going to take a stand for something. 

The negotiation process allows the community sector to be privy to—and ideally taken seriously 

in—redevelopment conversations.  According to the Hill District’s then-city councilperson, for a 
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community that was “used to not even being asked” about its thoughts on land use decisions, the 

CBA was truly novel.  It meant that the community’s collective voice was “heard and respected 

and appreciated, and that’s the biggest gain out of this whole thing.”  Unlike during urban 

renewal and the building of the existing arena, the community had a larger role this time around.  

But what is the extent of the challenge that CBAs pose?  It is to this question that I now turn. 

A Challenge That Stops Short 

The case of the Hill District CBA demonstrates that while communities may effectively 

challenge the ideology of value-free growth through CBAs, this tool does not fundamentally alter 

dominant standards of growth or growth machine processes.  As discussed above, members of 

local growth coalitions appear to be recognizing and responding to—or at least reacting to—

community sector expectations.  Across the country, this is evidenced by the fact that CBAs are 

increasingly being signed.  These agreements begin to address developer accountability, take into 

account community sector interests, and allow communities access to economic and other 

benefits.  In Pittsburgh, city, county, and state level officials whom I interviewed seemed to be 

on board with a consideration of community interests at the least.  Others were more explicit 

about their support for community giveback.  As an assistant to the county executive stated, “The 

community deserves some benefit in regards to any time you do a major development like this.”   

CBAs as Developer Burden 

Despite their interest in community impacts or benefits, however, members of the growth 

coalition largely recognized CBAs as a burden for developers.  CBAs represent increased legal 

and development costs, resulting in a perceived decreased profit margin.  In some cases, these 

opinions were expressed by those with whom I spoke; in others, participants described the views 

of growth elites that they knew.  According to one local official:  
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The question is: what’s it take to get other people to want to invest here?  And having 
some zone that’s created this new developer burden, which is how it’s being perceived, 
isn’t good for the Hill.  

His position was similar to that of the Hill District’s state representative, who supported the Faith 

and Justice Alliance in demanding community representation in Lower Hill redevelopment.  

When I asked about his thoughts on CBAs being put into legislation, he responded:  

I think it can have its value.  I think in places that are hard to develop though, if you do this 
in such a way that it becomes even more burdensome to get developers to develop in, I 
think that you have to be careful about that.   

The Hill District’s then-city council representative, a supporter of the One Hill Coalition, 

took a similar stance.  While the state representative explained that location affects the 

desirability of CBAs, she focused on the nature of the redevelopment:  

You could look at it two ways when you’re a part of government.  You could look at it as, 
one way, it can stymie development, because you can have developers that say, “I’d rather 
walk than pay.”  It depends on what industry we’re talking about, because you got a 
process on the North Side where Continental Realty wanted to build a hotel, and a hotel 
can go anywhere, so they can walk if they want to.  It’s a different scenario when you got 
the arena needing to stay in Pittsburgh. [. . .] So it depends on what industry is actually 
doing what, but it could actually delay development.  On the other hand it’s a good tool to 
have to actually gain things that normally you wouldn’t be able to gain through the 
traditional processes. 

Both of their comments illustrate an unchallenged commitment to growth.  Because CBAs can 

burden developers or delay development, the tool itself is called into question, not the fact that 

growth itself might be undesirable or inequitable.  While the then-city council representative 

noted that CBAs can allow the community new gains, her assessment does not address the merits 

of the development in the first place and fails to analyze the “traditional processes” by which the 

development was undertaken.  

Along with perceiving CBAs as burdensome to developers, some local and state politicians 

implied that the community involvement CBAs entail is potentially problematic.  Even though 
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the county executive’s assistant, quoted above, thought that communities deserve some benefit in 

the face of major developments, CBAs could also open up a “can of worms”: 

If you do it for one [community], then every time you do a major project in a 
neighborhood, everybody’s going to be crying that they want a CBA, so where do you 
begin and where do you stop? 

Therefore, it was important that the mayor and county executive did not “give away the house”:  

As far as leadership, I think if you give away the house or if you just give in to people’s 
demands then everybody who knocks at your door will be asking for similar things, so I 
think you have to hold your ground on certain things.  But some things have to be a 
compromise.  I think the county executive did a great job in doing that; I think he 
understands the dilemma he was in.  

Again, he supports some level of community giveback, made possible through the CBA.  

Nevertheless, he conceptualizes community interests in such a way that not only privileges 

growth, but views community sector expectations as a disturbance that must be quelled.  

In contrast, the county council representative with whom I spoke argued that no matter 

what the situation, the basic concept of CBAs—citizen participation—was sound.  He had 

recently submitted legislation related to impact analyses and community benefits for review and 

presented an exceptional critique of political officials’ conceptualization of CBAs, in particular, 

and community involvement, in general: 

I think government officials have a hard time embracing [CBAs] because there’s a feeling 
that this will slow the project down, that somehow this will affect our ability to sell bonds 
or our ability to get other approvals and we don’t want to be delayed with citizens getting 
involved, the people whom we represent, we don’t want them involved in the process. 

In raising the larger point that local government officials are elected by and thus obligated to 

their constituents, he places into question the alignment between public and private sectors, an 

alignment that takes away from officials’ duty to represent the people who vote them into office.   

This alignment was so strong during the Hill District CBA campaign that local 

government—particularly the mayor and county executive—and the Penguins were perceived as 
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the same entity.  Together, they were frequently referred to by community stakeholders as “the 

other side.”  Indeed, this “other side” had solidified its relationship and plans to construct a new 

arena long before the community was informed, let alone asked for input.  At one point, the 

Penguins justified their absence from negotiation meetings by suggesting that the politicians 

actually represented them (a claim with which politicians disagreed).  Nevertheless, city and 

county entities contributed to the CBA in ways that are typically fulfilled by the actual developer 

who is receiving public subsidies.  

Despite the common perception of CBAs as a burden for developers and even though they 

are creating changes in the dynamics of redevelopment, they do not present local growth 

coalitions with an insurmountable challenge to dominant standards of growth.  They require no 

fundamental questioning of the “growth is good” ideology or, as the next section explains, the 

fact that communities—at least those in cities with strong local growth coalitions—are still 

entering the redevelopment process on the tail end.   

The Path of Least Resistance 

CBAs present developers with a path of least resistance.  When asked why developers sign 

CBAs, a preservationist who was a member of One Hill answered:  

Because it becomes the path of least resistance.  I think that’s the only reason.  Because 
developers just want to get their development done. [. . . ]  And that’s actually what 
community groups need to do.  You have to make it the path of least resistance; that’s the 
only way you’re going to get any traction. 

The same phrase was used by one local official to describe the “system” of local development: 

The system, regrettably, is like the path of least resistance.  Having been on the inside, it’s 
like, “Ok, ok.” [He illustrates idea of repeatedly bumping into something, moving over]. I 
don’t know if this whole process has brought about the ultimate end game, which is how 
do we share in the risk and reward of a change agenda that is about implementing a vision 
that we share?   
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His question alludes to the fact that even with the most successful of CBA campaigns, in cities 

with strong local growth coalitions, the agreement is still a reactive tool.   

The vision of CBAs put forth by experts Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio (2005) is one of 

developers using CBAs to gain government approval.  As they state, developers need community 

support 

. . .  because they want their projects subsidized, and because virtually all development 
projects require a wide range of governmental permit approvals, such as building permits, 
re-zoning and environmental impact statements.  Permit approvals almost always have 
some kind of public approval process, as do most development subsidies.  For many 
projects, the degree of community support or opposition will determine whether the 
developer will receive the requested approvals and subsidies. (P. 10)  

In cities with weak local growth coalitions—likely to have a growing population and to lack a 

well-established political and economic power structure (Delaney and Eckstein 2003)—such 

community support might be more necessary for developers.  In cities with strong local growth 

coalitions, however, such as Pittsburgh (2003), the developer begins with some form of 

government approval.  Various approvals for Pittsburgh’s new arena were obtainable without 

community support in part because its owner, the Sports and Exhibition Authority (SEA), was 

already an arm of local government.  Additionally, the city planning commission approved the 

arena master plan despite community demands that a CBA be part of that plan. 

In such environments, the community sector tends to enter the scene after at least initial 

redevelopment decisions are made and work to the point of exhaustion, largely on a volunteer 

basis.  As a tool, CBAs incorporate the community into redevelopment conversations; they do 

not, however, fundamentally alter the developer-driven redevelopment model.  According to this 

model, community sector interests are an afterthought for profit- and growth-driven private and 

public sectors.  The Hill District’s county councilperson, a resident of the neighborhood, was one 
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of many community-based stakeholders who found this model to be problematic.  Continuing the 

critique begun above, he stated: 

I think the involvement [of local officials in negotiating the CBA] that you see probably 
had more to do with the mayor, governor, and chief executive trying to keep the Penguins 
in Pittsburgh than it did with representing the community, of cutting a deal with Lemieux 
and Burkle.  I think on the real side that’s what that was about, and to that extent you 
didn’t need the community involved in that discussion.  What could the community 
possibly be talking about in that discussion?  And to my knowledge at no time did Mr. 
Burkle or Mr. Lemieux meet with any community representatives.  If anything I think they 
gave the impression that they didn’t see it as being very beneficial; they weren’t interested. 
[. . .] And the fact that this community was not in the room and never got in the room, I 
think made it much more difficult to come up with a CBA and probably weakened what 
was signed. 

Indeed, the CBA was a reactive tool in the face of strong public-private sector alignment, unable 

to change the dominant redevelopment model. 

The fact that many developers can simply go elsewhere if they find CBAs too burdensome 

is further evidence that CBAs do not fundamentally alter growth machine processes.  As one 

local official argued, “If this creates like a zone of Community Benefits Agreements, then 

investors will go where that zone isn’t, if the ingredients are right.”  His point echoes a comment 

made by the then-city councilperson, quoted above, who said that some developers will choose 

to walk rather than pay.  Their line of reasoning also illustrates the way in which growth 

coalitions can adapt in the face of challenges.  

Growth Coalition Adaptations 

When confronted with challenges to their pursuit of value-free growth, Pittsburgh’s local 

growth coalition proved adaptive.  Although One Hill marched to the first public meeting 

sponsored by the Department of City Planning, SEA, and Penguins, and repeatedly asserted that 

the CBA be considered and discussed, facilitators would not budge.  They insisted that the 

process for the CBA was quite separate from their public participation process and from that 

meeting, which was to comment only on the design.  They followed through on this belief during 
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focus group sessions as well.  Recorded notes show that participants raised the issue of the CBA 

and some were even critical of the way in which the focus groups undermined the CBA process 

(Urban Design Associates Meeting Memo, August 28, 2007).  Nevertheless, this concern was 

listed only as one of many remarks and was not seriously entertained, as evident by the fact that 

the two processes remained entirely separate. 

The Penguins and, at times, governmental officials, showed a lack of cooperation during 

the negotiating process.  The Penguins completely stopped attending meetings for several 

consecutive months, returning only upon One Hill’s threats to protest.  Although city and county 

officials continued to communicate with the Coalition throughout that period, they engaged in 

stalling by postponing meetings and replies to the community.  And even though the City and 

County eventually agreed to give funding for the Hill District Resource Center and grocery store, 

contributions were not secured until after they had sent the One Hill Coalition a CBA proposal 

that the community wholly rejected on the grounds that it was inadequate, vague, and not 

legally-enforceable.  Further, the majority of community-based stakeholders were frustrated by 

the lack of contribution on the part of the Penguins.  Although the community had high hopes 

given the amount of the franchise’s public subsidy, at the end of the day, the Penguins gave 

much less.   

In addition, the Penguins and local officials were still able to follow a developer-driven 

model, as described above.  The community had to approach them, not the other way around.  A 

few participants suggested that both public and private sector stakeholders should have been 

more proactive with regard to initiating community benefits and engagement.  According to the 

Penguins’ senior consultant, local politicians might have approached the community first, and in 
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doing so could have prevented a characterization—resented by some local officials—of 

community groups taking on an evil government-developer monolith.  As he said: 

I think that it becomes more of a balance if you have your political people playing the 
political game and saying, “Hey, we’re pro-community, and let us be the aggressor in 
terms of demanding or trying to find ways of including the community.” [. . .] So there 
were opportunities for the government to be more proactive in making the case that 
community engagement is positive for everybody. 

It is understandable, then, why some participants described CBAs as simply the path of 

least resistance for developers.  For the Penguins, mayor, and county executive, going through 

these negotiations seemed to be a minor setback in their growth plan and they adjusted to any 

challenges put forth by the CBA.  This reaction supports existing literature describing innovation 

on the part of growth coalitions.  As Troutman (2004) asserts, members of the growth coalition 

continue to pursue growth even if the value-free ideology is questioned because their fate is 

linked to it.  Among other forms of adaptation, growth coalitions have: called upon the federal 

government (Molotch and Logan 1984); disciplined anti-growth politicians by withholding 

campaign contributions (Logan and Molotch 1987); and created development agreements, which 

invite public scrutiny only during the final period of approval (Pincetl 1999).   

Summary: Pro-Growth Implications 

In this chapter, I addressed the third and final question of my research inquiry by focusing 

on the pro-growth implications of the Hill District CBA and CBAs in general.  The case of the 

Hill District CBA, and the negotiation of CBAs alike, indicates that residents’ growth positions 

are complex and not always at odds with an exchange value agenda.  In the Hill District, 

residents were unified in pursuing benefits from the arena redevelopment, but their stances on a 

proposed casino varied.  Although the two projects similarly exploit exchange values, an 

oppositional dialogue surfaced only around the casino.  It became apparent that their positions 
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were influenced by both the neighborhood’s level of disinvestment, as well as an assessment of 

the potential harms and benefits of each.   

Although CBAs have not marked the birth of community expectations, they are a novel 

approach to their articulation.  They achieve value-conscious growth by holding developers 

accountable and have allowed communities access to important redevelopment conversations 

and benefits.  The legally-binding and social movement nature of CBAs has also empowered 

communities in new ways.  While all of these are important gains, CBAs nevertheless present a 

path of least resistance that stops short of posing a serious threat to dominant standards of growth 

or fundamentally altering developer-driven growth machine processes.  These implications are 

both practical and theoretical and in the concluding chapter I recount them as one of a few key 

contributions of this dissertation.  I also propose a larger deconstruction of growth and suggest 

areas for further research. 
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CHAPTER 8 
TOWARD A DECONSTRUCTION OF GROWTH 

Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) have evolved out of a history of redevelopment 

challenges faced by urban communities across the United States (US) and respond to those 

challenges they continue to confront.  During this evolution, exchange-value oriented urban 

renewal, gentrification, and downtown revitalization have threatened neighborhood fabric, 

defined by existing residents in terms of use value.  Low-income and predominantly racial/ethnic 

minority neighborhoods have disproportionately borne the negative consequences of such urban 

changes and the environmental and economic inequalities they produce(d).  Throughout more 

than 20 years of urban renewal policies, entire neighborhoods were uprooted, families and 

businesses displaced.  The sense of threat posed to black neighborhoods especially is captured in 

the expression “urban removal is Negro removal” (Fullilove 2004:61).  Instead of replacing 

bulldozed “blighted” areas of the city with affordable housing, cities used urban renewal funds to 

accommodate and attract the corporate sector and wealthier residents.   

More recently, continuing waves of gentrification have had a gradual effect.  All existing 

residents feel the vulnerability of use values upon changing “street flavor and cultural fabric,” as 

well as new community leadership and institutions brought about by gentrification (Kennedy and 

Leonard 2001).  Although owners may stand to benefit from increased property values (Freeman 

2006), low-income renters have much to lose.  The urban poor, who are disproportionately non-

white, are mostly likely to be involuntarily displaced as a result of the higher rent, taxes, and 

costs of goods and services that accompany gentrification (Kennedy and Leonard 2001). 

In recent years, growth elites have focused on the revitalization of those downtown areas 

adversely affected by deindustrialization and declining populations.  Especially in the rust belt, 

the global trope has persuaded members of local growth coalitions to compete with other cities in 



 

attracting scarce commercial initiatives and accommodating wealthier residents (Wilson 2007).  

To this end, they commonly offer large subsidy packages (Fuller 2006), scale back government 

regulations on private capital, and demand little from developers in the way of redistribution 

(Hackworth 2007; Parks and Warren 2009).  At the same time, as part of a neoliberal program, 

government at various levels has largely withdrawn from the social and economic problems of 

cities (Baxamusa 2008a).  So while the public and private sectors work together, forming even 

stronger growth coalitions, the community sector is not only left out of land use decisions, but 

simultaneously feels its social services depleting.  In Pittsburgh, for example, even as the Consol 

Energy Center is erected, public libraries are experiencing funding problems leading to the 

anticipated closure of four facilities in neighborhoods across the city (Hoover and Lord 2009). 

In fact, a boom in the construction of new sports facilities since the 1990s is reflective of 

the current growth atmosphere.  These venues are seen as a means to accommodate wealthy fans 

and revitalize struggling downtowns.  Instead, they stimulate little economic growth and fail to 

address local social problems (Delaney and Eckstein 2003; 2007).  They are more likely to result 

in a “façade” of urban revitalization amidst a “sea of urban decay and disinvestment” (Friedman, 

Andrews, and Silk 2004:130).  Even though facilities’ and teams’ financial rewards are 

increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few large business operators, the amount of public 

subsidy devoted to facility construction is unprecedented (2003; Collins and Grinkeski 2007).   

As a result of the economic crisis, financing the construction of sports facilities has become more 

difficult in the last few years, with some cities’ projects being “stalled, scrapped, or scaled back” 

(Toms 2009).  Nevertheless, others continue to build; since 2008, for example, six major league 

baseball and football stadiums were underway or completed, with another four being planned or 

negotiated (Basu 2009).   
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It is not surprising that in this context, communities have looked to legally-binding 

agreements to ensure developer reinvestment.  CBAs reflect and challenge a neoliberal dynamic 

by requiring private negotiations to achieve an end of public benefits (Parks and Warren 2009). 

They also allow the community sector to respond to the ways in which increased mobility of 

capital—tied to globalization and deindustrialization—has affected U.S. cities (Mulligan-Hansel 

and LeRoy 2008).  As part of the new accountable development movement, CBAs take 

advantage of those geographically bound aspects of the post-industrial, service-sector economy 

(Parks and Warren 2009).  Further, CBAs attempt to counter the persistent power imbalance 

among public, private, and community sectors, inserting neighborhood coalitions into land-use 

decisions and their outcomes (Ho 2007–8), as well as questioning pro-growth elites’ insistence 

on value-free growth. 

The Hill District CBA is one of many Agreements increasingly being signed across the 

country between developers and the communities most impacted by their projects.  Nevertheless, 

it offers important insight into CBA campaign motivations, processes, and outcomes.  In 

analyzing the Hill District CBA campaign surrounding the construction of Pittsburgh’s new 

hockey arena in the Lower Hill District I contribute to the small but growing body of research on 

CBAs, as well as the larger body of scholarship on post-industrial growth dynamics.  In this 

concluding chapter, I recount these contributions, propose a more fundamental deconstruction of 

growth, and suggest areas for further research. 

Contributions 

In order to use the Hill District case to explore the phenomenon of CBAs within the 

current era of value-free growth, I conducted interviews with 32 stakeholders and carried out 

ethnographic fieldwork that totaled approximately one year.  Using grounded theory as an 

analytic tool, I refined my research inquiry into three specific questions that address why and 
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how communities are pursuing benefits through CBAs, as well as the implications of this 

relatively new tool for pro-growth dynamics: 

• Why are communities choosing to negotiate with developers and pursue benefits through 
CBAs?  

• How are communities engaging in and securing CBAs? 

• What implications do the Hill District CBA, in particular, and CBAs, in general, hold for 
pro-growth dynamics?   

The CBA Process 

Despite their increasing use by communities facing redevelopment, CBAs have not been 

the focus of much scholarly research.  The body of work that does exist tends to be community-

focused and applied.  To this literature, my contributions are practical.  Recall that in Chapter 

Six, I offer a detailed descriptive analysis of the Hill District CBA process and outcome.  This 

was meant to aid in understanding the “nuts and bolts” of the CBA campaign, as well as give a 

sense of the order of important steps.  The groundwork for the CBA process was set by two 

important events: 1) earlier organizing in response to a proposed casino that would have been 

attached to the arena in the Lower Hill; and 2) the work of the local foundation community 

which sought to replicate the California CBA model in Pittsburgh.  Although the CBA campaign 

was burdened by misaligned political and community leadership, the One Hill Coalition went on 

to negotiate and secure the CBA and adopted the broad-based organizing model common to such 

campaigns.   

Having invited other organizations, mainly from the Hill District, to participate as 

members of the Coalition, One Hill then voted on its leadership bodies and secured the intention 

of city, county, and Penguins officials to negotiate the CBA.  Members created, sponsored, and 

prioritized planks, which eventually formed the basis of the Coalition’s negotiating platform: the 

“Blueprint for a Livable Hill.”  When the Penguins stopped attending meetings for several 
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months, the One Hill Coalition and other CBA supporters took a number of strategies to gain 

support and call attention to the stalling of the CBA.  They used public approval processes as 

leverage by attending planning commission hearings and even filed an appeal once the arena 

master plan was approved without a CBA in place.  One Hill’s use of resources and experts from 

within and outside of the neighborhood was especially advantageous.  Not only was a legal team 

crucial to their ability to craft the legally enforceable document, but it was also useful in the 

filing of the aforementioned appeal.  Their strategic use of the media, political allies, union and 

foundation support also proved beneficial.   

Eventually, the Penguins returned to the table and negotiators arrived at a tentative 

agreement.  After One Hill voted to ratify the CBA as it was, the document was then approved 

by the other entities and all parties to the agreement signed it during a formal ceremony at the 

Hill District’s Freedom Corner, a site that holds much significance for civil rights in Pittsburgh.  

Upon signing the CBA, One Hill’s organizational structure changed greatly.  Members began to 

form committees that would be responsible for fulfilling the community’s role in implementing 

the agreement’s major provisions.  Although opinions on the CBA varied and many community-

based stakeholders were disappointed with the Penguins contribution, at the end of the day a 

legally-binding document was signed and the community sector had created a new history and 

dialogue around redevelopment in the Lower Hill District.   

Lessons from the Hill District CBA 

While much of the research and information available on CBAs presents a bird’s eye view 

of multiple Agreements, this dissertation uses primary data collection in order to provide a more 

microscopic view.  Its partial focus on the organizing process, campaign structure, and strategies 

surrounding the Hill District CBA offers insight into what makes such a campaign successful.  In 

response to one of my interview questions, participants on all sides of the agreement offered 
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advice for communities headed toward a CBA campaign.  Many of their suggestions are 

corroborated by scholars who have written about CBAs. 

Not surprisingly, given their experience, the most common advice for a successful 

campaign had to do with maintaining unity and having unifying leadership, as well as making 

sure that the campaign is truly community-led.  Advice of this nature ranged from addressing 

community baggage at the outset of the campaign, to making sure the community’s religious 

leadership was on board, to achieving a consensus on the community’s wants.  According to 

Salkin (2007), although conflicts are likely to arise when organizations that are used to working 

alone have to work together, a broad-based, indigenous, and united coalition with coherent goals 

is crucial for a CBA campaign to be fair and effective.  Others (Gross 2007–8; Marcello 2007) 

are also adamant about a CBA Coalition being as broad as possible, as this will improve its 

legitimacy and build leverage, especially with politicians.  Related to this is Marcello’s (2007) 

advice on avoiding conflicts of interest and making sure all parties are on the same page through 

a series of operating principles. 

One Hill members, in particular, offered organizational advice.  Some suggested that 

facilitation training would have been helpful in order for meetings to run more effectively.  

Formal staffing and not just volunteer work might have also improved communication between, 

and in preparation for, meetings.  Consistent rules would have also solved some of the problems 

faced between One Hill and the Faith and Justice Alliance regarding membership and voting.  

Also, having sufficient time to form a coalition, draft a negotiating platform and the CBA is of 

utmost importance.  Being “in the room” early on, as the Hill District’s county council 

representative put it, helps with this.  His suggestion is similar to that of Ho (2007–8) who says 

that all stakeholder sectors need to be involved in redevelopment discussions from the outset.   
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CBA supporters also offered advice regarding mobilization and the use of outside allies.  

They shared the importance of starting out with media and mobilization strategies.  In addition, 

some suggested that better relations with the unions would have been beneficial.  Leavitt (2006) 

and Simmons and Luce (2009) cite such coalition building—particularly that of labor and 

community working together—as a major factor in the successful negotiation of CBAs in Los 

Angeles and New Haven, respectively.  

In particular, participants noted the importance of political allies and the foundation 

community.  According to those participants who offered advice on the topic of political 

involvement, the best case scenario is if local politicians act as facilitators and/or partners in the 

CBA.  Gross (2007–8) shares a similar perspective on the appropriate roles of elected officials.  

These include: considering the degree of community support when making project decisions; to 

be informed about the progress of CBA negotiations; and perhaps to facilitate negotiations 

through shared information.  Moreover, although there were some mixed feelings about the role 

of the foundation community, the financial resources that this connection provided proved very 

important to the Hill District CBA.  As mentioned in Chapter Six, the foundation community has 

been a crucial player in the success of many CBA campaigns (Mulligan-Hansel and LeRoy 

2008).  The money that they provide is vital to the success of CBA development, as well as 

implementing and monitoring the CBA after it is won (Salkin 2007). 

A Sign of the Times 

In discussing the motivations behind the Hill District CBA, I contribute to urban political-

economic literature by situating CBAs within both local histories and extra-local phenomena.  In 

Chapter Five, I argued that the Hill District community’s decision to negotiate a CBA was 

heavily influenced by the legacy of failed urban renewal during the late 1950s and lingering 

distrust toward those public and private entities representing “downtown.”  Then, white elites 
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both exerted and maintained the privileges of whiteness through land-use decisions, unilaterally 

determining the fate of the predominantly black Lower Hill District.  Unfulfilled promises 

related to the ripple effects of the Civic Arena and the development of surrounding land fueled 

contention and distrust.  These sentiments remain and although local politicians representing the 

Hill District are predominantly African American, Pittsburgh’s political and economic leadership 

continues to be dominated by white men.   

Moreover, any major residential displacement that might have been necessary for the new 

arena had already occurred in order to make room for the existing one, thus providing fewer 

grounds on which to oppose the proposed construction.  An oppositional approach could again 

result in a stalemate as in the 1960s, leaving a sea of parking lots surrounding the new arena and 

replacing the Mellon Arena upon its demolition.  Further, even if the deal for the new arena had 

not already been brokered between the Penguins and local politicians, the perception of my 

participants was that the community did not feel strongly enough to oppose it.  As expounded 

upon in Chapter Seven, this stance was influenced by both the neighborhood’s level of 

disinvestment, as well as an assessment of potential arena impacts.   

The community did, however, feel strongly about benefiting from the new arena.  As One 

Hill’s framing illustrates, the close relationship between the community’s memories of its past—

both the vibrancy and destruction—and its hopes for the future was also the greatest impetus 

behind the desire for benefits.  In this way, the CBA was simultaneously geared toward 

retribution for the past and the ability of the community to determine its own future.  To a lesser 

extent, those who supported a CBA were also interested in offsetting both the negative impacts 

of the new arena and the large public subsidy the Penguins will receive.  These impacts include 

new inconveniences caused by construction and changing traffic patterns, as well as continuing 
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problems caused by those disrespectful arena-goers who perceive the Hill District as “a place 

apart,” a phrase that Freeman (2006:188) uses to characterize the exclusion and mistreatment of 

black inner-city neighborhoods throughout US history.   

At the end of Chapter Five, I acknowledged that each CBA campaign and (re)development 

project has its own unique history and originates within a particular social, political, and 

economic context.  Nevertheless, we might also draw from the Hill District case in order to think 

of communities’ decisions to pursue benefits through negotiations as a sign of the times.  Given 

histories of place-based inequality, racial and class discrimination, and pervasive distrust, 

negotiating toward a legally binding agreement is not only attractive to low-income and 

racial/ethnic minority communities, but necessary.  Turning to such a strategy also allows these 

communities to respond to a post-industrial value-free growth context in which public-private 

partnerships work to revitalize downtowns, often to their exclusion and detriment.   

Value-Conscious Growth 

Through its exploration of the ways in which CBAs have impacted pro-growth dynamics, 

this dissertation holds practical implications for community sector involvement and urban policy, 

as well as theoretical implications for urban sociology.  In Chapter Seven, I determine that CBAs 

contribute to changes in the dynamics of redevelopment that appear to be here to stay.  They 

present a novel and effective approach to the articulation of community interests.  They provide a 

new outlet through which communities can publicly and formally question value-free 

development, gaining access to important redevelopment conversations, economic and other 

benefits.  Through CBAs, communities begin to hold local growth coalitions accountable and 

make it more difficult for pro-growth elites to make redevelopment decisions without 

considering local impacts.  In essence, CBAs achieve value-conscious growth.  By negotiating 

for benefits through CBAs, communities also move away from a rarely-successful (and 
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sometimes undesirable) oppositional approach to redevelopment projects.  Their legally-binding 

and social movement nature has empowered communities in new ways.  In the Hill District, 

despite misalignment among its political and organizational leaders, the CBA acted as a means 

of community building, self-determination, and representation. 

Recall also from Chapter Seven that while all of these are important gains for the 

community sector, CBAs nevertheless stop short of posing a serious threat to dominant standards 

of growth or fundamentally altering developer-driven growth machine processes.  Despite the 

fact that CBAs are creating changes in the dynamics of redevelopment, they require no 

significant questioning of the “growth is good” ideology.  Because CBAs can burden developers 

or delay development, the tool itself was called into question by local officials in Pittsburgh, not 

for the fact that growth itself might be undesirable or inequitable.   

Nor do CBAs seriously alter growth machine processes, but instead seem to present 

developers with a path of least resistance.  In Pittsburgh, a city with a strong growth coalition, 

the local government—particularly the mayor and county executive—and the Penguins were so 

aligned that community stakeholders referred to them collectively as “the other side.”  Indeed, 

this “other side” had solidified its relationship and plans to construct a new arena long before the 

surrounding community was informed, let alone asked for input.  CBAs may have more leverage 

in cities with weaker growth coalitions, in which politicians are less aligned with the private 

sector.  In such environments as Pittsburgh, however, the CBA was a reactive tool.  In the face of 

the developer-driven redevelopment model, CBAs do not change the fact that the community 

sector tends to enter the scene after at least initial redevelopment decisions are made and 

coalition members work to the point of exhaustion, largely on a volunteer basis.   
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The Hill District case also supports existing literature describing the adaptive nature of 

growth coalitions.  Pittsburgh’s local growth coalition was innovative in the face of challenges to 

their pursuit of value-free growth.  Both the Penguins and politicians engaged in stalling and 

reverted to other tactics in order to hold off on signing the CBA or to contribute as little as 

possible to it.  For the Penguins, mayor, and county executive, going through these negotiations 

seemed to be a minor setback in their growth plan and they adjusted to any challenges put forth 

by the CBA.  In general, many developers can simply go elsewhere if they find CBAs too 

burdensome, further evidence that CBAs do not fundamentally alter growth machine processes.   

If CBAs provide some benefits for communities but do not question pro-growth 

fundamentals, are they a tool worth using?  Yes, particularly because of the prevailing 

environment in which the growth ideology constrains those who make land-use decisions and 

prevents them from reaching more progressive alternatives to growth at any cost (Lord and Price 

1992).  Making public benefits of projects at least as significant as private benefits is one way to 

address the hegemony of value-free growth (1992), and CBAs work toward this end.  As 

illustrated in Chapter Seven, they are able to extract use value from those things which are built 

only to enhance exchange value.  Also, CBAs present a concrete and useful tool for existing 

movements and approaches, such as those working toward sustainable urbanism and 

environmental justice.   

More specifically, CBAs might be successfully incorporated into Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design for Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) certification.  Still in its 

“post-pilot” phase, LEED-ND proponents are working toward greater standardization among 

redevelopment projects through a rubric for more environmental and social responsibility.  

Developers accumulate credits for various aspects of their design and process; once finished, 
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these credits are totaled in order to determine the project’s level of LEED certification, from the 

most basic “LEED Certified” to the most extensive “Platinum LEED Certified.”  LEED-ND 

incorporates points for such achievements as compactness, mixed income and use, connectivity 

through walking or transit, and community outreach and involvement (U.S. Green Building 

Council 2007).  If CBAs were incorporated into this rubric, this last set of credits for community 

involvement would not only be achieved but exceeded, furthering the possibilities of the LEED 

approach. 

Although some CBAs are solely one-time negotiations with developers, others become 

part of a larger policy-oriented agenda.  As such, they advance economic justice strategies that 

are geared toward public regulation of redevelopment projects (Parks and Warren 2009).  This is 

especially common with CBA coalitions that are affiliated with the Partnership for Working 

Families, the California-based organization which also aided in the Hill District’s campaign.  

After successful negotiation of a CBA, these organizations often move on to non-project-specific 

agendas like wage reform or affordable housing (2009).  CBAs might also be borrowed from or 

reshaped entirely into legislation, as the county councilperson to whom I spoke was attempting 

to do.  Thus, while CBAs do not seriously alter dominant standards of growth or growth machine 

processes, the changes that they have brought about, as well as their potential for future impacts, 

move us one step closer toward a more fundamental deconstruction of growth.  

Deconstructing Growth 

I propose, then, that we continuing working toward value-conscious growth on the road to 

a larger process of deconstruction.  Here, I borrow from critical race theorists’ use of this term 

(e.g., Delgado and Stefanic 2001).  They have engaged in the deconstruction of race, challenging 

preconceived notions and breaking down taken-for-granted meanings.  Through this process, 

they not only offer new ideas about race as a social construction, but ask novel questions as well.  
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I begin this section by describing how scholars have begun to deconstruct growth by envisioning 

changes to current dynamics.   

Some urban scholars have argued for a reconceptualization of economic development.  

This necessitates changing the current definition—attracting businesses in order to drive profit—

to one that incorporates broad community concerns (Marcello 2007).  In this way, CBAs will 

cease to be seen as “speed bumps”; instead, they will be perceived as vital to the new concept of 

economic development.  This definition encompasses sustainability principles, as well as living 

wages that increase residents’ buying power and allow them to patronize local businesses (2007).  

Part of this reframing, then, involves viewing communities as imperative to the development 

process.  Ho (2007–8) goes a step further in this regard.  He argues that CBAs are not an end 

goal; no sector has the time or energy to work on a CBA for every proposed project.  Instead, 

there must be systemic changes in the public sector so that publicly subsidized projects are made 

to satisfy the issues raised by all major stakeholders, including the community (2007–8).  Placing 

legal limitations on subsidies is another public sector option (Molotch 1999).  In addition, 

because increased mobility of capital has guided many of the “irrational and inappropriate” land-

use decisions of growth coalitions, others have argued for a national policy that responds to 

deindustrialization (Lord and Price 1992:155).  

Another potential solution to making growth more equitable is to get tough with—meaning 

to demand more from—capital (Logan and Molotch 1987; Molotch 1999).  In some sense, CBAs 

have achieved this through their insistence on value-conscious growth.  The crux of Logan and 

Molotch’s suggestion, however, is that because of the current state of competition between cities, 

this tougher stance must happen in very specific locales: those places most attractive to investors.  

In those places, demand for development is high and so is profit potential.  Citizens have more to 
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bargain with and thus, the ability to change growth conditions through higher expectations, such 

as growth limitation and increased labor equality requirements.  This may then have a “trickle-

down effect”; a new standard would be established and “investors would have a higher degree of 

humility wherever they went” (Molotch 1999:263). 

Building on the above ideas, I envision a larger deconstruction, involving new standards 

for growth and higher expectations of the public and private sectors.  Right now, the dominant 

growth ideology renders investing public funds in sports facilities rather than education, for 

example, an acceptable norm (Delaney and Eckstein 2003).  We commonly measure the success 

of cities and downtown qualities of life by their profit-potential (Turner 1995).  By this standard, 

the unequal impacts of land-use decisions are of little concern.  I agree with Delaney and 

Eckstein’s (2003) assertion that “Perhaps we need an entirely new vision for what makes an 

American city a major league city” (p. 204).   

If we are able to transform the way in which we judge redevelopment projects and the 

success of cities, a purely anti-growth stance may not be necessary.  There may in fact be a 

middle ground between “growth is good” and “growth is bad.”  Molotch (1999) frames this idea 

in terms of positive, as opposed to regressive, growth.  Positive growth would follow a new set 

of criteria.  Instead of prioritizing economic standards, we need to think first and foremost about 

social impacts on the area immediately surrounding a project and beyond.  We must judge the 

success of cities by the quality of life they provide for all citizens and their levels of (in)equality.  

As these standards gained ground, developers would find it increasingly difficult to avoid value-

conscious growth by simply going where CBAs are not.  In the long term, such changes would 

make CBAs obsolete. 
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We might measure quality of life through such things as availability of affordable housing 

and services (Turner 1995), as well as living wage jobs and absence of environmental hazards.  

In fact, scholars have noted a positive correlation between the presence of environmental 

disparities and those of income and quality of life (Pellow 2000).  One way to measure levels of 

(in)equality would be to apply the Gini index at the city, not just national, level.  The United 

Nations (UN Habitat 2008) recently broke ground in this regard, comparing major urban centers 

around the world.  At the same time, it is imperative that we also find ways—perhaps building 

upon the Gini or similar indices—to measure what Molotch (1999) calls “distributive justice” (p. 

264).  In conjunction with measuring gaps in wealth and income, we have to understand the 

racialized and gendered aspects of this inequality.  The publication and dissemination of such 

data may prove helpful in giving cities something for which to strive, much in the same way that 

the LEED approach provides incentives for sustainable design.  Those cities with the lowest 

levels of inequality should be held in the highest esteem. 

In all cities, but especially those with strong growth coalitions, we need to invest more 

energy in holding politicians accountable to those whom they represent.  Community sector 

interests should be a priority and elected officials must gain the trust of this sector through their 

actions.  As one of my participants stated, “In a perfect world you wouldn’t need community 

groups to come together and force a CBA if government itself was reflecting the[ir] needs and 

concerns.”  The first task in this regard may be to educate and challenge lower level politicians, 

who are strategically positioned.  Because they often live in the communities that they serve, 

these representatives are well-connected to both constituents and to higher level officials. 

Additionally, although it will be the most difficult undertaking, we need to challenge the 

private sector to adopt new standards of growth.  This involves informed, public, and rigorous 
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questioning of developers as to how their project or plan will work to decrease inequality.  In 

Pittsburgh, this would have meant asking the most basic question of why the Penguins franchise 

could not spend fewer dollars in order to update the Mellon Arena instead of insisting on new 

construction.  The private sector must be pressured to develop a more critical consciousness so 

that any changes they make will complement those being made in the public sector. 

Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

Further research on CBAs is necessary in order to more fully assess their utility.  Such 

work might focus on best practices in terms of changing redevelopment dynamics and making 

benefits a reality, as well as the shortcomings of CBAs.  One limitation of this dissertation is the 

single case study approach.  While the single case study has its merits, discussed in Chapter 

Four, a comparative approach would be even more effective.  Focusing in-depth on a few cases 

would be useful for further exploration of the implications suggested in this dissertation and fall 

somewhere in between the bird’s eye view of existing research and the microscopic view taken 

here.  Currently, the majority of CBA research is set in the state of California.  As CBAs 

increasingly appear throughout the country, more studies that focus on other regions would let us 

know how the assertions put forth in this case study hold up in cities with different 

redevelopment politics and histories.  Pittsburgh is probably similar to other rust belt cities in this 

regard because of common histories of urban renewal, patterns of migration, and the effects of 

deindustrialization.   

Since CBA research is still in its early stages, more process-related research is necessary—

especially that which draws from primary data collection—in order to see how the patterns 

written about here might vary by location and project.  One specific aspect that such research 

might explore more fully is the complexities of the labor-community alliance.  Although it is 

common to see discussions of these partnerships in recent CBA publications, this dynamic 
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deserves even further examination, which my data did not allow.  In particular, this research 

might focus on labor-community experiences working together in other CBA campaigns, as well 

as the lack of CBA support from trade unions. 

The literature on CBAs and on growth politics would greatly benefit from further 

exploration of growth elites’ perspectives.  Another limitation of this research is its lack of 

access to those primarily responsible for making redevelopment decisions, such as the Penguins’ 

owners and other officials, the mayor and county executive.  This dissertation only scratched the 

surface of private and public sector perspectives.  Gaining access to those leaders of the 

“government-developer monolith” was difficult for me, and will continue to present challenges 

for many researchers because of growth elites’ high-status positions.  Nevertheless, speaking 

with them directly is critical in order to better understand their positions on growth and decision-

making processes.   

Research offering insight into the perspectives of growth elite would also allow us to move 

past the monolith notion.  In my experience, local officials presented more nuanced ideas than 

they are given credit for in growth machine theory.  With regard to the public sector, for 

example, I suspect that that we will see different perspectives as we climb the political ladder.  In 

my research, those closest to the neighborhood level, the city and county council representatives, 

had their fingers on the pulses of both the community and superior officials.  Exploring their 

unique ability to work toward a deconstruction of growth would be interesting.   

Lastly, I have only begun to envision a deconstruction of growth.  Future research might 

pick up where this dissertation leaves off in creating more concrete ways to measure and produce 

the new standards of city success I have suggested, as well as ways to achieve changes in public 

and private sector growth ideology and conduct.  We must continue working in the realm of 
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value-conscious growth, but do so with a larger end in mind: a deconstruction of growth that 

allows for a more just and livable city for all people, regardless of their social location. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SHEET 

Coalition and Non-Coalition Member Resident Demographic Information Sheet 
 
Date of Birth: __________ 
 
Age: __________ 
 
Race/Ethnicity: __________ 
 
What is your zip code? __________ 
 
Do you rent or own your home? __________ 
 
What is your main form of transportation? __________ 
 
Highest level of education completed: __________ 
 
Occupation: __________ 
 
Would you like me to use a fake name to identify you in my research? __________ 
 
If so, and if you would like to choose your own name, please specify it here: __________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-Coalition Business Owner/ Politician/ Planner Demographic Information Sheet  
 
Race/Ethnicity: __________ 
 
Occupation: __________ 
 
Would you like me to use a fake name to identify you in my research? __________ 
 
If so, and if you would like to choose your own name, please specify it here: __________ 
 
 



 

APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Coalition Member Preliminary Interview Guide1   
 

• Personal History: 
 
What are your ties to the Hill District? (grew up there, live there now, etc…) 
 
How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it? 
 
Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What 
about where the new one will sit? 
 
Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the 
building of the Civic Arena? 
 

• Coalition Work/Thoughts on CBAs: 
 
Have you been involved with other groups that benefited your community? 
 
How did you get involved in the Coalition and what was your role? 
 
Tell me about the Coalition and your experience within it. (rewarding, tiring, etc…) 
 
What might have been improved to make the coalition/the CBA process more effective 
throughout (and what kind of advice might you give to similar Coalitions in the future?) 
 
Why do you think the Coalition decided to work with the Penguins instead of oppose the new 
arena altogether? What is your opinion on this strategy? Had you heard of CBA’s before? 
 
What benefit do you think developers/other entities gain from CBAs? (what’s in it for them?) 
 

• Arena Perspectives: 
 
Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins 
fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being 
built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens? 
 
Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on you 
personally, for better or worse?  
 

                                                 
1 Slight adjustments were made to this guide when interviewing members of the Faith and Justice Alliance and 
active residents who were not involved in CBA organizing. 
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Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on you personally, for better or 
worse?  
 
Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having 
any impact on you personally, for better or worse?  
 
How has/will your neighborhood been/be impacted by the construction of the new arena?  
Prompt if necessary: In economic, social, and environmental terms? 
 
What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial to the Hill? 
 
Do you feel that your opinions on the construction and arena are very different from other people 
in the coalition or in Pittsburgh? Why? 
 

• Closing: 
 
Any questions for me? 
 
Any ideas on who else to interview? 
 
 
Local Politician Preliminary Interview Guide2    
 

• Personal History: 
 
Did you grow up in Pittsburgh? Where do you live now? 
 
Do you have any personal ties to the Hill District? 
 
How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it? 
 
Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What 
about where the new one will sit? 
 
Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the 
building of the Civic Arena? 
 

• Political Perspectives: 
 
What is the role of your office/your position in the negotiations between the Penguins and the 
Coalition? 
 

                                                 
2 Slight adjustments were made to this guide when interviewing other local officials who were not politicians, as 
well as the foundation staff member. 
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Why do you think the Coalition decided to work with the Penguins instead of oppose the new 
arena altogether?  
 
Had you heard of CBAs before? What is your opinion on the use of Community Benefits 
Agreements in general? In this particular situation?  
 
What do you think the role of local government should be in these kinds of negotiations? 
 
What benefit do you think developers/other entities gain from CBAs? (aka what’s in it for 
them?) 
 

• Arena Perspectives: 
 
Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins 
fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being 
built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens? 
 
Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on you 
personally, for better or worse? On the city? 
 
Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on you personally, for better or 
worse? On the city? 
 
Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having 
any impact on you personally, for better or worse? On the city? 
 
How do you foresee this redevelopment affecting the city? The Hill District? 
 
What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial for the city? For the Hill?  
 

• Closing: 
 
Any questions for me? 
 
Any ideas on who else to interview? 
 
 
Business People Preliminary Interview Guide3    
 

• Personal History: 
 
Did you grow up in Pittsburgh? Where do you live now? 
 
Do you have any personal ties to the Hill District? 
                                                 
3 Slight adjustments were made to this guide when interviewing the Penguins’ Senior Consultant. 
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How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it? 
 
Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What 
about where the new one will sit? 
 
Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the 
building of the Civic Arena? 
 

• Arena and Business Perspectives: 
 
Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins 
fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being 
built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens? 
 
What kind of business do you operate own and where is it located? 
 
Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on your business, 
for better or worse?  
 
Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on your business, for better or 
worse?  
 
Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having 
any impact on your business, for better or worse?  
 
How do you foresee this redevelopment affecting the city? The Hill District? 
 
What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial for the city? For the Hill?  
 

• Final: 
 
Any questions for me? 
 
Any ideas on who else to interview? 
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Name 
Race/Eth (as 
written)

Business 
Owner Clergy

Faith and 
Justice 
Alliance Foundation

Local 
Official One Hill Penguins

Current 
Hill 
Resident

Cliff Christian AA x x (former) x
Tom Hoffman W x (former)
Ms. H AA x  
Mr. C Black x
Carl Redwood African x x
Dr. Bonnie Young Laing Black x x
Mark Jones AA x
Katherine Afr-Amer x x
City Council Representative African American x x x
Dwayne Cooper Black x x
Myrtle Cooper Black x
Renee Aldrich AA x x
Rev. "G" Af Am x x x
Dr. Kim Ellis Black/AA x x x x
Tony Williams White x
Mr. E White/Jewish x
Rev. Johnnie Monroe African American x x
Ann Simms White x x x
Sala Udin African American former x
The Artist Other x x
Rev. Dr. Jason Barr AA x
Penguins' Senior Consultant Black x x
County Council Rep. Bill Robinson African American x x
Marimba Milliones Af Am x x x
Local foundation member Caucasion x
State Senator Jim Ferlo Caucasion x
State Rep. Jake Wheatley Black x x x
Robert R. Lavelle Black x x
Ms. Chris AA x
Charles Johnson Black x
A Pastor African American x
Local Offical W x  

APPENDIX C 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SUMMARY 
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APPENDIX D 
ARENA TERM SHEET 

Pittsburgh Arena Term Sheet (http://www.state.pa.us/papower/cwp/view.asp?Q=460701&A=11) 

1. The Penguins will enter into a 29.5 year lease for the new arena, commencing upon its 
opening. The lease will obligate the Penguins to play hockey in the arena for the term of 
the lease and contain a non-relocation clause.  

2.  
a. The Penguins will make thirty (30) payments of $3.6M/year throughout the term 

of the new arena lease.  
b. Upon the opening of the new arena, the SEA will impose a new surcharge on 

parking.  The first $400,000/year of revenue generated from the new parking 
surcharge will be deposited annually into a capital reserve fund established to 
maintain and improve the new arena.  The balance of the proceeds from the new 
parking surcharge in excess of $400,000/year shall go to the Penguins.  

c. Upon the opening of the new arena, the SEA, at its expense, shall promptly 
demolish Mellon Arena and pave, stripe and in all respects prepare the land under 
Mellon Arena for use as a parking lot.  Upon completion of this work, the 
Penguins shall pay an additional $200,000/year over the life of the lease. This use 
shall continue until the land under Mellon Arena is developed. 

3. The Penguins will manage, operate and maintain the new arena, subject to the terms of its 
current agreement with SMG, and shall retain all revenues generated from all events at 
the new arena.  

4. Except for the new parking surcharge, all revenue generated from existing surcharges 
shall go to the Penguins and no new surcharges of any kind shall be imposed without the 
approval of the Penguins.  

5. Prior to redevelopment, the Penguins shall manage, operate, maintain and retain all 
revenues from all current and future parking lots on the current Mellon arena site.  

6. The SEA will provide a 500 space surface lot adjacent to the new arena; the Penguins 
will manage, operate, maintain and retain all revenues from said lot.  Alternatively, the 
Penguins may elect for the SEA to construct a 500 space structured parking garage 
adjacent and connected to the new arena in exchange for the Penguins paying an 
additional $500,000 per year throughout the term of the new arena lease.  The parties will 
agree on a deadline for the Penguins to make such election.  If the Penguins inform the 
SEA of their election to build the garage by May 1, 2007, the SEA will be obligated to 
complete the garage in time for it to open in conjunction with the opening of the new 
arena.  The Penguins will manage, operate, maintain and retain all revenues from the 
garage.  

7. The arena construction budget will be set at $290M.  The budget will cover the following 
matters:  

o Construction  
o Design  
o Soft Costs  
o Eligible pre-development expenses previously incurred by the Penguins in an 

amount of approximately $6M (Commonwealth and SEA to review and approve 
the itemized expenses)  



 

o Acceptable design and construction contingencies, including a 5% owner 
contingency  

o Oversight expenses of the SEA, estimated at approximately $2.5M 
 The new arena will be designed with the goal of assuring that all matters listed in 
Paragraph 7 do not exceed $290M.  The Penguins will exercise ultimate control over the design 
and construction, provided that the Commonwealth and the SEA each shall approve the design.  
 A GMP for the mutually approved arena design will be contracted for at the earliest 
appropriate time, taking into account the relationship between design certainty and achieving a 
cost efficient GMP.  If the GMP plus the other matters listed in Paragraph 7 (“GMP+”) exceed 
$290M, the Penguins and the Commonwealth agree to split any excess 50/50 up to a GMP+ of 
$310M.  The Penguins will have the right to pay their share of the increase in the GMP+ from 
$290M to up to $310M in the form of increased annual payments, rather than a lump sum.  In the 
event the GMP+ exceeds $310M, the Penguins shall have the right to terminate their 
participation in the project without further financial obligation, provided that the parties shall 
first work together in good faith to redesign and value engineer the arena to lower the GMP+ to a 
level not exceeding $310M.  
 Once the GMP+ is established, the Penguins shall be responsible for any cost overruns, 
provided that the Penguins shall have the right to modify the design of the new arena to mitigate 
such overruns, subject to the reasonable oversight of the Commonwealth and the SEA.  
 The SEA will pay the Penguins $8.5M for the hospital site.  The parties recognize that it 
is essential for the SEA to gain access to the property as soon as possible to begin abatement, 
demolition and other site work.  It is anticipated that the source of the $8.5M will be from bond 
proceeds over and above the $290M referenced in Paragraph 7.  In the event the SEA must 
access the property to commence its work before the $8.5M is available, the parties will work 
together to devise an arrangement acceptable to the current mortgage holders of the hospital site 
to enable conveyance of the hospital site to the SEA as soon as possible.  
 The Penguins shall be reimbursed for legitimate predevelopment costs of approximately 
$6M out of the $290M referenced in Paragraph 7. To the extent any such costs are not 
reimbursable from the bond proceeds contemplated to fund the $290M, the Commonwealth will 
develop an alternative means of delivering this reimbursement to the Penguins.  
 To fund marketing expenses incurred by the Penguins in promoting the Team and/or the 
current or new arena, the Commonwealth will provide funds for the direct economic benefit of 
the Penguins in an amount equal to $2M, which the parties contemplate will be paid in a lump 
sum.  
 $3M from the bond proceeds (over and above the $290M construction budget referenced 
in Paragraph 7) shall be deposited into a capital reserve fund for the new arena.  
 In the event the City of Pittsburgh amusement tax rate is increased or a comparable tax on 
tickets or admissions is created or increased at any time during the term of the new arena lease, 
the Penguins shall receive a credit against their financial obligations under the new arena lease or 
be paid an amount equal to the proceeds from any such new or increased tax on tickets or 
admissions for arena events.  
 The SEA shall be responsible for all site conditions on the new arena site and shall be 
responsible for making the site available for construction of the new arena in a clean, buildable 
condition.  Utilities and other infrastructure shall be made available in a manner and in locations 
consistent with the design of the arena.  
 Development Rights:  
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o For the value and on the terms set forth in this Paragraph 17, the Penguins shall 
have development rights to the entire Mellon Arena site, as well as any portion of 
the hospital site which is available for development following construction of the 
new arena and the agreed upon surface or structured parking facilities built in 
connection therewith.  

o The development rights may be assigned in whole or in part by the Penguins at 
any time with SEA approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed.  

o Following execution of the new arena lease, the Penguins shall negotiate, in good 
faith, terms for PITG Gaming to potentially participate in development rights.  

o The Penguins and the SEA shall work together to develop a comprehensive 
redevelopment plan for the development site.  The parties shall work together in a 
good faith, collaborative manner to promote a timely and desirable redevelopment 
process. The final redevelopment plan(s) shall be subject to SEA approval, which 
shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.  

o The development site shall have a drawdown period of 10 years, commencing on 
the first anniversary of the later of: (1) the opening of the new arena and (2) the 
demolition of Mellon Arena and preparation of the land thereunder for use as a 
parking lot. Upon the commencement of the drawdown period, the Penguins shall 
be obligated to develop a pro rata portion of the development site during each 
succeeding twelve month period.  For example, if the overall development site is 
28 acres, the drawdown schedule would call for development of 2.8 acres per 
year.  

o Upon the Penguins identifying a parcel they wish to be redevelop, the parties shall 
have the value of the parcel appraised, taking into account its approved use, on a 
traditional “1/1/1” appraisal method.  

o The Penguins are entitled to $15M of credits from redevelopment.  Until the 
entire $15M credit has been received, these credits may be earned in any 
combination of three ways:  first, in the event the Penguins are developing a 
parcel, the parcel shall be appraised as described above, and the Penguins shall 
receive a credit against the purchase price in an amount equal to the appraised 
value; second, the Penguins shall receive the proceeds from the sale or lease of 
any parcel to a third party, whether by the Penguins or by the SEA; third, at the 
conclusion of the ten year drawdown period, to the extent the Penguins have not 
earned credits totaling $15M, the SEA shall pay the shortfall in cash.  

o If, on a cumulative basis, the Penguins fail to perform in a timely fashion on the 
drawdown schedule, the Penguins shall forfeit their development rights with 
respect to the corresponding amount of land.  For example, if the drawdown 
schedule calls for development of 2.8 acres per year and, at the end of any 
drawdown year, the Penguins have failed to develop land at a rate of 2.8 acres per 
year, the Penguins would forfeit their development rights with respect to the 
number of acres representing the short fall.  In every case, the Penguins shall have 
the right to designate the location of the land on the development site to which its 
development rights are forfeited.  

o Failure to meet the drawdown schedule and/or forfeiture of development rights 
with respect to any portion of the development site shall not affect the Penguins’ 
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right to operate and retain revenue from the present or future parking lots on the 
Mellon Arena site prior to any such lot being redeveloped; provided, however, 
that the Penguins shall forfeit their rights with respect to parking upon the 10th 
anniversary of the beginning of the drawdown period. 

 The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Allegheny County and the City of Pittsburgh shall 
be responsible for the full and timely performance of all public sector obligations.  
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	Bedford Dwellings 
	2663 
	3870 
	4915 
	3800 
	2878 
	2317 
	2109 
	21% 
	Crawford‐Roberts 
	17045 
	17334 
	10277 
	5938 
	3558 
	2459 
	2724 
	84% 
	Middle Hill 
	17029 
	14929 
	11849 
	7681 
	4262 
	2829 
	2143 
	87% 
	Terrace Village 
	4054 
	11631 
	10520 
	7766 
	6550 
	5073 
	2631 
	35% 
	Upper Hill 
	6071 
	5884 
	5216 
	4187 
	3190 
	2590 
	2246 
	63% 
	Hill District Total 
	46,862 
	53,648 
	42,777 
	29,372 
	20,438 
	15,268 
	11,853 
	75% 
	Uptown 
	9391 
	8949 
	5955 
	4379 
	4723 
	3220 
	6423 
	32% 
	Greater Hill District Total 
	56,253 
	62,597 
	48,732 
	33,751 
	25,161 
	18,488 
	18,276 
	68% 
	City of Pittsburgh 
	671,657 
	676,805 
	615,242
	523,417
	438,138
	369,879 
	333,527
	50% 
	Coalition and Non-Coalition Member Resident Demographic Information Sheet
	Date of Birth: __________
	Age: __________
	Race/Ethnicity: __________
	What is your zip code? __________
	Do you rent or own your home? __________
	What is your main form of transportation? __________
	Highest level of education completed: __________
	Occupation: __________
	Would you like me to use a fake name to identify you in my research? __________
	If so, and if you would like to choose your own name, please specify it here: __________
	Non-Coalition Business Owner/ Politician/ Planner Demographic Information Sheet 
	Race/Ethnicity: __________
	Occupation: __________
	Would you like me to use a fake name to identify you in my research? __________
	If so, and if you would like to choose your own name, please specify it here: __________
	Coalition Member Preliminary Interview Guide  
	What are your ties to the Hill District? (grew up there, live there now, etc…)
	How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it?
	Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What about where the new one will sit?
	Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the building of the Civic Arena?
	Have you been involved with other groups that benefited your community?
	How did you get involved in the Coalition and what was your role?
	Tell me about the Coalition and your experience within it. (rewarding, tiring, etc…)
	What might have been improved to make the coalition/the CBA process more effective throughout (and what kind of advice might you give to similar Coalitions in the future?)
	Why do you think the Coalition decided to work with the Penguins instead of oppose the new arena altogether? What is your opinion on this strategy? Had you heard of CBA’s before?
	What benefit do you think developers/other entities gain from CBAs? (what’s in it for them?)
	Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens?
	Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on you personally, for better or worse? 
	Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on you personally, for better or worse? 
	Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having any impact on you personally, for better or worse? 
	How has/will your neighborhood been/be impacted by the construction of the new arena? 
	Prompt if necessary: In economic, social, and environmental terms?
	What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial to the Hill?
	Do you feel that your opinions on the construction and arena are very different from other people in the coalition or in Pittsburgh? Why?
	Any questions for me?
	Any ideas on who else to interview?
	Local Politician Preliminary Interview Guide   
	Did you grow up in Pittsburgh? Where do you live now?
	Do you have any personal ties to the Hill District?
	How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it?
	Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What about where the new one will sit?
	Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the building of the Civic Arena?
	What is the role of your office/your position in the negotiations between the Penguins and the Coalition?
	Why do you think the Coalition decided to work with the Penguins instead of oppose the new arena altogether? 
	Had you heard of CBAs before? What is your opinion on the use of Community Benefits Agreements in general? In this particular situation? 
	What do you think the role of local government should be in these kinds of negotiations?
	What benefit do you think developers/other entities gain from CBAs? (aka what’s in it for them?)
	Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens?
	Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on you personally, for better or worse? On the city?
	Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on you personally, for better or worse? On the city?
	Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having any impact on you personally, for better or worse? On the city?
	How do you foresee this redevelopment affecting the city? The Hill District?
	What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial for the city? For the Hill? 
	Any questions for me?
	Any ideas on who else to interview?
	Business People Preliminary Interview Guide   
	Did you grow up in Pittsburgh? Where do you live now?
	Do you have any personal ties to the Hill District?
	How would you describe the Hill to someone who was not familiar with it?
	Do you consider where the Mellon Arena now sits to be part of the Hill or downtown? What about where the new one will sit?
	Do you have any memories (firsthand or through a relative, for ex.) of urban renewal and the building of the Civic Arena?
	Have you attended Penguins Hockey games or events at the Civic Arena? Are you a Penguins fan? Do you think the situation would be different if a football or baseball stadium was being built or if the Steelers/Pirates were involved versus the Pens?
	What kind of business do you operate own and where is it located?
	Has any of the land clearance already undertaken for the arena had any impact on your business, for better or worse? 
	Do you foresee the construction of the arena having any impact on your business, for better or worse? 
	Do you foresee the actual arena (presumably the building itself and the events it holds) having any impact on your business, for better or worse? 
	How do you foresee this redevelopment affecting the city? The Hill District?
	What do you think could go in the 28 acres that would be beneficial for the city? For the Hill? 
	Any questions for me?
	Any ideas on who else to interview?
	Pittsburgh Arena Term Sheet (http://www.state.pa.us/papower/cwp/view.asp?Q=460701&A=11)
	1. The Penguins will enter into a 29.5 year lease for the new arena, commencing upon its opening. The lease will obligate the Penguins to play hockey in the arena for the term of the lease and contain a non-relocation clause. 
	a. The Penguins will make thirty (30) payments of $3.6M/year throughout the term of the new arena lease. 
	b. Upon the opening of the new arena, the SEA will impose a new surcharge on parking.  The first $400,000/year of revenue generated from the new parking surcharge will be deposited annually into a capital reserve fund established to maintain and improve the new arena.  The balance of the proceeds from the new parking surcharge in excess of $400,000/year shall go to the Penguins. 
	c. Upon the opening of the new arena, the SEA, at its expense, shall promptly demolish Mellon Arena and pave, stripe and in all respects prepare the land under Mellon Arena for use as a parking lot.  Upon completion of this work, the Penguins shall pay an additional $200,000/year over the life of the lease. This use shall continue until the land under Mellon Arena is developed.
	3. The Penguins will manage, operate and maintain the new arena, subject to the terms of its current agreement with SMG, and shall retain all revenues generated from all events at the new arena. 
	4. Except for the new parking surcharge, all revenue generated from existing surcharges shall go to the Penguins and no new surcharges of any kind shall be imposed without the approval of the Penguins. 
	5. Prior to redevelopment, the Penguins shall manage, operate, maintain and retain all revenues from all current and future parking lots on the current Mellon arena site. 
	6. The SEA will provide a 500 space surface lot adjacent to the new arena; the Penguins will manage, operate, maintain and retain all revenues from said lot.  Alternatively, the Penguins may elect for the SEA to construct a 500 space structured parking garage adjacent and connected to the new arena in exchange for the Penguins paying an additional $500,000 per year throughout the term of the new arena lease.  The parties will agree on a deadline for the Penguins to make such election.  If the Penguins inform the SEA of their election to build the garage by May 1, 2007, the SEA will be obligated to complete the garage in time for it to open in conjunction with the opening of the new arena.  The Penguins will manage, operate, maintain and retain all revenues from the garage. 
	7. The arena construction budget will be set at $290M.  The budget will cover the following matters: 
	o Construction 
	o Design 
	o Soft Costs 
	o Eligible pre-development expenses previously incurred by the Penguins in an amount of approximately $6M (Commonwealth and SEA to review and approve the itemized expenses) 
	o Acceptable design and construction contingencies, including a 5% owner contingency 
	o Oversight expenses of the SEA, estimated at approximately $2.5M
	The new arena will be designed with the goal of assuring that all matters listed in Paragraph 7 do not exceed $290M.  The Penguins will exercise ultimate control over the design and construction, provided that the Commonwealth and the SEA each shall approve the design. 
	A GMP for the mutually approved arena design will be contracted for at the earliest appropriate time, taking into account the relationship between design certainty and achieving a cost efficient GMP.  If the GMP plus the other matters listed in Paragraph 7 (“GMP+”) exceed $290M, the Penguins and the Commonwealth agree to split any excess 50/50 up to a GMP+ of $310M.  The Penguins will have the right to pay their share of the increase in the GMP+ from $290M to up to $310M in the form of increased annual payments, rather than a lump sum.  In the event the GMP+ exceeds $310M, the Penguins shall have the right to terminate their participation in the project without further financial obligation, provided that the parties shall first work together in good faith to redesign and value engineer the arena to lower the GMP+ to a level not exceeding $310M. 
	Once the GMP+ is established, the Penguins shall be responsible for any cost overruns, provided that the Penguins shall have the right to modify the design of the new arena to mitigate such overruns, subject to the reasonable oversight of the Commonwealth and the SEA. 
	The SEA will pay the Penguins $8.5M for the hospital site.  The parties recognize that it is essential for the SEA to gain access to the property as soon as possible to begin abatement, demolition and other site work.  It is anticipated that the source of the $8.5M will be from bond proceeds over and above the $290M referenced in Paragraph 7.  In the event the SEA must access the property to commence its work before the $8.5M is available, the parties will work together to devise an arrangement acceptable to the current mortgage holders of the hospital site to enable conveyance of the hospital site to the SEA as soon as possible. 
	The Penguins shall be reimbursed for legitimate predevelopment costs of approximately $6M out of the $290M referenced in Paragraph 7. To the extent any such costs are not reimbursable from the bond proceeds contemplated to fund the $290M, the Commonwealth will develop an alternative means of delivering this reimbursement to the Penguins. 
	To fund marketing expenses incurred by the Penguins in promoting the Team and/or the current or new arena, the Commonwealth will provide funds for the direct economic benefit of the Penguins in an amount equal to $2M, which the parties contemplate will be paid in a lump sum. 
	$3M from the bond proceeds (over and above the $290M construction budget referenced in Paragraph 7) shall be deposited into a capital reserve fund for the new arena. 
	In the event the City of Pittsburgh amusement tax rate is increased or a comparable tax on tickets or admissions is created or increased at any time during the term of the new arena lease, the Penguins shall receive a credit against their financial obligations under the new arena lease or be paid an amount equal to the proceeds from any such new or increased tax on tickets or admissions for arena events. 
	The SEA shall be responsible for all site conditions on the new arena site and shall be responsible for making the site available for construction of the new arena in a clean, buildable condition.  Utilities and other infrastructure shall be made available in a manner and in locations consistent with the design of the arena. 
	Development Rights: 
	o For the value and on the terms set forth in this Paragraph 17, the Penguins shall have development rights to the entire Mellon Arena site, as well as any portion of the hospital site which is available for development following construction of the new arena and the agreed upon surface or structured parking facilities built in connection therewith. 
	o The development rights may be assigned in whole or in part by the Penguins at any time with SEA approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
	o Following execution of the new arena lease, the Penguins shall negotiate, in good faith, terms for PITG Gaming to potentially participate in development rights. 
	o The Penguins and the SEA shall work together to develop a comprehensive redevelopment plan for the development site.  The parties shall work together in a good faith, collaborative manner to promote a timely and desirable redevelopment process. The final redevelopment plan(s) shall be subject to SEA approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
	o The development site shall have a drawdown period of 10 years, commencing on the first anniversary of the later of: (1) the opening of the new arena and (2) the demolition of Mellon Arena and preparation of the land thereunder for use as a parking lot. Upon the commencement of the drawdown period, the Penguins shall be obligated to develop a pro rata portion of the development site during each succeeding twelve month period.  For example, if the overall development site is 28 acres, the drawdown schedule would call for development of 2.8 acres per year. 
	o Upon the Penguins identifying a parcel they wish to be redevelop, the parties shall have the value of the parcel appraised, taking into account its approved use, on a traditional “1/1/1” appraisal method. 
	o The Penguins are entitled to $15M of credits from redevelopment.  Until the entire $15M credit has been received, these credits may be earned in any combination of three ways:  first, in the event the Penguins are developing a parcel, the parcel shall be appraised as described above, and the Penguins shall receive a credit against the purchase price in an amount equal to the appraised value; second, the Penguins shall receive the proceeds from the sale or lease of any parcel to a third party, whether by the Penguins or by the SEA; third, at the conclusion of the ten year drawdown period, to the extent the Penguins have not earned credits totaling $15M, the SEA shall pay the shortfall in cash. 
	o If, on a cumulative basis, the Penguins fail to perform in a timely fashion on the drawdown schedule, the Penguins shall forfeit their development rights with respect to the corresponding amount of land.  For example, if the drawdown schedule calls for development of 2.8 acres per year and, at the end of any drawdown year, the Penguins have failed to develop land at a rate of 2.8 acres per year, the Penguins would forfeit their development rights with respect to the number of acres representing the short fall.  In every case, the Penguins shall have the right to designate the location of the land on the development site to which its development rights are forfeited. 
	o Failure to meet the drawdown schedule and/or forfeiture of development rights with respect to any portion of the development site shall not affect the Penguins’ right to operate and retain revenue from the present or future parking lots on the Mellon Arena site prior to any such lot being redeveloped; provided, however, that the Penguins shall forfeit their rights with respect to parking upon the 10th anniversary of the beginning of the drawdown period.
	The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Allegheny County and the City of Pittsburgh shall be responsible for the full and timely performance of all public sector obligations. 

